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Foreword 
Hello, and welcome to the 2021 Joint Conferences on International Scanning Probe Microscopy 
(iSPM) and Scanning Probe Microscopy on Soft and Polymeric Materials (SPMonSPM). This is 
the first time these long-running SPM meetings have been held concurrently, but it represents the 
22nd ISPM and the 5th SPMonSPM. We originally hoped to host all of you last year in 
Breckenridge, CO, but as we know it’s been a tough 18 months for our planet and many in our 
community are still in countries struggling to get ahead of the pandemic. Nonetheless, we have 
all learned about virtual meetings much faster than we could have imagined. We’ve been to 
numerous virtual conferences; some have been glowing successes while others were objective 
failures. We’ve done our best to combine the best technologies currently available to deliver a 
value-added conference experience. We know that we can’t replace all the wonderful benefits of 
in person meetings such as coffee-break brainstorms and cocktail-hour new collaborations, but 
we are pleased as well by some of the benefits. We can bring together a diverse international 
audience, with lower costs and smaller carbon footprint. So, while we hope to be meeting again 
in person soon, we also hope that the best of the virtual meeting world sticks around and holds a 
place in the community. 

The backbone of ISPM3 is the CVENT virtual attendee hub. Within this hub you will find 
numerous conference experiences including plenary sessions, invited talks, contributed talks, 
posters, vendor exhibits and a topic we are very excited about, panel discussions. You can elect 
to engage with the talks in realtime using the “simulive” chat feature,or jump into the session 
break-out room to discuss the talks in person with your fellow attendees and speakers. If the talks 
of interest are outside your timezone, or conflict with your calendar schedule, please don't fret, all 
content (including contributed talks, posters, as well as live plenarys and panel discussions) will 
be available “on demand” for you to watch at your convenience. We strongly encourage speakers 
to be present for their talks/posters to answer questions related to their work. 

Throughout the week we have scheduled free social events reflecting on the history of iSPM, 
SPMonSPM and a guided “Whiskroscopy” experience (details on how to participate below) 
which we welcome your participation in. Finally, we encourage your participation at the live 
panel discussions covering topical areas of interest to our community: 

1. Frontiers of Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning in SPM
2. Quantifying Functional Properties: Can you really measure X
3. AFM for Soft and Bio: Latest advances and future prospects
4. Future opportunities and needs for SPM instrumentation, software, training and

community
The panels will involve a broad selection of domain experts to provide a diverse array of 

opinions, however, we really hope for active audience participation to allow a voice for the whole 
community. 

On the final day of the conference, we will have a special awards presentation celebrating the 
best student posters and speakers from the conference. 

We hope that you enjoy iSPM3 2021! 

Sincerely 
Jason Killgore and Liam Collins 
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Agenda 
Monday - 6/28/2021 

All times 
(ET) 

12.45 – 1.30 pm Opening Remarks: Liam Collins and Jason Killgore 

AFM of Cells and 
Related Media (I) Dynamic AFM Liquids and the Solid 

Liquid Interface (I) 

1.30 – 2.00 pm Igor Sokolov David Haviland Gabriel Gomilla 
2.00 –   2.15 pm Anhong Zhou Philippe Leclere Manuel Ralph Uhlig 
2.15 –   2.30 pm Delphine Sicard Varun Vyas 
2.30 –   2.45 pm Pablo Dörig Ryan Wagner Elias Nakouzi 
2.45 –   3.00 pm Melanie Koehler Jamie Colchero Georg Gramse 
3.00 –   3.15 pm Albertus Viljoen Arindam Phani Lisa Almonte 
3.15 –   3.30 pm Petr Gorelkin Gabriele Ferrini Marcel Rost 

3.30 –   3.45 pm Alexander Erofeev Shatruhan Singh 
Rajput 

3.45 –   4.00 pm Michael Molinari Vladimir Korolkov 

4.00 – 5:30 pm 
Panel Discussion (I) : Frontiers of Artificial Intelligence and Machine 

Learning in SPM 

5:30- 7:00 pm Poster Session 
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Tuesday - 6/29/2021 
All times 

(ET) 
11.00- 12.15 pm Plenary (I): Ricardo Garcia 

12.15 – 1.45 pm 
Panel Discussion (II) : Quantifying Functional Properties: Can you 

really measure X 

Electromechanics 
Machine Learning 

and Artificial 
Intelligence 

Advanced 
Instrumentation (I) 

1.45 – 2.15 pm Neus Domingo Adam Foster Callie Higgins 
2.15 –   2.30 pm Kaiyang Zeng Rama Vasudevan Xiaoji Xu 
2.30 –   2.45 pm Loïc Musy (abstract withdrawn) 
2.45 –   3.00 pm Ralph Bulanadi Dalia Yablon Pardis Biglarbeigi 
3.00 –   3.15 pm Christina Stefani Javier Sotres Ioan Ignat 

3.15 –   3.30 pm Kumara Cordero-
Edwards Iaroslav Gaponenko Manouel Pichois 

3.30 –   3.45 pm Anthony Ferri  Rafiul Shihab 
3.45 –   4.00 pm Dalla Francesca Kevin Francisco Espinosa 

4.00- 5.30 pm iSPM- Social Event 
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Wednesday - 6/30/2021 
All times 

(ET) 
10.30- 11.45 am Plenary (II): Sergei Kalinin 

11.45 – 1.30 pm 
Panel Discussion (III) : AFM for Soft and Bio: Latest advances and 

future prospects 

AFM of Cells and 
Related Media (II) 

Polymer 
Characterization 

Material Property 
Quantification 

1.30 – 2.00 pm Sonia Contera Bede Pittenger Roger Proksch 
2.00 –   2.15 pm Georg Fantner Ken Nakajima Arnab Bhattacharjee 
2.15 –   2.30 pm Devon Jakob 
2.30 –   2.45 pm Thomas Le Neel Hung Kim Nguyen Kristen Hess 

2.45 –   3.00 pm Amir Farokh Payam Igor Sokolov 

3.00 –   3.15 pm Saanfor Hubert Suh Muhammad Tariq Lawrence Robbins 
3.15 –   3.30 pm Zeinab Al-Rekabi 
3.30 –   3.45 pm Hannah Seferovic 

4.00- 5.30 pm SPMonSPM- Social Event 

(abstract withdrawn)

Sakshi Yadav
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Thursday - 7/1/2021 
All times 

(ET) 
11.00- 12.15 pm Plenary (III): Simon Scheuring 

12.15 – 1.45 pm 
Panel Discussion (IV) : Future opportunities and needs for SPM 

instrumentation, software, training and community 

UHV and High 
Resolution 

Liquids and the Solid 
Liquid Interface (II) Photovoltaics 

1.45 – 2.15 pm Robert Wolkow Takeshi Fukuma Rajiv Giridharagopal 
Rachael Cohn 

2.15 –   2.30 pm Yuan Fang 
Shuai Zhang Samuel Berweger 

2.30 –   2.45 pm Harry Mönig Justin Pothoof 

2.45 –   3.00 pm Sebastian Scherb Victor Gisbert Rosine Coq 
Germanicus 

3.00 –   3.15 pm Max Yuan Miriam Jaafar 
3.15 –   3.30 pm Stefania Moro Shivprasad Patil 
3.30 –   3.45 pm Furkan Altincicek 
3.45 –   4.00 pm Jo Onoda 

4.00- 5.30 pm Scanning Probe Whiskroscopy- Social Event 
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Friday - 7/2/2021 
All times (ET) 

Advanced 
Instrumentation (II) 

Characterization of 
Biological Single 

Molecules 
1.30 – 2.00 pm Steven De Feyter Alice Pyne 

2.00 –   2.15 pm Joseph Kopanski Peter Hinterdorfer 2.15 –   2.30 pm Marco Zutter 
2.30 –   2.45 pm Gheorghe Stan Johanna Blass 
2.45 –   3.00 pm Jonathan Adams Solène Lecot 
3.00 –   3.15 pm Ermes Scarano Gijo Raj 
3.15 –   3.30 pm Charles Clifford Rong Zhu 

3.30 –   3.45 pm Mathaeus 
Tschaikowsky 

4.00- 5.30 pm Award presentation & Closing Remarks 
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Scanning Probe Whiskroscopy
Learn about the Science and Art of Whisky making 

Although its not entirely known if the Irish or the Scots were the first to give birth to Uisce beatha (water 
of life), it can be agreed that whisky has a long and distinguished history! Today many different forms of 
Whisky/Whiskey are enjoyed all over the world with the process of whisky making traversing both Science 
and Art. In this social hour we invite the connoisseur and the curious to come together to learn the 
differences between Irish, Scottish (Scotch) and American (Bourbon) whiskys. Join in a free whisky tasting 
experience by the world renowned whisky blender Dave McCabe, before sharing a glass amongst friends 
while exploring the nanoscale makeup of crystalized whisky. 

The Whisky Expert

Dave McCabe, Whisky Blender 

Dave first joined Irish Distillers in 2010, later helping establish and 
run the Irish Whiskey Academy from 2012 until 2016 in which he 
was the Academy Tutor as well as International Whiskey 
Ambassador. This involved educating people predominantly within 
the spirits industry about the production of Irish Whiskey produced 
in Midleton (county cork, Ireland) as well as travelling around the 
world attending whiskey events and seminars. Today, Dave is a 
Blender reporting directly to Billy Leighton, Master Blender of 
Redbreast. In this role Dave work’s side by side with Billy to 
maintain the consistency of the Redbreast, source casks and bring 
to life new Redbreast innovations. A man of calm disposition, Dave 
knows that good things come to those who wait and when 
Redbreast 21 is your favourite whiskey this is an important point. 

Patience is key when this 21-Year-Old contains a range of casks from 21 to 32 years of age. 

Suggested Libations
If you wish to join along at home with the whisky tasting, we have provided some suggested whisky types 
chosen due to their international availability. However, please note that these are suggestions and we 
welcome you to explore all whiskys available in your locality (or already in your cabinets) at home 

Irish Whiskey Scotch Bourbon 
Jameson (Original or black 
barrel) 
Redbreast (any of the range) 
Powers – (any of the range) 

Glenlivet or Glenfiddich (single malt, non-peated) 
Laphroaig, Ardbeg, or Bowmore (single malt, 
peated) 
Ballantines, Chivas Regal (Blended Scotch) 

Four Roses 
Wild Turkey 
Jim Beam 
Makers Mark 

Disclaimer
Alcohol may be hazardous to health if consumed to excess, the operation of machinery or driving after 
the consumption of alcohol is not advisable. Please drink alcohol responsibly. 
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Abstracts 



Approaches towards combining high-resolution and large-range AFM imaging 

Jonathan D. Adams, Christian Bippes, Lukas Howald, Simon Fricker, Patrick Frederix and 

Dominik Ziegler 

Nanosurf AG, Gräubernstrasse 12-14, CH-4410 Liestal, Switzerland 

adams@nanosurf.com 

Scanning probe microscopes are versatile tools because they can effectively resolve structures 

with length-scales from tens of micrometers down to the atomic-scale. Obtaining high quality 

images over scan sizes that may differ by more than five orders of magnitude presents a 

significant challenge in instrument design. In general, the stability of an instrument is 

improved by minimizing its size. However, for large sample systems, one must find novel 

approaches to maintain high stability which is required for high image quality down to the 

atomic level.  

In this work, we present an overview of technological approaches used by our new instrument, 

the DriveAFM, which uses a novel optical design1 that enables a fully-motorized tip scanner 

with photothermal excitation, and is capable of both high-resolution and large-range imaging 

(see Figure). The primary innovations involve scan head and controller designs that reduce the 

impact of noise sources, both electronic and mechanical, and mitigate environmental effects 

which cause drift. 

Figure 1: A) Photograph of the DriveAFM scan head. B: HOPG topography recorded in 

contact mode in air. Image size is 4×4 nm2. No Fourier or gaussian filtering was applied to 

the image. C: Overlay of DIC optical image (top) and dynamic mode AFM topography image 

(bottom) of a live fibroblast cell in culture medium at 37°C. Image size is 50×50 µm2. 

[1] Adams, J.D. U.S. Patent 10,564,181B2 (2020).



Characterizing nanomechanical properties of comedones after treatment with 

sodium salicylate using atomic force microscopy 

Zeinab Al-Rekabi1*, Anthony V. Rawlings2, Robert A. Lucas3, Nidhin Raj3 and Charles A. Clifford1

1 Department of Chemical and Biological Sciences, National Physical Laboratory, Teddington, 

TW11 0LW, United Kingdom. 
2 AVR Consulting Ltd, Northwich, CW9 8FH, United Kingdom. 
3 Research and Development, GlaxoSmithKline Unlimited, Weybridge, KT13 0DE, United Kingdom. 

* Corresponding author: zeinab.al-rekabi@npl.co.uk

Excessively oily skin can often cause unwanted skin traits in patients, such as excessive shine, enlarged 

pores, frequent outbreaks or acne. Investigating the biophysical properties of precursor lesions as 

microcomedones may prove beneficial in understanding their dissolution and prevention. Therefore, to 

support this exploration, sodium salicylate (NaSal), a common ingredient employed in skin care products, 

is applied ex vivo to micocomedone-associated nose strips and their nanomechanical properties are 

assessed using atomic force microscopy (AFM). Although the exact mechanism of NaSal on comedones 

is not fully understood at present, it appears to exhibit a significant exfoliation effect on the skin after 

repeated use. Herein, we investigated the physical properties of comedones pre- and post-treatment using 

2% NaSal under ambient temperature and humidity. When treating comedones with 2% NaSal, samples 

appeared significantly softer ((1.3 ± 0.62) MPa) when compared to their pre-treated measurements ((7.2 

± 3.6) MPa; P = 0.03826). Furthermore, the elastic modulus maps generated, showed that after NaSal 

treatment, areas in the comedone appeared softer and swollen in some, but not in all areas, further proving 

the valuable impact of the 2% NaSal solution in altering the biomechanics and morphology in the 

microcomedones. Our results provide evidence that NaSal is indeed beneficial as an active ingredient in 

topical creams aimed at targeting eruptive skin conditions. 



A Study of Silicon Dangling Bond Pairs in Search of a True Random Number 

Generator 

Furkan Altincicek1*, Lucian Livadaru2, Roshan Achal1, Jeremiah Croshaw1, Samuel Ng3, Taras 

Chutora1, Max Yuan1, Jason Pitters4, Robert Wolkow1,2,4 

1Department of Physics, University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, T6G 2J1, Canada 
2Quantum Silicon Inc., Edmonton, Alberta, T6G 2M9, Canada 
3Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, 

British Columbia, V6T 1Z4, Canada 
4National Institute for Nanotechnology, National Research Council of Canada, Edmonton, Alberta, T6G 

2M9, Canada 
*altincic@ualberta.ca

Hydrogen terminated silicon has seen a recent resurgence in popularity due to several works demonstrating 

its use for ultra-dense memory, atomic electronics, and quantum devices. On this surface, individual 

hydrogen atoms can be removed with atomic precision through STM pulses, leaving a dangling bond (DB) 

behind. DBs are quantum dot-like entities that can hold either 0, 1, or 2 electrons, with their discrete 

energy levels in the bandgap. We are studying DBs to achieve true random number generators (RNG) on 

the atomic scale. Two DBs patterned in close proximity to each other on a highly n-doped crystal host a 

net extra electron, which can quantum mechanically tunnel to reside on either side. Through measurement 

of the extra electrons’ spatial location in the pair, it is expected that the electron will be found on either 

side with equal probability in the absence of any biasing effects. This opens the possibility of using the 

system as a true RNG, where the bits are generated by probing the electrons’ spatial location. Quantum 

processes are most desired for RNG because the randomness can be such that no common naturally 

occurring or imposed noise will alter the number generation. We study these DB pairs by DFT methods 

to establish the effect of geometry, external fields, and nearby dopants on charge localization and 

consequent RNG bit generation. 

References: 

[1] Achal, R et al. Lithography for robust and editable atomic-scale silicon devices and memories.

Nature Communications 9, 2778 (2018). https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-018-05171-y

[2] Huff, T. et al. Binary atomic silicon logic. Nature Electronics 1, 636–643 (2018).

https://doi.org/10.1038/s41928-018-0180-3

[3] Wyrick, J et al. Atom-by-Atom Construction of a Cyclic Artificial Molecule in Silicon. Nano Letters

18, 12, 7502-7508 (2018). https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.nanolett.8b02919

Figure 1. Measuring the position of an electron on a DB pair over a time range generates random bits, 

which will be used as true random number generator. 

mailto:altincic@ualberta.ca
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-018-05171-y
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41928-018-0180-3
https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.nanolett.8b02919


Atomic Force Microscopy Data acquisition and imaging using wavelet transforms 

Pardis Biglarbeigi, Alessio Morelli, Patrick Lemoine, James McLaughlin, Dewar Finlay and Amir Farokh Payam 
Nanotechnology and Integrated Bioengineering Centre (NIBEC), School of Engineering, Ulster University, 

Jordanstown Shore Road, Northern Ireland BT37 0QB, UK. 

The unique ability of Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) to image, manipulate and characterize materials at the 

nanoscale has made it a remarkable tool in nanotechnology [1]. In dynamic AFM, acquisition and processing of 

the photodetector signal originating from probe–sample interaction is a critical step in data analysis and 

measurements. However, details of such interaction including its nonlinearity and dynamics of the sample 

surface are limited due to the ultimately bounded bandwidth and limited time scales of data processing 

electronics of standard AFM [2]. Similarly, transient details of the AFM probe's cantilever signal are lost due to 

averaging of data by techniques which correlate the frequency spectrum of the captured data with a temporally 

invariant physical system. Here, we introduce a fundamentally new approach for dynamic AFM data acquisition 

and imaging based on applying the wavelet transform on the data stream from the photodetector [3]. This 

approach provides the opportunity for exploration of the transient response of the cantilever, analysis and 

imaging of the dynamics of amplitude and phase of the signals captured from the photodetector. Furthermore, it 

can be used for the control of AFM which would yield increased imaging speed. Hence the proposed method 

opens a pathway for high-speed transient force microscopy. 

Fig. 1 Schematic of the proposed method. Images collected over a single tapping mode scan with the feedback 
maintaining a set-point amplitude. (a) The real-time signal acquired by the photodetector. (b) Scalogram and 

time–frequency phase map obtained via CWT using the raw signal from the photodetector. (c) Temporal 
amplitude and phase versus time at each frequency extracted from the CWT maps. (d) The amplitude and 

phase images reconstructed from the temporal signals of the cantilever. 

References 

1- Y. F. Dufrêne, et al. Nat. Nanotechnology, 2017, 12(4), 295–307.
2- A. Belianinov, et al.  Nat. Communication, 2015, 6, 1–7.
3- A. F. Payam, et al., Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 383-398.

https://doi.org/10.1039/2516-0230/2018


Nanomechanics of DNA self-assemblies and light-driven molecular motors 

Michael Penth1,2, Yijun Zheng1, Arzu Çolak1, Kordula Schellnhuber1,2, Mitchell K.L. Han1, Aránzazu del 

Campo1,2, Roland Bennewitz1,2 and Johanna Blass1* 

1.INM - Leibniz for New Materials, Campus D22, 66123 Saarbrücken
2.Saarland University, Faculty of Natural Sciences and Technology, 66123 Saarbrücken

* johanna.blass@leibniz-inm.de

Single-molecule force spectroscopy has become an essential tool to unravel the structural and 

nanomechanical properties of biomolecules. In this study, we present Flow Force Microscopy (FlowFM) 

as a massively parallel approach to study the nanomechanics of hundreds of molecules in parallel. The 

high-throughput experiments performed in a simple microfluidic channel enable statistically meaningful 

studies with nanometer scale precision in a time frame of several minutes. A surprisingly high flexibility 

was observed for a self-assembled DNA construct typically used in DNA origami. The persistence length 

was determined to be 10.2 nm, a factor of five smaller than for native DNA. The enhanced flexibility is 

attributed to the discontinuous backbone of DNA self-assemblies. 

We also quantified the forces actuated by a unique molecular machine that can apply forces at cell-matrix 

and cell-cell junctions using light as an energy source. Micrometer-sized beads tethered to the surface via 

entangled rotary motors were retracted against drag forces from 1 pN to 5 pN within the first minute of 

UV-irradiation. 

[1] M. Penth, K. Schellnhuber, R. Bennewitz, J. Blass under review in Nanoscale, 2021.

[2] Y. Zheng, et al. Optoregulated force application to cellular receptors using molecular motors,

bioRxiv 2020.03.31.015198., accepted in NatureCommun 2021.

Figure 1.  (A) Sketch of experimental setup for the observation of tethered particle motion in a 

microfluidic flow channel. (B) Optical microscopy t of thousands of surface-tethered beads (scalebar: 100 

µm). (C) Sketch of the molecular arrangement with and without flow force. (D) 2D histogram of 302 

force-distance curves recorded in one optical field of view, color scale reflects the number of datapoints 

in one bin. 



Artificial Neural Networks Measure Fast Dynamic Carrier Motion via EFM on 

Energy Materials 

Madeleine D. Breshears1, Rajiv Giridharagopal1 and David S. Ginger1* 

1. University of Washington, Department of Chemistry, Seattle, WA.

* Corresponding author: dginger@uw.edu

Advances in scanning probe microscopy (SPM) have necessitated parallel development in big data 

handling and data science. One of the emerging methods for analyzing large datasets is to use artificial 

neural networks (ANNs). ANNs can be trained to correlate a specific input with an expected result. [1] 

Here, we use an ANN to discover the otherwise hidden time constant in fast free time-resolved 

electrostatic force microscopy (FFtrEFM) data. FFtrEFM measures the time-dependent electrostatic force 

gradient between the cantilever and the sample in response to an excitation source such as a transient LED 

or voltage pulse down to approximately 10 ns resolution. [2] A limitation of conventional FFtrEFM is that 

the characteristic time constant, which describes the carrier dynamics, is obfuscated by the cantilever 

physics. Our feedforward ANN efficiently and accurately enables direct extraction of the time constant 

from simulated FFtrEFM data. We further discuss the challenges of machine learning when applied to 

target values that span multiple orders of magnitude and how joint classification and regression through 

our ANNs addresses this issue. Finally, we present results on photoinduced carrier dynamics in lead halide 

perovskites that support earlier work showing that grain centers display faster photocharging behavior 

than grain boundaries. [3] 

References: 

[1] SV Kalinin, et al., ACS Nano 10 (2016) p. 9068-9086.

[2] DU Karatay, et al., Rev. Sci. Instrum. 87 (2016), p. 053702-1-11.

[3] R Giridharagopal, et al., ACS Nano 13 (2019) p. 2811-2821.

mailto:dginger@uw.edu


Photoexcited Carrier Dynamics on the Nanoscale in Perovskite Thin Films using 

Microwave Near-Field Microscopy 
 

Samuel Berweger1*, Fei Zhang2, Bryon W. Larson2, Andrew J. Ferguson2, Axel F. Palmstrom2, Obadiah 

G. Reid2, Thomas M. Wallis1, Kai Zhu2, Joseph J. Berry2, Sanjini U. Nanayakkara2, and Pavel Kabos1 

 
1. National Institute of Standards and Technology, Boulder, CO, 80305 
2. National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Golden, CO, 80401 

* samuel.berweger@nist.gov 

 

Spatially resolved studies of photoexcited charge carrier dynamics in photovoltaic systems remain 

challenging on their characteristic nanosecond time scales. Here we present a new experimental approach 

that allows for spectrally resolved spatio-temporal studies of optically excited free carriers in hybrid 

organic-inorganic perovskite thin films. Our approach is based on a near-field microwave impedance 

microscope (MIM, often called scanning microwave microscopy, SMM), which we combine with a 

spectrally continuously tunable pulsed optical excitation source based on a supercontinuum laser. 

Leveraging the inherent GHz bandwidth of our microwave instrument, we obtain temporal resolution as 

high as 5 ns. 

 

Using our new approach, we study the effect of composition, annealing temperature, and surface 

treatment, on local lifetimes and the spectral response. We find that a C60 surface treatment significantly 

enhances the local carrier lifetime, and that deterioration under ambient conditions leads to increased 

spatial inhomogeneity in the photoconductive response and an overall increase in carrier lifetimes. We 

validate our time-domain MIM using sample-averaged time-resolved microwave conductivity, which we 

use together with time-resolved photoluminescence to further elucidate the nature of surface vs. bulk 

carrier lifetimes. 

 

Figure 1.  AFM topography (a) reveals the characteristic granular structure of a Formamidinium-Cesium 

Lead Iodide perovskite thin films, while the corresponding MIM photoconductivity map reveals the 

presence of low-conductivity regions not otherwise discernible. The time-domain MIM trace (c) shows 

the clearly resolved lifetime τ = 48 ns obtained by single-exponential fitting to the photoconductivity 

decay transient (inset: semi-log plot of the same data). 

mailto:samuel.berweger@nist.gov


Quantifying the Impact of Varying Defect Landscapes 
 on Domain Wall Motion 

Ralph Bulanadi1,†, Kumara Cordero-Edwards1, Philippe Tückmantel1, Sahar Saremi2, 
 Giacomo Morpurgo1, Lane W. Martin2,3, Patrycja Paruch1

1 Department of Quantum Matter Physics, University of Geneva, 1211, Geneva 4, Switzerland, † ralph.bulanadi@unige.ch  
2 Department of Materials Science and Engineering, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA 

3 Materials Sciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA94720, USA 

Ferroelectric materials, such as lead titanate, spontaneously retain electrical dipoles via the 
displacement of their central ion. The walls between domains have been modelled as a 
disordered elastic system, both statically and during motion as their adjacent domains expand 
and contract [1,2], while their motion has also been observed to follow avalanche statistics at 
larger scales via the detection of Barkhausen noise [3]. The universality of these classifications 
allow for modelling of domain walls at larger scales than typically possible via ab initio 
methods. 

Here we report scanning probe microscopy studies into the switching dynamics of lead titanate 
thin films with varied and controlled defect disorder, in order to enhance our understanding of 
ferroelectric domain walls as a disordered elastic system. The films, grown on strontium titanate 
substrates, present strain-relieving a-domains that extend through the film, in-plane, along the 
crystallographic axes. Varying point defect densities have also been introduced via bombardment 
with He2+ ions. The gradual motion of 180° domain walls in these films under sequential bias 
scans were imaged using piezoresponse force microscopy. Computational tools were also 
developed to access information pertaining to the rate of switching at the nanoscale, as a function 
of both point defect density and a-domain proximity. 

We observe that increasing point defect density significantly increases the average voltage 
required for switching, as well as the voltage range over which domain wall motion is observed. 
Domain nucleation also appears preferentially in more heavily bombarded samples. The a-
domains appear to act as strong extended pinning sites, imposing directional constraints on the 
domain wall motion along the film crystallographic axes. In the non-irradiated sample, the effect 
of these a-domains appear to dominate, leading to large scale domain wall jumps to 
configurations determined by a-domain position. In contrast, all samples have been observed to 
express Barkhausen behaviour with similar critical exponents, regardless of defect implantation. 
In this complex disorder landscape, preliminary observations suggest point defects may therefore 
apply a screening effect to the impact of a-domains, yielding anomalous behaviour that is locally 
constrained around a-domains in the non-bombarded sample, while being statistically similar on 
a larger scale to ion-bombarded datasets. 

[1] Giamarchi, T., et al., Jamming, Yielding and Irreversible Deformation in Condensed Matter,  Springer (2006):
p91. 

[2] Paruch, P., Guyonnet, J., Comptes Rendus Physique, 14 (2013): p667.
[3] Salje, E.K.H., et al. Physical Review Materials. 3 (2019): p014415.



A method to measure AFM probe tip wear and lifetime 
 

Charles Clifford1*,Zeinab Al-Rekabi 1, Héctor Corte-León1 and James Vicary2 

 
1. National Physical Laboratory, Hampton Road, Teddington, TW11 0LW, United Kingdom  
2. NuNano Ltd, Unit DX, Albert Road, Bristol, BS2 0XJ, United Kingdom 

* Corresponding author: charles.clifford@npl.co.uk 

 

We develop and example a simple method to measure probe tip lifetime and wear of atomic force 

microscopy (AFM) tips. AFM is used extensively in the semiconductor industry for measurement and 

quality control of nanoscale features such as lines, trenches and holes for example in CMOS structures, 

micro lenses, etc. where there is an inevitable drive to smaller and more cost-effective devices [1,2].  AFM 

probe tip sharpness, durability and lifetime are key issues where accurate measurement is paramount and 

down-time of the AFM tool minimized.   However, there are not yet standard protocols to assess this. 

 

We present a simple method to assess probe lifetime and wear.  The method is based on imaging two 

representative samples as a function of time.  The samples studied are a highly topographic porous 

aluminum sample, and a typical silicon step-height sample. Our results show that continuous scans of the 

samples show reproducible behaviour on the probe degradation (Fig. 1(a)). The measurements are 

complemented with SEM images showing different stages of degradation of the samples (Fig. 1(b)). These 

results represent a first step towards a standard protocol to assess probe longevity, and guide both users 

and probe manufacturers. 
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Figure 1.  (a) Example results showing the evolution of the FWHM of the measured image as a function 

of time for one probe and (e) SEM image of a different probe after imaging.  

a) b) 
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We use electric force microscopy (EFM) to understand the temporal dynamics and spatial distribution of 

charge generation and recombination in organic solar cells (OSCs). Here we report an EFM study of a 

film of PBDB-T/ITIC (Fig. 1a) [1]. We begin by using broadband local dielectric spectroscopy (BLDS) 

[2] to determine the film’s charge response time, τ = Rs(Ctip + Cs), where Rs is sample resistance, Ctip is 

tip capacitance, and Cs is sample capacitance. In BLDS measurements, the tip voltage is amplitude 

modulated at a fixed frequency of 45 Hz and sinusoidally modulated at frequencies ranging from 200 Hz 

to 1.5 MHz. We report the first BLDS measurement on an OSC material. We find that τ ≃ RsCtip and 

conclude that light changes Rs, and not Cs, as is universally assumed in EFM experiments done on OSCs. 

 

We are working to measure temporal changes in the film’s photoinduced capacitance and resistance on 

the nanosecond timescale using scanned-probe microscopy. Achieving nanosecond time resolution is 

required to observe photogenerated charges before they recombine. Phase-kick EFM (pk-EFM) [3] 

measures the photocapacitance and photoresistance charging time, τR, by measuring the change in 

cantilever frequency and phase as a function of the delay times, tp, between light and voltage pulses (Fig. 

1b). The pk-EFM method is capable of achieving sub-cantilever-period, nanosecond time resolution. I 

will describe our efforts to push pk-EFM’s temporal resolution from µs to ns in an organic photovoltaic 

film.  

Figure 1. a. Experimental setup, with structures of donor (PBDB-T) and acceptor (ITIC) shown. b. 

Diagram of the phase-kick electric force microscopy measurement. (i) Timing diagram of applied voltage 

and light pulses, with Vd the cantilever drive voltage, Vt the tip voltage, and Ihν the light intensity. (ii) 

Cantilever frequency and phase shifts. (iii) Total phase shift, Δφ, as a function of pulse time, tp. 
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A new AFM-optical  microscope  setup has been designed with the  goal  of  very high stability,  low
thermal  drift,  modular  design,  easy  access  and  easy  integration  into  other  experimental  setups,  in
particular Optical Microscopy and/or Synchrotron Radiation facilities. The fundamental design criterion
has been to separate the AFM system into three different (and modular) parts, each having different
requirements with respect to stability and size. First, the smallest stage integrating the AFM tip holder
and sample scanner having (sub-) nanometer stability; second, the optical stage with the components for
the optical lever detection scheme; and third a stage having all additional techniques to be combined
with AFM measurements, which are “looking” at the same sample spot as the AFM tip. This third stage
may conceptually as large as needed. In the simplest case it will only have the components needed for
optical  microscopy.  However,  it  may also be a whole optical table or even a Synchrotron radiation
source.
Another important design criterion has been to use an optimized material for critical parts. Compared to
aluminium carbon fibre based materials have similar elastic properties, half the density and ~20 times
smaller  thermal  expansion  coefficient.  Hence,  the  AFM  components  will  have  a  higher  resonant
frequency –and therefore higher mechanical stability- as well as much lower thermal drift. Following
these general guidelines, a home-made optical microscope combining machined carbon fibre parts with
–wherever possible- standard opto-mechanical components has been constructed. AFM beam deflection
is implemented through the microscope objective. This allows for shorter focal lengths of the objective
and high numerical apertures up to NA=0.6, giving optimised access for optical techniques, in particular
for high resolution images, and improves the light gathering capacity of the microscope, which is crucial
for low light techniques as for example Raman spectroscopy. 

Figure 1. AFM part  of  the microscope  (left).  AFM beam deflection and blue drive optics (center).
Complete AFM-optical microscope (right).
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Dynamic Scanning Force Microscopy (DSFM) is in most cases a (highly) non-linear oscillator. However, 
it is mostly modelled as a (multifrequency) harmonic oscillator. This very simple approximation works 
surprisingly well. A new scheme to interpret and unify linear and nonlinear interactions is proposed. Using 
the classical model for the driven damped harmonic oscillator, its response is described by means of a 
complex number. We explicitly calculate how the time dependence of the deflection is processed by a 
typical Lock-In setup to obtain a point in the complex plane representing the oscillation state.  

 
Using the Virial Theorem and work of San Paulo et al. [1] as starting point, we show how a linear DSFM 
system can be easily interpreted in terms of “Circles”. Essentially, as the drive frequency is tuned through 
the resonance frequency the outputs of a typical DSFM electronics describe to a very good approximation 
a “Circle” when visualized in xy-mode on an oscilloscope. Interestingly, our model shows that this 
“Circle” remains essentially invariant when including the non-linearity of typical tip-sample interactions. 
These “Circles” are distorted only by dissipation which varies with tip-sample distance. We therefore 
propose that this representation scheme allows a very sensitive method to separate the effect of 
conservative interactions (linear as well as non-linear) from the effect of dissipative interactions. 

 
[1] A. San Paulo and R. García. PRB 66:041406 (2002).  
 

 
Figure 1. Top: non-linear response of the tip-sample system to a typical attractive and repulsive force 
curve; left: amplitude vs. frequency plot, and right: bode plot representation of Real and Imaginary part 
of the complex amplitude as a function of frequency. Bottom: individual Real and Imaginary parts. 
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The dynamic shapes of biologial tissues emerge from a complex interplay of physics, 

chemistry and genetics, which determines--at each temporal and spatial scale--the 

mechanical properties that  eventually form the structures of living organisms. Shape 

and mechanical stability of living organisms rely on precise control in time and space of 

growth, which is achieved by dynamically tuning the mechanical (viscous and elastic) 

properties of their hierarchically built structures from the nanometer up. It is now well-

established that cellular behaviour (including stem cell differentiation) crucially 

depends on the mechanical properties of the cells’ environment. Attention has been 

directed towards the importance of the stiffness of the natural (extracellular matrix, 

ECM) or artificial matrices where cells grow, with the purpose of either understanding 

mechanotransduction, or controlling the behaviour of cells in tissue engineering. While 

stiffness (i.e. the capacity of a material to elastically store mechanical energy) has been 

the focus of most experimental research, neither cells or matrices are elastic. Biological 

systems dissipate energy (i.e. they are viscous) and hence they do not respond to 

mechanical deformations instantaneously (like an ideal Hookean spring), but present 

different time responses at different spatial scales that characterise their responses to 

external stimuli. Measuring viscoelasticity (especially at the nanoscale) has remained 

experimentally challenging[1,2]. In my talk I will present atomic force microscopy 

(AFM)- based techniques to measure and map the viscoelasticity of living tissues, cells, 

membranes, collagen, ECMs, and tissue engineering matrices across the spatial and 

temporal (from Hz to 100s of kHz) scales, and chirp-based spectroscopic techniques to 

assess viscoelasticity from Hz to 100s  kHz at the nano and micro scale developed in my 

lab. I will also present tests for assessing which viscoelasic model better fits the 

experimental AFM results. Our results have uncovered that extracellular matrices of 

both plants [3] and tumours present an almost perfect linear viscoelastic behaviour 
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Thin SrVO3 (SVO) films crystallized in the perovskite structure show functional properties comparable 

to what is achieved in the standard indium-tin oxide (ITO) [1]. By using [Ca2Nb3O10]− nanosheets (NS) 

[2] as germination layers, growth of 40 nm thick SVO film by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) on covered 

glass results in crystalline perovskite with the preferential (001) orientation with a room temperature 

resistivity of 300 µ.cm and an optical transparency of about 75% at 550 nm. However, since the 

microstructure and conductivity may have a strong influence on the macroscopic properties, motivating 

us to investigate the local electrical conductivity of the SVO film , by Scanning Spreading Resistance 

Microscopy (SSRM) [3]. For this Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) mode, a highly conductive diamond 

tip is used to map the local resistance of the indium-free transparent conductor (TCO) film. The 

topography (Figure 1a) reveals clearly the nano-textured structure of the SVO film, three distinct areas 

can be localized: (1) SVO directly deposited on glass (without NS), (2) SVO on a single layer of NS and 

(3) SVO on multiple NS layers. The AFM friction map (Figure 1b) shows a granular structure on area (1) 

and does not show a difference between areas (2) and (3), indicating the same mechanical properties and 

probably the same chemical composition. In the resistance acquisition (Figure 1c), with VDC bias of 

+500 mV applied to the sample, the conductivity of the SVO on NS (areas 2 and 3) presents a very low 

resistance of 20 k, confirming the macroscopically observed metallic conduction. In SSRM 

spectroscopy mode, a quasi-symmetric I-V spectra is observed in the range of  2 V. Interestingly, the 

area 1 present also some conductivity, which could probably result from polycrystalline state of the SVO 

due to proximity effect of the nanosheets. In addition, we can note that, the grain boundaries between 

different NS seem to be largely conducting, an insulating character is only observed if the SVO film is 

physically interrupted around NS agglomerates.   

 

[1] A. Boileau et al, Adv. Optical Mater. 7, (2019), 1801516 

[2] M. Nijland et al, Adv. Funct. Mater. 25, (2015), 5140 
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Figure 1. Conductivity of the vanadate TCO on glass covered by nanosheets: a) topography, b) friction 

acquisition, c) local resistivity SSRM results.  
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In ferroelectrics, domain walls are thin interfaces separating regions with different orientations of 

electric polarization, either along the same crystalline axis (180° domain walls), or as ferroelastic 

twins. The domain walls can present physical properties quite different from the surrounding domains, 

allowing them to be used as active components in future device applications. 

 

Recent studies of domain walls using scanning probe microscopy have focused on mapping their 

response to different parameters such as temperature, applied pressure and electric field, in order to 

understand their structure-property relationships. In particular, the role of high strain gradients present 

at ferroelectric twins has been shown to enhance their electrical conduction [1] and can lead to complex 

rotational polarization textures [2,3]. 

 

 

Here, I will present our investigation of ferroelastic twin domains (90° domain walls) in epitaxial 

PbTiO3 thin films grown on SrTiO3, explored with scanning probe microscopy.  Our results suggest a 

complex polarization structure, with unique mechanical response distinct from the surrounding 

ferroelectric phase, and enhanced electrical conduction.  
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In the frame of the FEOrgSpin project (Ferroelectric control of organic/ferromagnetic spinterface) funded 

by the National French Research Agency (ANR), one of the objectives is to control the hybrid ferroelectric 

organic/ferromagnetic metal interface, as known as “spinterface”, for the development of future advanced 

data storage devices based on spin electronics. For example, the spin polarization of spinterface at the 

Fermi level can be different or even of opposite sign to that of the adjacent ferromagnetic electrode, 

annihilating the spin properties of the device.  

Recently, we demonstrated the possibility of modulating the spin polarization at the poly(vinylidene 

fluoride) (PVDF)/Co interface by changing the direction of the ferroelectric polarization within the PVDF 

material [1]. We obtained important results regarding the surface morphology, the conduction properties 

as well as piezo-/ferroelectric behavior of these organic ferroelectric barrier layers by using different 

techniques/tools of Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), such as piezoelectric force microscopy, for 

nanoscale investigation. Now, in order to optimize the parameters of spin transfer, it becomes necessary 

to develop nanometric-size organic tunnel junctions to improve the effects of both electroresistance (TER) 

[2] and magnetoresistance (TMR). The solution chosen consists in the development of tunnel nano-

junctions indentation by the use of conductive-AFM probes (CT-AFM) [3]. Here the feedback control of 

the process is operated by the current measurement during indentation and allows for a sub-nanometer 

control of the thickness of the junction (Fig. 1).  

 

[1] S. H. Liang et al., Adv. Mater. 28, (2016) 
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Figure 1. (left) Schematic representation of the nano-indentation step using the CT-AFM technique. 

(center) AFM image showing the indented area. (right) Local I-V curve showing the evolution of the 

electrical properties of the nano-junction during indentation.  
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In this presentation, I will mainly focus on the functionalization of graphite and graphene using molecules, 
though the concepts can be applied to other 2D materials too. Nanostructuring is at the heart of all 
functionalization protocols that we develop, because it opens new possibilities of control and functionality. 
A variety of scanning probe microscopy methods are used for visualization, characterization, and 
manipulation. A first approach is based on molecular self-assembly at the interface between a liquid or 
air, and graphite or graphene. I will discuss concepts of nanostructuring emphasizing the effect of solvent, 
solute concentration and temperature, stimulus-driven self-assembly and self-assembly under 
nanoconfinement conditions. A second approach is based on grafting molecules on graphite or graphene 
via covalent chemistry. It will be demonstrated how in addition to bottom-up strategies that in addition to 
control on the density and layer thickness also provide submicron to nanoscale nanostructuring, also 
scanning probe microscopy top-down nanolithography can be used to nanostructure such covalently 
modified surfaces. A third approach does not focus on the functionalization of the surface, but uses the 
surface as a support for the in-plane covalent stitching of molecules, leading to the formation of on-surface 
2D polymers. The (de)polymerization can be controlled by scanning tunneling microscopy.  
 

 
 

Figure 1.  STM image of combined nanolithographic, covalent and non-covalent molecular 
functionalization of graphite  
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By introducing a fluidic channel into an AFM probe, fluid force microscopy1 (FluidFM) greatly extends 

the application range for AFM. With three distinctive probe designs, the user can pick & place microscopic 

objects, print on the sub-micron scale, or even inject into adherent cells. Popular applications range from 

higher throughput single-cell-force-spectroscopy (SCFS)2, to microbial studies3, colloidal research, nano-

printing as well as single cell injection.                       

 

Cytosurge AG, an ETH Zurich spin-off, was founded in 2009  with the aim to make FluidFM conveniently 

available to interested researchers. Since, more than 100 labs have joined the FluidFM community 

resulting in a wealth of publications. Here we introduce the underlying technology, outline a typical 

system, and then present recent application highlights of FluidFM users around the world.  
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Figure 1.  The three FluidFM probe types enable a wide range of applications in mechanobiology, 

nanotechnology and biotechnology.  
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Piezoresponse Force Microscopy (PFM), based on the inverse piezoelectric effect is the basic mode 

to study surface electromechanics at the nanoscale. Still, quantification of electromechanical responses 
remains elusive due to the convergence of different physical and electrochemical phenomena that lead 
to an effective mechanical response. Moreover, but it has been realized that the effect of gradients in 
electro-mechanical phenomena at the nanoscale can become dominating: the generation of electrical 
signals after the application of mechanical strain gradients with an AFM tip has been proved, and it has 
been shown that it is possible to write ferroelectric domains [1] or to move oxygen vacancies and charges.  

  

In this talk, I will review several different phenomena that directly affects quantification of 
piezoelectric response at the nanoscale, that is, the determination of the d33 effective piezoelectric 
coefficient. First, I will show how gradient-based electromechanical effects couples and interferes with 
PFM measurements. I will start by demonstrating the asymmetry in mechanical properties induced by 
the coupling of flexoelectricity to ferroelectricity leading to ferroelectrics as smart mechanical materials 
[2], and opening new opportunities to mechanically read ferroelectric polarization states in both, thin 
films and single crystals, on the base of Contact Resonance Frequency AFM mode. Then, I will put the 
light in another new aspect: converse flexoelectric effect [3] due to the presence of strong local electric 
field gradients at the tip end can induce a mechanical strain of the sample in dielectric centrosymmetric 
materials with magnitudes comparable to piezoelectric d33 coefficient. I will compare the output of 
measurements done using the optical beam detection method with interferometric sensors to isolate 
artifacts in the response. Finally I will go over the effect of Schottky barriers on the determination of the 
d33 coefficient of piezoelectric semiconductors, and show how the metal-insulator junctions can induce 
non-linear and multiharmonic electromechanical responses [4]. 
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    The properties of 2D materials devices are very sensitive to the physical, chemical and structural 

interactions that might happen during processing. Low-invasive patterning methods are required to 

fabricate devices at the nanoscale. Here we developed a process that combines oxidation scanning probe 

lithography (o-SPL) and oxygen plasma to fabricate nanoribbon field-effect transistors and nano-

constrictions on few-layer MoS2 and MoSe2. The oxygen plasma has a double role in this process. First, 

it forms a thin, uniform oxide layer on top of the flake surface to enable o-SPL nanopatterning with full 

control of shape and size. Second, the oxide layer thins down the flake. Both plasma-based and o-SPL 

oxides are soluble in deionized H2O, which enabled etching and the definition of electrically isolated nano-

constrictions and nanoribbons. The accuracy and robustness of the process was applied to pattern sub-10 

nm wide constrictions and nanoribbon transistors.  
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Figure 1. (a) AFM topographic image of MoS2 nanoribbons FET. The channel consists of an array of 17 

nanoribbons of 300 nm half-pitch and 5 nm of thickness. (b) AFM topographic image of a sub-10 nm 

constriction fabricated by o-SPL on an oxygen plasma treated MoS2 flake (c) AFM topographic image of 

the constriction shown in (b) after water etching. 
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Stereocontrolled multilayer growth of supramolecular porous networks at the interface between graphite 
and a solution was investigated. For this study, we designed a chiral dehydrobenzo[12]annulene (DBA) 
building block bearing alkoxy chains substituted at the 2 position with hydroxy groups, which enable van 
der Waals stabilization in a layer and potential hydrogen-bonding interactions between the layers. Bias 
voltagedependent scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) experiments revealed the diastereospecificity of 
the bilayer with respect to both the intrinsic chirality of the building blocks and the supramolecular 
chirality of the self-assembled networks. Top and bottom layers within the same crystalline domain were 
composed of the same enantiomers but displayed opposite supramolecular chiralities. 

Figure 1.  Schematic of a self-assembled porous double-layer structure formed by an alkoxy-substituted 
dehydrobenzo[12]annulene (DBA) molecules.  
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The evolution of the 3D morphology of cells is at the heart of many biologically relevant 
process ranging from stem-cell differentiation, to cancer metastasis. Things become 
even more interesting when looking at the evolution of systems comprising the interaction 
of multiple cells such as the growth of organoids, the formation of networks by neurons or 
the infection of cells by pathogens. When studying these systems, the information we are 
after is not just in their static structure, but in how this structure changes over time. Time 
resolved imaging has proven to be an invaluable tool in this regard. While many excellent 
optical microscopy techniques exist for time resolved imaging in the sub-micrometer scale at 
both 2D and 3D, the options for 3D time lapse characterization at the nanometer scale are very 
limited. Atomic force microscopy has long since promised a solution but has struggled to 
deliver except for cases of relatively sturdy cells such as bacteria1,2 or yeast.  

Scanning ion conductance microscopy (SICM) on the other hand has been developed 
specifically for imaging of fragile surfaces of eukaryotic cells3. This true non-contact 
technique is ideally suited for label-free imaging of cell surfaces and achieves exquisite 
resolution down to the nanometer regime4,5. The challenge to harness this 
technique for time resolved 3D nanocharacterization of living cells lies in the relatively 
slow imaging speed of SICM. In this presentation I will show how we apply what we have 
learned from high-speed AFM to the field of SICM. By reengineering the SICM microscope 
from the ground up, we were able to reduce the image acquisition time for SICM images to 
0.5s while extending the imaging duration to days6. I will also discuss the combination of 3D 
surface data from SICM with 2D and 3D volume data from SOFI imaging for correlative high 
resolution imaging of the cell interior as well as the cell membrane7.  
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troughs in mycobacteria. Nat. Microbiol. 2, 17094 (2017).
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Correlative imaging using scanning ion conductance microscopy and stochastic optical 
fluctuation imaging (bioRxiv (2020) doi:10.1101/2020.11.09.374157) 
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Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a powerful technique for accurate, reliable and non-destructive 

imaging and characterization of materials at the nanoscale [1]. Among the numerous AFM methods, 

amplitude modulation or tapping mode AFM (AM-AFM) is an established method for imaging and 

characterization for most commercial AFM systems [3]. Despite its high spatial resolution and 

sensitivity, quantitative characterization by AM-AFM lag behind other advanced AFM methods as far 

as quantification of materials properties is concerned [2]. In this work a fully analytical 

multiparametric approach for AM-AFM is proposed which simultaneously quantifies the Hamaker 

constant and viscoelastic properties of materials [4]. The main advantage of the proposed method 

lies in the inclusion of adhesion to calculate viscoelasticity, which makes it superior to the current 

equations used in the AFM community. The accuracy of the proposed method is validated by several 

simulations and experiments and comparison with nanoindentation results, which strongly support 

its candidacy as a method of choice for material properties quantification by dynamic AFM. 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic of proposed method. The probe interaction with the sample’s surface (bottom left) is 

acquired in the form of amplitude and phase vs average distance between tip and sample (top left). Calculating 

the closest distance from the amplitude of cantilever oscillation and the average separation distance (middle 

center), the curves are converted (top center). By applying the proposed equations on the observable data 

using the known cantilever parameters, the effective Hamaker constant and Young modulus are calculated 

(top right). Using the definition of energy dissipation and virial, the resonance frequency of cantilever and the 

obtained Young modulus, the coefficient of viscosity is calculated (up right). Finally, the calculated parameters 

are used to reconstruct the force based on DMT force model (bottom right). 
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Polymers with electroactive properties provide numerous opportunities for applications in domains such 

as biomedicine or energy generation owing to their flexibility, good mechanical acoustic impedance and 

biocompatibility compared to ceramic materials. Among this class of polymers, poly(vinylidene fluoride) 

(PVDF) is a semi-crystalline polymer with unique piezo-, pyro- and ferroelectric properties allowing its 

use for various development in sensors, actuators and energy harvester systems. Furthermore, the addition 

of nanofillers is an interesting way to strongly enhance properties of such fluoropolymers. In this context, 

advanced atomic force microscopy tools are fully suitable for probing the response of the nanometric 

inclusions, which is a crucial step for optimizing macroscopic performance of devices based on such 

piezocomposites. 

In our work, both carbon nanotubes/PVDF and stretched barium titanate (BaTiO3)/PVDF nanocomposites 

were studied. By means of a combination of several AFM modes, such as Tapping mode AFM for surface 

morphologies, piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) for piezo-/ferroelectric properties, conductive-

AFM for electrical conductivity and amplitude modulation−frequency modulation (AM-FM) method for 

nanomechanical behavior, a deep investigation on the microstructure and physical properties of the 

composites were performed on the nanoscale in addition to macroscopic studies. As significant results, (i) 

the direct identification of PVDF α- and γ-phases was successfully achieved (figure 1), enabling better 

understanding of the impact of the carbon nanotubes on the structural and functional properties of the 

PVDF-based nanocomposites [1], while (ii) the ability of the PFM tool to directly image individual 

piezoelectric nanometric fillers (BaTiO3) embedded into a polymer matrix and control polarization as well 

was demonstrated [2], allowing for in-depth study of electroactive composites on the nanoscale. 

 

[1] S. Barrau, A. Ferri, A. Da Costa, J. Defebvin, S. Leroy, R. Desfeux, J.-M. Lefebvre, ACS Applied 
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Figure 1. The local behavior of PVDF γ-phase induced by carbon nanotube incorporation has been 

investigated by atomic force microscopy tools [1]. 
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Recently, three-dimensional atomic force microscopy (3D-AFM) has been proven to be a powerful tool 
for investigating various structures and phenomena at solid-liquid interfaces [1,2]. In the method, a tip is 
scanned in the XY and Z directions in a 3D interfacial space. During the tip scan, the variations in the force 
applied to the tip is recorded to produce a 3D force image. At a solid-liquid interface, the tip interacts with 
surrounding solvent molecules during the tip scan. Thus, the obtained 3D image represents the distribution 
of solvent molecules. So far, the method has been used for visualizing 3D hydration structures on minerals, 
organic thin films, and biological systems with subnanometer-scale resolution. This emerging technology 
has attracted attention due to its potential applications in the research on interfacial control technologies 
for anti-fouling, lubrication, anti-freezing, colloidal dispersion, cosmetics and cleaning. 

In the meanwhile, here I would like to draw attention to another important implication of the success 
of the 3D hydration measurements. In the AFM community, it has been a common sense that we should 
fix atoms or molecules to a solid surface to visualize them with atomic or molecular resolution. However, 
3D-AFM allows us to visualize subnanometer-scale distribution of mobile water molecules that are not 
fixed on a solid surface. This is a big surprise and may lead to the breakthrough for the aforementioned 
limitation of AFM. Then, the next question would be what is the requirements to be visualized by 3D-
AFM. We believe that the answer is capability of self-organization. For example, in the case of 3D 
hydration measurements, the hydration structure is significantly disturbed during the vertical tip scan yet 
it is quickly recovered before starting the next vertical scan. Such a self-organization capability is essential 
for visualizing inside of 3D structures. One may think this is too severe condition yet we can find large 
number of important 3D self-organizing systems in both natural and artificial environments. Examples 
include interfacial phenomena and devices (hydration, lubrication, electric double layer devices and liquid 
crystal devices) to biological systems (cells, nucleus, chromosomes and proteins). 3D-AFM may allow us 
to directly visualize inside of these various 3D self-organizing systems. 

Based on this idea, we have recently started to explore inside of various 3D self-organizing systems. 
At polymer-water interfaces, gel-phase polymer chains with a thickness of a few nanometers were 
visualized. At an ionic liquid - Au electrode interface, ordered ionic liquid distributions with ~5 nm 
thickness were visualized. Furthermore, a carbon nanotube (CNT) tip was developed and used for 
visualizing inside of chromosomes with a thickness higher than 500 nm. Finally, a focused ion milled Si 
needle probe was fabricated and used for visualizing inside of a live cell with a thickness of several 
microns. With these examples, here I would like to propose to apply 3D-AFM not only for visualizing 
hydration structures but also for imaging inside of various 3D self-organizing systems.  
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The atomic force microscope has significantly contributed to advance mechanobiology (1-2).  In turns, 

mechanobiology  has stimulated the development of advanced force microscope methods and models to 

determine the viscoelastic response of a living cell (3-5).  

 

In this contribution, we show that the nanomechanical response of eukaryotic cells depends on the spatial 

(nucleus versus cytoplasm) and temporal (force rate) properties. Here, we discuss some relevant factors 

that influence the quantitative accuracy of AFM measurements. Specifically, we study the choice of the 

linear viscoelastic model used to parameterize the response, the deformation rate or the influence of the 

stiffness of the solid support on the mechanical property values. We show that the stiffness of the solid 

support might lead to an overestimation of the  Young’s modulus by about 15%. However, this effect is 

corrected by using a bottom-effect theory (3). We show that the use of elastic contact mechanics models 

leads to overestimate the effective Young’s modulus of cells. The agreement obtained between AFM 

nanomechanical measurements performed on fibroblasts and HeLa cells and a power-law viscoelastic 

model supports the quantitative accuracy of the experimental data.   
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One of the most exciting developments in atomic force microscopy (AFM) over the past decade is the 

emergence of “big data” approaches to analyzing cantilever motion to extract hidden information. Such 

methods have enabled new insight into dynamic processes at the nanoscale by applying time-frequency 

analysis to cantilever motion. One method, time-resolved electrostatic force microscopy (trEFM) can 

measure dynamic information at sub-microsecond timescales by applying time-frequency analysis to the 

cantilever’s response to a transient stimulus such as photoexcitation of a solar cell [1-2]. In dynamic AFM 

methods like trEFM, the cantilever motion is a nonstationary process where the frequency changes with 

time. Extracting this instantaneous frequency is a difficult problem in signal processing. 

 

Here, we present a new method that circumvents the limitations of conventional time series methods to 

extract instantaneous frequency and apply that to trEFM. This method, nonstationary Fourier mode 

decomposition (NFMD), combines stochastic gradient descent, Fourier mode decomposition [3], and 

knowledge of the oscillator physics to achieve two critical results. First, we show that NFMD extracts the 

instantaneous frequency with significantly lower noise (Fig. 1A). Second, NMFD can measure the time 

constant of the excitation directly, providing a significant improvement to conventional trEFM (Fig. 1B) 

by extracting otherwise hidden information. We demonstrate this method on test cases such as ion motion 

in doped polymer systems and charge generation dynamics in perovskites. NFMD therefore provides a 

powerful new approach to explore time-frequency analysis in dynamic AFM measurements. 
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Figure 1.  (A) Instantaneous frequency in AFM simulations extracted by Hilbert transform (top) compared 

to NFMD (bottom) (B) NFMD (solid) can extract the ground truth time constants (dashed) in real data. 
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Mapping the electric properties of materials at the nanoscale in electrolyte solutions is of great 

interest in Life and Materials Sciences. Here, I will review the developments we performed in 

this field of research in recent years by using in-liquid Scanning Dielectric Microscopy in 

force detection mode [1]. In-liquid Scanning Dielectric Microscopy is a scanning probe 

microscopy technique in which a metallic coated atomic force microscopy probe, with an 

alternating voltage applied, is used to probe the local electric force acting on it when 

interacting with the sample of interest. From the measured electric force, and by using 

suitable theoretical models, the local electric properties of the samples (conductivity and/or 

dielectric constant) can be obtained with nanoscale spatial resolution. The basics of the 

technique [1], including some relevant theoretical aspects [2], will be presented together with 

some examples of application. Among the applications I will consider the mapping of the 

dielectric properties of planar supported lipid bilayers [3],  [4],  self-assembled monolayers 

[5], single liposomes [6], fixed eukaryotic cells [7] and electrolyte gated field effect 

transistors under operation [8]. I will close the presentation with a discussion on the future 

perspectives of the technique. 

 
Figure: Schematic representation of in-liquid Scanning Dielectric Microscopy in force 

detection mode.  
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AFM nano-mechanics typically characterizes soft materials with a local modulus, determined by fitting 
force-distance curves to an idealized model borrowed from macroscopic contact mechanics.  The method 
breaks down at higher tip velocity were viscous force becomes significant.  Furthermore, the very large 
curvature of an AFM contact enhances capillary force (Laplace pressure) in comparison with macroscopic 
contacts.  The capillary force, derived from interfacial energy and surface curvature, is independent of 
elastic modulus, describing force resulting from volumetric deformation.  Soft-mater nano-mechanics 
needs a new paradigm; one based on dynamic analysis of tip-surface force and interaction models which 
include interfacial energy.   
 
Dynamic force quadratures are part of this new paradigm [1]. Closely related to Dynamical Mechanical 
Analysis (DMA) used in the study soft materials in bulk, force quadratures result from a cyclic 
measurement of force.  They reveal the elastic and viscous components of the tip-surface force at the 
cantilever resonance frequency, as functions of the oscillation amplitude 𝐴, at fixed probe height.  The 
conservative force quadrature FI(A) displays the component of force in-phase with the cantilever motion.  
Similarly, the dissipative force quadrature FQ(A) displays the component in-phase with the velocity.  These 
‘dynamic force curves’ are rapidly acquired (typically 2 ms per curve) and thus well suited to high-density 
nanomechanical mapping.  AFM Force quadrature curves on soft materials reveal viscoelastic surface 
dynamics [2].  Hysteresis in FI(A) and FQ(A) is due to the relaxation time of the surface exceeding the 
period of cantilever oscillation.  We incorporated this relaxation time in to a one-dimensional moving 
surface model which includes capillary forces in an approximate fashion [3].   

 
Fig. 1:  Taken from [2].  Force quadrature curves measured on a rubber region of a thermoplastic alloy. 
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In this work, a new atomic force microscopy (AFM) characterization method has been developed to 

quantify the viscoelastic loss tangent (tan 𝛿) of stiff rod-shaped cellulose nanofibrils (CNFs) with thin 

diameters (5 nm to 15 nm). The method is called low-total-force contact resonance force microscopy (LTF 

CR-FM) and uses Brownian motion to achieve the thermally limited lowest dynamic force, while 

approaching adhesive pull-off to achieve the lowest static force.  The two-fold advantage of this approach 

is (1) to minimize substrate and geometry effects by limiting the dynamic stress field to within the CNF 

cross section and (2) to quantify local instead of bulk tan 𝛿 at spot locations along the CNF structure by 

taking measurements at single points. The LTF CR-FM measurements were shown to generate analyzable 

data without evidence of nonlinear resonance softening and without damage to the CNF over static forces 

ranging from 11.6 nN to 84.6 nN. The measured tan 𝛿 of CNFs was 0.015 ± 0.0094, which is the first 

reported tan 𝛿 measurement of an isolated CNF. Finally, as shown in Figure 1, LTF CR-FM successfully 

mapped tan 𝛿 along the length of CNFs. However, no significant change in tan 𝛿 in the transverse 

direction was observed over kinked defects, which are known to affect nanomechanical and biofuel 

processing performance, compared to straight sections. This result may be attributed to the length scale of 

the measurement. 

             

Figure 1.  AFM topographical image (a) of 2 selected CNF arrangements for mapping tan 𝛿 and a 

corresponding plot (b) of tan 𝛿 at points along the section line normalized by the average tan 𝛿 value for 

the entire section line. To determine tan 𝛿 along the top of the CNF, the computed tan 𝛿 was correlated 

to the height measurement taken within the same single point CR-FM measurement. As such, the section 

lines along the nanofibrils shown in the AFM topographical images (a) correspond to the approximate 

location of the tan 𝛿 result and shown for illustration. The average tan 𝛿 values (b) are 0.028 and 0.026 

for Sections 1 and 2, respectively. The plotted error (b) represents the coefficient of variation. 
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Immunoglobulin G (IgG) antibodies play a central role in human health by alerting and activating 
components of the innate immune system upon infection or carcinogenesis. Molecular engineering of 
antibodies for therapeutic and diagnostic purposes emerges to be one of the major technologies in 
combating many human diseases. Despite its importance, a detailed description of the 
nanomechanical process of antibody-antigen binding and dissociation on the molecular level is 
lacking. Here, we utilize high-speed atomic force microscopy to examine the dynamics of antibody 
recognition and uncover a new principle. Contradicting the current textbook view, antibodies do not 
remain stationary on surfaces of regularly spaced epitopes; they rather exhibit “bipedal” random 
walking caused by mechanical strain due to imperfect binding1. Randomly walking antibodies gather 
in transient clusters that serve as docking sites for the complement system. Of special interest is the 
classical complement pathway, which is triggered by IgG-hexamer formation on cells2,3. The 
dynamic assembly of IgG hexamers on antigenic surfaces represents a recently recognized and yet 
underutilized effector function of IgGs. We employed high-speed atomic force microscopy to 
visualize the dynamic formation of IgG oligomers on antigenic lipid membranes4,5. With single-
molecule force spectroscopy and quartz crystal microbalance we further characterized the molecular 
interactions by determining chemical rate constants and energies5. The low affinity of Fc-Fc 
interactions prevents IgG oligomerization and thus unwanted complement activation at physiological 
concentrations in solution. Upon surface-epitope binding, however, oligomerization may be initiated 
via two different pathways: recruitment from solution, or diffusion-driven lateral collisions. Our 
findings will inspire the rational design of antibodies and antibody formats to exploit/inhibit steric 
strain-induced dynamic effects and hexamerization. 
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Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) is a powerful technique in biophysics and nanomedicine, since it allows 

imaging and manipulating nanostructures in physiological conditions on a single molecule level [1]. 

Magnetic Force Microscopy (MFM) is an AFM-based technique where a nanometric magnetic probe is 

scanned in close proximity to a surface detecting the local magnetic fields gradients near it. MFM has 

been applied to the study of a variety of magnetic systems, including magnetic nanoparticles. Despite the 

importance of studying magnetic nanostructures with biological applications in physiological conditions, 

the applicability of MFM to these systems was limited up to now because of the difficulty in developing 

MFM for detecting magnetic interactions in liquids. This is a consequence of the higher damping forces 

acting on the cantilever when working in liquid environment, as compared to air, which results in a 

significant loss of sensitivity of the MFM signal. In the work presented here, we start by introducing the 

necessary development for MFM imaging in liquid media [2] and discussing the influence of the chosen 

cantilever on the obtained MFM signal-to-noise ratio. Then, we present the development of new magnetic 

probes fabricated by Focused Electron Beam Induced Deposition (FEBID) using specially designed 

cantilevers for liquid medium and demonstrating that further improvement on the performance can be 

gained [3]. 

 
Figure 1: MFM images of a reference sample acquired in water with a commercial MFM tip (a) and with 

a nanorod tip (b). (c) and (d) are the corresponding profiles (e) SEM image of an Fe nanorod tip grown by 

FEBID. 

 

[1] Y. F. Dufrêne et al. Nature Nanotechnology 12, 295–307 (2017) 

[2] P. Ares et al. Small 11, 36, 4731–4736 (2015) 

[3] M. Jaafar et al, Nanoscale, 12, 10090–10097 (2020)  
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Multimodal measurements of chemical composition, electrical properties, mechanical properties, and 

topography by atomic force microscopy (AFM) deliver correlations across properties at the nanoscale and 

provide clues to the structure-function relationship of materials. In the past, measurements with these 

modalities are operated separately with different operational modes of AFM. Not only do sequential 

measurements require additional operation time and are subject to scanner/sample drift, but also, different 

modalities of SPM have different spatial resolutions, which undermine correlative analysis. For example, 

the popular frequency-modulated Kelvin probe force microscopy measures the surface potential with 

30~50 nm spatial resolution under ambient conditions, whereas the AFM measurements of chemical 

composition, mechanical properties, and topography can routinely achieve < 10 nm spatial resolution.   

 

At the conference, we will present our recent invention of an integrated AFM technique that can 

simultaneously provide chemical, surface potential, mechanical, and topographic imaging at < 10 nm 

spatial resolution in ambient conditions. We name it peak force infrared-Kelvin probe force microscopy 

(PFIR-KPFM), as we achieved it through an integration of peak force infrared microscopy and pulsed 

force Kelvin probe force microscopy. In a single scan, the integrated PFIR-KPFM delivers simultaneous 

multimodal measurement at a comparable and high spatial resolution of < 10 nm. As a demonstration, we 

measured a naturally-degraded CH3NH3PbBr3 perovskite single crystal. AFM topography, mechanical 

modulus, contact potential difference (CPD), and nano-IR imaging at infrared absorption of perovskite 

are simultaneously acquired and shown in Figure 1a-d, respectively. Correlation analysis among infrared 

absorption, mechanical modulus, and CPD are performed and displayed in Figure 1e-f. 
 

 
Figure 1.  PFIR-KPFM measurement of a naturally degraded CH3NH3PbBr3 perovskite crystal. (a) 

Topography. (b) Modulus. (c) CPD. (d) The nano-IR image at the infrared frequency of 1585 cm-1 (e) 

Correlation between CPD and IR signal. (f) Correlation between CPD and modulus. 
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In AFM, methods such as Contact Resonance (CR) Spectroscopy [1] have been used to characterize 

viscoelastic material properties over a wide range of frequencies.  CR operates in the net-repulsive contact 

regime and uses information about the in-contact natural frequencies and quality factors of the system. 

This information, coupled with a suitable mathematical material model, is used to estimate the sample’s 

material properties. Traditionally, integer-order, differential equation-based viscoelastic material models 

are used to extract the material properties. However, these models accurately predict properties for a 

narrow frequency band and exhibit challenges while predicting properties for a larger frequency range, 

including: ringing phenomena and poor extrapolation properties. These models are also numerically 

cumbersome, due to the large array of parameters they require. These challenges, however, can be 

overcome by utilizing fractional differential equation-based viscoelastic material models. 

 

In this work, we begin by analyzing the capabilities of fractional models to capture the behavior of 

viscoelastic polymers over a wide frequency range.  Broad band, bulk complex modulus values of different 

polymers are taken from the literature and are used as a reference [2].  This reference data, along with a 

Hertzian contact mechanics model and a traditional CR model, are used to calculate our test data, which 

consists of the calculated in-contact natural frequencies and quality factors of several “fictitious” 

numerical test cantilevers, for several eigenmodes for each material.  The test data spans several decades 

of frequency for each material by use of many fictitious test cantilevers.  Note that, for each cantilever the 

calculated spring and damping parameters for the material under test will be different.  Next, an analytical 

Contact Resonance model of an AFM cantilever with a fractional viscoelastic element at its tip is derived.  

Using the test data and the characteristic equation of the fractional cantilever, the global fractional model 

parameters of the system are calculated – which are valid for all test cantilevers.   

 

To experimentally validate the idea, CR spectroscopy experiments, along with creep and relaxation 

experiments, are conducted on the same polymers used in the numerical study. A Time Temperature 

Superposition (TTS) scheme is used to obtain a broadband, frequency-dependent complex modulus master 

curve for each material. Finally, a fractional viscoelastic model is applied to these experimental data and 

corresponding material parameters are extracted. A comparative study regarding the capability of 

capturing the power-law behavior observed for these materials, in terms of a fractional model and its 

classical integer-order counterpart model is also presented. 
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As all obligate intracellular microbes, reoviruses must cross the plasma membrane to enter host cells and 
requires the concerted action of viral and host factors. After interaction of reovirus attachment protein σ1 
with cell-surface carbohydrates and proteinaceous receptors [1], additional host factors mediate virus 
internalization. In particular, β1 integrin is required for endocytosis of reovirus virions following 
junctional adhesion molecule A (JAM-A) binding. While integrin-binding motifs in the surface-exposed 
region of reovirus capsid protein λ2 are thought to mediate integrin interaction, evidence for direct β1 
integrin-reovirus interactions and knowledge of how integrins function to mediate reovirus entry is 
lacking. Here, we present an experimental approach using a combination of single-virus force 
spectroscopy, confocal and fluidic force microscopy, to discover a direct interaction between reovirus and 
β1 integrins. We proved that λ2 is the viral ligand for integrin and identified a functional role for β1 
integrin interaction in promoting clathrin recruitment to cell-bound reovirus, which may in turn facilitate 
endocytosis. Our study demonstrates a direct interaction between reovirus and β1 integrins and offers 
insights into the mechanism of reovirus cell entry [2]. These results provide new perspectives for the 
development of efficacious antiviral therapeutics and the engineering of improved viral gene delivery and 
oncolytic vectors. 
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The electrostatic force microscope (EFM) produces images proportional to the electrostatic force between 

the tip and sample. The force between the tip and sample depends on the geometrical capacitance between 

the tip and sample and the voltage difference (charge) between them. Usually, in EFM, the sample is 

grounded while an ac voltage is applied to the cantilevered tip to generate an oscillation. Since these forces 

act over long distances, EFM can image structures beneath the sample surface. We have produced a test 

chips with a series of subsurface structures with multiple independently biasable electrodes, Figure 1a. 

Using these structures, we were able to implement a mode of EFM where the AC+DC signal was applied 

to the buried structures instead of the cantilever, that is, remote bias electrostatic force microscopy (RB-

EFM). An external high frequency lock-in amplifier (LIA) monitors the deflection signal of the cantilever, 

using the AC signal applied to the buried structure as its reference. Small changes in the phase of the 

cantilever oscillation can then be detected to map subtle electrostatic force variation between the 

subsurface metal lines and the EFM tip. With a test structure consisting of interdigitated lines, we found 

that when opposing sets of lines were biased with ac signals 180o out of phase with each other, a substantial 

enhancement in spatial resolution was achieved. As the tip is scanned across the lines, the phase is forced 

to go to zero midway between the lines and amplitude is forced to a minimum (Figure 1b). We project 

that lines biased in this manner can be detected even if covered by 10’s of micrometers of dielectric, 

comparable to the depth that MFM can detected current carrying buried lines. This technique may be 

useful for imaging buried metal lines in integrated back end of the line metallization. Other structures on 

the same chip contain of a small center electrode and a much larger surrounding electrode. In this case, if 

the surrounding electrode is biased with an ac voltage 180o out of phase with the bias on the inner 

electrode, images formed of material covering the center electrode would only consist of the signal arising 

from the in-phase excitation of the center electrode. This type of self-shielding or co-axial electrode may 

result in enhanced spatial resolution in the region of the center electrode. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1  a) Test structure with interdigitated electrodes beneath 1 µm of dielectric. a) RB-EFM amplitude 

measured for a single set of interdigitated lines at dc bias voltages increasing from -5 V to +2 V in 1 V 

steps. 
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The structural studies of polymers is vital, since polymers are ubiquitous and varied in their use – from 

micellar drug carriers to bulletproof vests. Their exquisite molecular architecture provides polymers with 

a wide range of properties. The ability to image this molecular structure in real-space is, therefore, critical. 

The only technique that can perform such imaging is Atomic Force Microscopy. 

In this work we will show how the use of higher eigenmodes imaging [1] provides a routine approach to 

achieving molecular, and in some instances submolecular resolution, on a wide range of polymers. This 

approach, unlike others, does not require any special cantilevers or custom modified AFM components. 

Here, we have implemented this technique on a commercial AFM – Park Systems NX20 – to achieve 

molecular resolution on a real-world samples of Teflon (Figure 1), polyethylene and i-polypropylene as 

well as epitaxially grown films of these polymers on 2D-materials. 

We will discuss challenges and advantages of applying higher eigenmode imaging technique in structural 

studies of polymers. 

[1] V. Korolkov et al., Nat. Commun. 10, (2019), 1537.

Figure 1.  High resolution 

AFM images of Teflon surface 

showing single PTFE molecules 

with a molecule-to-molecule 

distance of ~5.6Å.  
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Gold nanoparticles are frequently used in emerging fields such as biotechnologies due to their remarkable 
optical properties. Therefore, these particles are brought in contact with various living samples, such as 
plant cells[1]. However, little information is available about their impact on the mechanical properties of 
living plants at sub-cytotoxic levels.  
 
In this work, AFM force spectroscopy measurements were performed on cells present on mature leaf 
epidermis of Egeria Densa immersed in an aqueous solution containing functionalized gold nanoparticles. 
Force maps were recorded on top of cells with applied forces of 0.3 nN and 1.0 nN in order to investigate 
their wall stiffness at different depths[2]. Our measurements show a decrease of the cell wall stiffness 
whatever the nanoparticle functionalization, decrease that can be as high as one order of magnitude 
depending on nanoparticle concentration and time exposure. Moreover, the cell wall stiffness decreases 
more rapidly with a higher nanoparticle concentration in the surrounding water. 
 

Force measurements were also performed on the same leaves after exchanging the solution containing the 
nanoparticles by water. An increase of the cell wall stiffness almost to its initial value after 4 hours is 
observed. This return to the original state suggests that the softening is directly due to the presence of the 
nanoparticles. 
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Figure 1.  a) Photograph of a piece of Egeria Densa on top of an agarose gel and immersed in solution, 
and b) schematic illustrations of the AFM experiments: a high-density carbon colloidal tip is put in contact 
with the epidermis cell wall, and a force is applied in order to monitor the stiffness of the cell. 
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Protein adsorption on surfaces is used in biosensing tools as an immobilization mean to trap the analyte 
to be detected. However, adsorption can lead to conformational changes in the protein structure, resulting 
in a loss of bioactivity. Among surfaces, self-assembled monolayers of silane molecules are widely used 
to functionalize SiO2, as the surface charge and hydropathy can be tuned by using silane molecules with 
different the head-group charges and alkyl chain lengths. The objective of this study is to decipher the 
impact of streptavidin adsorption on silane monolayers on its further interactions with biotin.  

Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations are well-suited to investigate protein-surface interactions and 
adsorption-induced conformational changes at atomic scale. Furthermore, Steered Molecular Dynamics 
(SMD) simulations, that mimic Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) experiments, provide additional 
information regarding forces and dynamics of individual ligand-receptor interactions. 

Firstly, a MD simulation system (GROMACS – OPLS-AA) was developed and several silane monolayers 
were modeled. Their structural properties were qualitatively validated by FTIR and XPS experimental 
results. Then, streptavidin adsorption on silane monolayers and its subsequent interactions with biotin 
were investigated by coupling MD and SMD simulations. It was shown that adsorption-induced 
conformational changes in streptavidin, which depend on the type of silane molecules, induce a decrease 
of the streptavidin-biotin rupture force [1]. Individual streptavidin-biotin interactions were further 
investigated by SMD simulations at various pulling velocities, from 0.002×106 to 20×106 μm/s, to 
approach the pulling velocities obtained with AFM experiments. By comparison with previous 
experimental results and SMD rupture forces obtained without adsorption on silane monolayers [2], it was 
demonstrated that silane molecules with uncharged head-group and short alkyl chain allow streptavidin 
immobilization while keeping biotin interactions better than silane molecules with positively charged 
head-groups. Impact of the nature of silane molecules on the unbinding process and binding energy were 
also deciphered. 

The same methodology was applied to another complex, including the cell receptor ACE2 and the 
receptor-binding domain (RBD) of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein. Contrary to the streptavidin-biotin 
complex, it was demonstrated that ACE2 adsorption on mixed silane monolayers induces an increase in 
the rupture force of spike protein RBD, indicating a reinforcement of protein-protein interactions.  
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Proprotein Convertases (PCs) can directly or indirectly control the malignant phenotype and metastatic 

potential of tumor cells, such as their proliferation, survival, invasion, and migration [1,2]. The purpose 

of the present study was to explore the effect of PCs inhibitors, both endogenous (profurin, the prosegment 

of furin which is able to inhibit the maturation and function of various substrates of the convertases) and 

exogenous (Dec-RVKR-CMK, which can block the activity of all the convertases), on the metastatic 

potential of the colon cancer cell line, CT26. To that end, we investigated the nanomechanical properties 

of the cells, qualitatively and quantitatively, using Atomic Force Microscopy (BrukerNano, USA) 

combined with a confocal microscope (Zeiss, Germany) at physiological temperature (37°C). The results 

showed that both inhibitors have an effect on the apparent Young’s modulus of the CT26 cells. The 

observed difference may be attributed to changes in the organization of sub-membrane actin structures, 

which directly contribute to cell elasticity [2]. To go further in the understanding of the effects of the 

inhibitors, FluidFM (Cytosurge) experiments were performed, allowing to probe cellular adhesion 

properties; The results also show that the inhibitors could change cytoarchitecture and adhesion during 

malignant transformation.  

 
[1] Scamuffa N, et al., J Clin Invest. 118 (2008) 352-63.  
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Figure 1.  (a) AFM PeakForce error image of the colon cancer cells CT26 inhibited cell by profurin. (b) 

Apparent Young’s modulus of control and profurin-inhibited CT26 cells.  
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Controlling the identity of the tip-terminating atom or molecule in low-temperature atomic force 
microscopy (AFM), is the key for chemical imaging, as well as for quantitative and reproducible force 
measurements with piconewton precision. However, lacking a direct comparative tip-performance 
assessment, a profound standardization in such studies is not yet achieved. In this contribution we compare 
the imaging and force-spectroscopy capabilities of four atomically defined probe tips, namely Cu-, Xe-
[1], CO-[1], and O-terminated Cu- (CuOx-) tips [2,3]. Using a nanostructured copper-oxide surface as a 
benchmark system, we investigated both, their imaging characteristics and capabilities in quantitative 
force measurements during the lateral manipulation of single adsorbed Xe atoms. Supported by DFT, our 
results allow a detailed discussion about the interplay between chemical reactivity, tip relaxations, and 
dynamic processes within the tip-sample junctions. Hereby, the CuOx-tip termination stands out with its 
ability to obtain a clear chemical-specific contrast on the metal-oxide and showing a superior performance 
in the manipulation experiments. Its high chemical and mechanical stability qualifies the CuOx-tip as a 
valuable standard probe in scanning probe microscopy and force measurements with ultrahigh resolution.  
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Figure 1.  A partially oxidized Cu(110) surface with its typical (2x1)O-reconstructed oxide stripes was 
used as template for two benchmark experiments with four atomically defined AFM tips. (1) Height-
dependent contrast analysis (upper panels). (2) Quantitative force measurements at the threshold for lateral 
manipulation of single Xe atoms nucleated at the metal/metal-oxide boundary (lower panels).  
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Conjugated polymers (CPs) are promising materials for modern organic electronics, as they combine 
structural and electronic adaptability to deliver smart, efficient, low-cost and environmentally 
friendly devices [1]. Existing applications for these polymers include organic photovoltaics, organic 
light-emitting diodes, organic electrochemical transistors (OECTs) and biochemical sensors [2]. The 
molecular-scale characterisation of CPs is, however, still unsatisfactory, as analytical techniques that 
can reliably provide high-resolution information on their structure and composition are scarce. Here, 
we utilise an innovative approach to investigate CPs at the (sub-)molecular scale, namely the 
combination of ultra-high vacuum (UHV) electrospray deposition (ESD) with scanning tunnelling 
microscopy (STM) [3]. This method allows for intact deposition of thermally fragile macromolecules 
and their characterisation at the ultimate spatial resolution of UHV-STM, revealing self-assembly, 
length distribution, sequence and exact chemical structure, including the presence of defects. 
 
Following the recent employment of CPs in OECTs, the typically used alkyl side-chains, which 
provide stability to the polymeric materials through inter-strand interdigitation, have been substituted 
with polyethylene glycol (PEG) side-chains for optimal ion transport in aqueous conditions. 
Although the performance of PEG-functionalised materials rivals that of other established materials 
[4], the effects of PEG side-chains on the microstructure of polymers have not yet been examined in 
the literature. However, a precise understanding of the inter- and intra-molecular interactions is of 
fundamental importance, as structural modifications of CP assembly have been shown to strongly 
impact the overall order properties and charge-transport mechanisms [5]. Here, we present the results 
of a comparative study that shows the relationship of the widely employed poly(2,5-bis(3-
alkylthiophene-2-yl)thieno[3,2-b]thiophene) (pBTTT) [6] to two PEG derivatives. The polymers 
have been independently synthetised, deposited in ultra-high vacuum by ESD and studied by STM.  
Our findings allow us to derive clear parallels and differences between alkyl and PEG side-chains, 
leading to the formulation of a new hypothesis for PEG side-chain interactions in polymeric films. 
New insight into the relationship between side-chains behaviour and polymer microstructure is also 
attained, allowing for predictions of optimised polymer chemical structures to be proposed. 
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Surface adsorbates play an essential role in the stability of as-grown and written ferroelectric domains, 

particularly in thin films, since they provide the electrostatic screening necessary to stabilise polarisation 

bound charge. The study and control of the ferroelectric-adsorbate interaction is, therefore, key to 

engineering complex ferroelectric patterns which could be used for electromechanical actuation and 

sensing applications as well as catalytic processes [1,2]. Previous studies have demonstrated that polar 

adsorbates such as water are strongly influenced by both the orientation of the polarisation and the 

switching history of the ferroelectric [3], with screening strongly dependent on relative humidity [4]. 

Here, we report on our nanoscale investigation on the behaviour of water on ferroelectric PbTiO3 thin 

film surfaces as a function of relative humidity, temperature and electric boundary conditions, using 

Kelvin probe force microscopy, piezoelectric force microscopy and high resolution non-contact resonant 

imaging, and a home-built humidity control system [5]. We observe extremely low charge dissipation, 

and high localisation of both positive and negative screening charge on patterned domain structures in 

films with varying as-grown polarisation states, which we attribute to the extremely high quality and low 

surface roughness of the films, as compared with previous studies where much more extensive charge 

dynamics were observed [6]. In local measurements during temperature cycling at low and high 

humidities, we also note that both polarisation orientation and the presence of written domains appear to 

influence the nucleation and growth of water layers: growth appears to be inhibited by written structures. 

We measure a significant change of growth speed and water island shape between samples with a 

polydomain polarisation state compared to monodomain polarised ones.  
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Nano-scale viscoelastic measurement based on AFM is reviewed with showing several examples of 
heterogeneous polymeric materials. Dynamic modulus determination, such as storage (E’), loss (E”) 
moduli and loss tangent with wide-frequency range is now realized by this technique [1].  

The first example uses its capability of wide frequency measurement and its temperature control 
function to validate time-temperature superposition (TTS) principle. We used styrene-butadiene 
rubber (SBR) vulcanizate of which glass-rubber (GR) transition temperature, Tg is –27°C [2]. It was 
confirmed that the viscoelastic values of a pure SBR vulcanizate were quantitatively equivalent to 
bulk DMA results. TTS holds even at nanoscale if just viewing “average,” while some breakdown 
occurs due to heterogeneous nature of GR transition.  

The miscibility between two polymer species is the second example. Nanorheological AFM was 
utilized to investigate the nature of a SBR/butadiene rubber (BR) partially miscible blend [3]. The 
blend seemed to be immiscible according to conventional AFM techniques. However, when both E’ 
and E” for the blends were compared with those for the homopolymers, values for both the SBR-rich 
and BR-rich regions did not coincide with those for the pure component. In particular, the BR-rich 
region, exhibited a dynamic heterogeneity, where the frequency responses were much more 
complicated than those of the BR homopolymer. 
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In mineral systems, interfacial hydration structure creates ion distributions, chemical potential 

gradients, and inter-particles forces that influence surface reactivity, heterogeneous catalysis, 

mineral nucleation, and growth by particle assembly. Recent advances in atomic force 

microscopy–specifically 3D fast force mapping (FFM) in amplitude modulated mode–have 

enabled the direct observation of interfacial solution structure with sub-nanometer resolution. We 

use this capability to probe multiple mineral-solution systems, including layered silicates 

(phlogopite and muscovite mica) and aluminum (oxy)hydroxide (boehmite) exposed to salt 

solutions of different pH, ionic strength, monovalent and divalent cations, as well as using different 

AFM probes to conduct the measurements. Depending on the system, we typically observe three 

to five structured layers spaced 0.2–0.5 nm apart with lateral features templated by the underlying 

crystal lattice. For the case of boehmite, we observe four laterally structured water layers within 

one nanometer of the surface, with the highest water densities occurring at sites adjacent to the 

surface hydroxyl groups. The key features beyond the first two layers are not observed in molecular 

dynamics simulations of the free boehmite-water interface; and can only be predicted using a full-

scale simulation that incorporates the AFM tip. These results demonstrate the complex relationship 

between crystallography, water density, and particle interactions; and present important advances 

towards quantitative data interpretation in 3D FFM. 

Figure 1. (Left) Schematic of boehmite (010) basal plane and (Center, Right) Slices of force 

gradient map corresponding to the solution structure at two planes normal to the boehmite-water 

interface 
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Epoxy thermosets are important in a wide range of applications covering adhesives, structured 
composites, coatings, and so forth, thank to their advanced mechanical and thermal properties, and 
solvent stability. Epoxy thermosets are based on a three-dimensional network formed via the curing 
reaction of functional groups such as epoxy and amino. The formation of network structures under 
curing therefore plays key roles in determining the final performance of epoxy materials. Epoxy 
thermosets are generally believed to exhibit a nanoscale heterogeneous network structure as a result of 
an uneven growth of cross-linked fragments under curing [1]. However, many associated properties, 
such as heterogeneous behaviour of the mechanical and adhesive responses of epoxy thermosets at 
nanoscale remains little known. 
 
In this study, we employ a bimodal AFM approach, namely amplitude-modulation (AM) and frequency-
modulation (FM) [2], to simultaneously characterize nanoscale elastic and adhesive responses of an 
epoxy-amine system: hydrogenated bisphenol A diglycidyl ether (HBADGE) and 1,4-
cyclohexanebis(methylamine) (CBMA) [1]. The surface of epoxy samples of different cured conditions 
was smoothed using a microtome (Leica Microsystems UC6). AM-FM measurements were performed 
using a Cypher S AFM (Asylum Research Inc.) in air condition. Panels (a), (b), and (c) of Figure 1 show 
the topographic height, elastic modulus (Eelas), and energy dissipation (Edis) images of an epoxy sample 
cured at 298 K for ~24 h corresponding to a conversion degree of ~80%. Heterogeneous features were 
observed in both Eelas and Edis images, suggesting a direct effect of heterogeneous network structure on 
the elastic and adhesive properties of epoxy materials at nanoscale. The hard and soft domains in the 
Eelas image might represent the high and low cross-linked regions, which appeared during the network 
formation [1]. The correlation lengths of these heterogeneous domains were ~27 and ~21 nm for Eelas 
and Edis images, respectively. We also found that these length scales decreased to ~12 nm upon full cure.   
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Figure 1.  (a) Height, (b) elastic modulus, and (c) energy dissipation images of HBADGE/CBMA epoxy 
cured at 298 K for ~24 h simultaneously obtained using AM-FM mode. 

100 nm 
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During the last decades, the knowledge about nanoscale properties has known a leap forward thanks to 

the development of Atomic Force Microscopy, particularly concerning the mapping of their mechanical 

and viscoelastic properties. These progresses are of the utmost importance since the nanoscale has a direct 

influence on the macroscale behavior. Among the different dynamic modes available nowadays, Peak 

Force Tapping, Intermodulation AFM, and nano Dynamic Mechanical Analysis are able to estimate these 

properties from the force curves using the approach-retract movement of the AFM tip and provide 

quantitative mapping. 

 

In this study, we aim to systematically compare these AFM modes in term of accuracy as well as their 

applications and limitations using polymer blend thin films as model systems. In this study, we are 

focusing on thin films made of poly(styrene) (PS) and poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) or PS and poly 

(-caproplactone) blends prepared by drop-casting. These polymers are chosen because they are exhibiting 

different elastic modulus and different viscoelastic behaviors linked to their chemical characteristics. 

 

For the data analysis, we also used Machine Learning (ML) algorithms as a promising tool for the 

detection of the different domains in the materials (by partitioning the recorded data (i.e. the observables) 

into clusters according to their similarities. In this study, we will discuss ML algorithms dealing with data 

clustering (such as K-Means or Automatic Gaussian Mixture Model). 

 

In fine, the observed morphologies have been confirmed by analyzing their local chemical properties 

(Figure 1) by AFM-IR which is a combination of the contact or tapping AFM imaging mode with a tunable 

infrared laser to make infrared spectroscopy far below the diffraction limit. This allows us to obtain a 

chemical identification mapping at the nanoscale as well as an IR spectrum from a region of the sample 

and try to estimate the actual composition of the different phases from the spectra and the IR images. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. PS-PCL blend thin film: (a) Topography; (b) Mapping of the rigidity modulus; PS-PMMA 

blend thin film: (c) Topography; Mapping of the IR laser absorption at the fixed wavelength (d) 1600 

cm-1, and (e) 1735 cm-1.  
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This contribution introduces some of the main challenges faced by force microscopy to image at 

subnanometer-scale spatial resolution solid-liquid interfaces. The presentation is divided in three sections. 

The first section is devoted to introduce the capabilities of  3D-AFM to image with atomic-scale resolution 

the 3D interfacial structure of surfaces immersed in aqueous solutions (1-3). The second section shows 

the applications of high-speed bimodal AFM to map the nanomechanical properties of several biological 

processes (4). The third section discusses some fundamental issues involving the imaging and 

nanomechanical characterization  of  live cells with the AFM (5-6). 
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Correlative imaging of ferroelectric domain walls 
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In the last decades, ferroelectric materials have shown promise in photovoltaics applications, high 
efficiency actuation and sensing, as well as information storage. These materials possess an 
intrinsic polarization switchable under the application of an electric field, as well as a wealth of 
associated functional properties including nonlinear optical activity, very high piezo- and pyro-
electric responses, and in some cases magneto-electric coupling. Recently, ferroelectric domain 
walls - regions separating domains of differing polarization orientation - have been the focus of 
numerous studies due to their intrinsically nanoscale nature and unique functional properties, 
which make them potentially useful for device applications. Whilst most of investigations of 
domain wall functionalities are conducted via a combination of high resolution scanning probe 
microscopy (SPM) based techniques probing their electromechanical and electrochemical 
responses, optical approaches - in particular second harmonic generation (SHG) nonlinear optical 
microscopy and polarimetry analysis - are increasingly being used as a way to non-perturbatively 
probe the internal structure, chirality and polarization of domain walls. Combining the two 
felicitously complementary techniques - with sequential SPM and SHG measurements of the 
same intrinsic or engineered domain structure - provides an opportunity to paint a complete 
structural and functional portrait of domain walls. However, despite their complementarity, the 
very different nature of the two techniques has so far made a fully quantitative and correlative 
analysis of their observables extremely challenging. Here, we leverage a combination of machine 
learning based techniques with data stacking approaches in order to enable a fast, correlative 
and objective analysis of SHG and SPM data sets. First, the correlative approach is introduced 
and discussed from the workflow point of view. Then, a comparative study of the different data 
analysis approaches is presented. Based on a data set acquired on a lead zirconate titanate thin 
film, the analysis aims to disentangle the contributors to the SHG polarimetry response of different 
origins in ferroelectric domain walls delimiting triangular shape c-domains. We specifically discuss 
the merits of K-means clustering on the stacked SHG dataset, showing not only similarity but 
significant improvements over the manual analysis published before. The correlative workflow 
enables us to find additional behaviors revealed by machine learning that might have been 
discarded as noise or experimental error through manual analysis. Finally, we extend the analysis 
to include and correlate the SHG signal to the observed PFM response through spatially 
correlative machine learning - enabling a better discrimination of domain and domain wall 
functional response.   
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Collagen is the most abundant structural protein of the extracellular matrix. The assembly of collagen 
fibrils play relevant roles in a variety biological processes. The formation fibrils during the self-assembly 
process of collagen I have been studied by AFM [1,2]. Those studies lacked the time and mechanical 
properties resolution to clarify the mechanism of the earlier stages of collagen assembly and fibril structure 
formation.  We have developed a high-speed bimodal AFM [3] that combines the ms time resolution of 
high-speed AFM [4] with the nanomechanical force sensitivity of bimodal AFM [5,6]. High-speed 
bimodal AFM characterizes the earliest stages of the self-assembly of the collagen fibrils by proving time-
resolved and high-spatial resolution maps of the evolution of the elasticity of the fibrils during the growth. 

[1] F. Jiang, H. Hörber, J. Howard, D.J. Müller., J. Struct. Biol. 148 (2004), 268–278.
[2] D.R. Stamov, E. Stock, C.M. Franz, T. Jähnke, H. Haschke, Ultramicroscopy 149 (2015), 86–94.
[3] V.G. Gisbert, S. Benaglia, M. Uhlig, R. Proksch and R. Garcia, ACS Nano 15, 1 (2021), 1850-1857.
[4] T. Ando. Nanotechnology 23 (2012), 062001.
[5] S. Benaglia, V.G. Gisbert, A.P. Perrino, C.A. Amo, R. Garcia, Nat. Protoc. 13 (2018), 2890.
[6] E.T. Herruzo, A.P.  Perrino, R. Garcia, Nat. Commun. 5, (2014), 3126.

Figure 1.  Sequence of High-speed bimodal AFM maps of topography and elastic modulus showing 
collagen microribbon growth on mica and evolution of physical properties. 
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Airborne pollutants are a serious and growing human health crisis. Annual international expenditures in 
2013 were estimated at between 240 billion and 630 billion US dollars, depending on the determinist 
model applied, or roughly 3-9% of the world’s total expenditure on health care.1 Cancer, chronic 
respiratory disease, and cardiovascular illness make up the largest percentage of health care conditions 
linked to airborne pollution. Teflon fiber filters can be used to trap airborne particles in a variety of high 
pollutant environments. In this report, we show AFM topographical images of Teflon filters that have 
been exposed to pollutants and show that the particles are trapped at levels consistent with the pollution 
type and exposure time. 

[1] A. Preker, O. Odeyi, M. Lapetra, D. Simon and E. Keuffel, Annals of Global Health 82 (2016), p.
711.

Figure 1.  AFM image of a PTFE filter after 12 hour exposure to ambient air. Protrusions show a high 
density of particles trapped in the filter matrix. 10µm X 10µm. 
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Quantitative mapping of viscoelastic properties of soft matter with a nanoscale spatial resolution is an 

active and relevant research topic in atomic force microscopy (AFM) and nanoscale science 

characterization. Dissipative processes related to the viscoelasticity of soft materials have been 

thoroughly studied in AFM experiments, though models to convert these processes into sample 

properties are not trivial [1]. Here we develop a theory to transform the energy dissipation values 

associated with viscoelastic interactions to material properties. We show how bimodal AM-FM [2] is 

applied to extract, using a Kelvin-Voigt model, several viscoelastic parameters such as the Young’s 

modulus, the viscosity coefficient, the retardation time or loss tangent and the true topography of a 

poly(styrene-block-methylmethacrylate) (PS-b-PMMA) copolymer. We then develop a way to validate 

the accuracy of bimodal AFM experiment to determine the viscoelastic parameters through comparison 

with computer simulations [3]. 

Figure 1.  Apparent, deformation and true topography and bimodal nanomechanical maps of a PS-b-

PMMA block co-polymer. (a) True topography. (b) Young’s modulus. (c) Viscosity coefficient. (d) 

Retardation time. 
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During the last decades, nanodielectrics (i.e. nanocomposite materials based on a polymer matrix mixed 

with an inorganic filler) have shown a great potential for electronic applications. In particular, they show 

clear improvement in electrical properties (capacitance, electric field concentration, dielectric breakdown) 

as well as mechanical properties (tensile strength, flexibility) for a wide range of temperature. These 

improvements are promising for the design of energy harvesting devices or electrical insulation systems.  

 

More and more studies highlighted the major role of the interphase between the matrix and the filler. 

Because of its nanoscopic nature, the study of the interphase properties requires cutting edge tools as 

scanning probe microscopy (SPM).  

 

As model polymer matrix, we choose poly(styrene) (PS), a well-known polymer, easy to handle and one 

of the most used in this context with epoxy resin. As inorganic filler, we selected silver nanoparticles since 

silver is known to show the highest electrical and thermal conductivity. They are produced by laser 

photoablation in Tetrahydrofuran (THF) or toluene as organic solvent. The laser photoablation is known 

to produce nanoparticles with good colloidal stability while the use of THF aims to add an extra carbonic 

shell surrounding the silver nanoparticles.  

 

For the analysis of our samples, we used different experimental techniques. we used optical measurements 

at different steps of the thin film fabrication process: reflectometry to determine the thickness of the 

polymer matrix, UV-VIS spectroscopy to monitor the production of the silver particles, and finally 

ellipsometry to characterize the optical properties of the composite films and more particularly the 

complex permittivity with lateral resolution of 1-2 micrometers.  

 

For the measurements at the nanoscale, on one hand, we used PeakForce Tapping (PFT) and 

Intermodulation AFM (ImAFM) methods, to systematically analyze and quantitatively map the 

mechanical properties (rigidity modulus, adhesion, deformation), and viscoelastic properties (storage, loss 

moduli, and tan ) of the thin films. On the other hand, for their electrical properties (contact potential 

difference, capacitance and its derivatives) we used Electrostatic Force Microscopy (EFM), Kelvin Probe 

Force Microscopy (KPFM), and Intermodulation EFM (ImEFM).  

 

In fine, we compared the different existing interphase models with the data to explain the dielectric 

properties of our model samples.  
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Poly-N-acetylglucosamine (PNAG) has been identified as surface polysaccharide antigen expressed by 

many microbial pathogens during human and animal infection. The group of Gerald Pier developed a 

human IgG monoclonal antibody (MAbs) with quantitative difference in effector functions due to 

differences in epitope binding and affinity.  Human IgG MAbs that bound to acetylated PNAG show 

different activities with respect to their complement-depositing activity.[1,2] Here, nanomechanical 

properties of antigen-antibody binding was characterized using single molecule force spectroscopy 

technique (SMFS). Two subclasses of human IgG mAbs (F598 IgG1 and F628 IgG2) was studied with 

purified PNAG and surface PNAG expressing Staphylococcus aureus bacterial cells. As control bacteria 

lacking PNAG expression was used. Cells from overnight culture were fixed with formaldehyde, placed 

onto a glass slide. MAbs were coupled to AFM tips via a flexible polyethylene glycol (PEG) linker and 

the purified PNAG was tethered to a silicon nitride substrate using the same chemistry. The antibody 

binding behavior on the bacterial surface and purified polysaccharide was analyzed using a home-built 

force detection and analysis software. 
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Relentless downscaling of conventional electronic devices demands continuous improvement in 
characterization of microscopic surface electronic properties. Moreover, in the pursuit of more exploratory 
device concepts there is great need for characterization of extremely small one- and two-
dimensional structures. We describe here a refinement of a two-probe technique. We first establish the 
reliability of this approach by reproducing measurement of some established silicon surface properties. 
We then exemplify opportunities this approach offers through a study of minute islands and strips of 
silicon that are cut away from surrounding surface contributions. 

Scanning tunneling microscope (STM) with one-probe is typically used to image and fabricate nano- and 
atomic-scale structures and to measure highly local electronic properties. To assess the electrical 
conduction properties lateral to the surface two-probe (2P-) and four-probe (4P-) STM has been 
developed. The measurement of conductance with 4P-STM is generally preferred over 2P-STM as it can 
eliminate probe-to-surface contact uncertainties by employing two tips to inject current and two additional 
probes to make a high impedance voltage measurement. The typical drawback of the contact resistance 
appearing in two-probe I-V measurement is shown in Fig. 1 (non-Ohmic contact). In order to achieve 
Ohmic probe-to-surface contact, we prepared tip by means of field evaporation. We found that we are able 
to obtain a linear (Ohmic) curve on the Si(111)-(7×7) surface with this method (Fig. 1), and that the 
measured surface conductivity was comparable with those obtained by 4P-STM. We also utilized STM 
lithography to create electronically isolated regions from the otherwise surface area, finding that we can 
measure their conduction properties correctly. Since the smallest tip-to-tip distances of 25 nm to 50 nm is 
achievable in 2P-STM [1], the present method will be useful in a wide range of fields of material sciences. 
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Figure 1.  I-V curves obtained by 2P-STM with 
non-Ohmic and Ohmic contacts. Bias voltage is 
swept at one of the probes with another probe 
grounded and the sample floated. Tip-to-tip 
distance is 3 µm. 
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Silver nanowire network (AgNW) has demonstrated high optical transparency, low sheet resistance, and 

promises to be a next-generation transparent conductive electrode (TCE). The electrical properties of the 

AgNW network strongly depend on the contact resistance and the number of junctions. In this work, we 

used an electroplating method of Ag on AgNW to improve the contact resistance of the AgNW network. 

In addition, electrodeposition of Ag on AgNW TCEs can provide higher conductivity than spincoating 

AgNW TCEs at the same transparency due to increased diameter of the nanowire by epitaxial. The 

optimized experimental conditions have revealed a sheet resistance as low as 12 Ohm/sq associated to a 

high transmittance larger than 88% measured at λ = 550 nm on PET. In this study, electrical behavior of 

the AgNWs network was thoroughly investigated on the nanoscale by means of the conductive mode of 

the Atomic Force Microscopy (c-AFM) demonstrated a high percolation of the AgNW network. The 

obtained results allow us to propose a methodology to elaborate electrodes suitable for flexible displays, 

organic light-emitting diodes, and thin-film solar cells. 
 

 
Figure 1.  c-AFM current of transparent electrode based on electrodeposited Ag/AgNWs network 
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Abstract: 

Phase-contrast in tapping-mode atomic force microscopy (TM-AFM) results from dynamic tip-

surface interaction losses which allow soft and hard nanoscale features to be distinguished. So far, 

phase-contrast in TM-AFM has been interpreted using homogeneous Boltzmann-like loss 

distributions that ignore fluctuations. Here, we revisit the origin of phase-contrast in TM-AFM by 

considering the role of fluctuation-driven transitions and heterogeneous loss. At ultra-light tapping 

amplitudes < 3 nm, a unique amplitude dependent two-stage distribution response is revealed, 

alluding to metastable viscous relaxations that originate from tapping-induced surface 

perturbations. The elastic and viscous coefficients are also quantitatively estimated from the 

resulting strain rate at the fixed tapping frequency. The transitional heterogeneous losses emerge 

as the dominant loss mechanism outweighing homogeneous losses at smaller amplitudes for a soft-

material. Analogous fluctuation mediated phase-contrast also becomes apparent in contact 

resonance enhanced AFM-IR (infrared), showing promise in decoupling competing thermal loss 

mechanisms via radiative and non-radiative pathways. Understanding the loss pathways can 

provide insights on the bio-physical origins of heterogeneities in soft-bio-matter e.g., single cancer 

cell, tumors, and soft-tissues. 

We introduce a method to experimentally decouple energy loss pathways at the tip-surface junction 

of a soft heterogenous surface in the nanoscale, without necessarily indenting the surface. We 

render fluctuations relevant to dynamics at the regime between contact and non-contact conditions 

we are calling transitional tapping. We exploit it to quantitatively determine elastic and time 

dependent viscoelastic coefficients from estimations of surface deformations on tip-approach. We 

explain the origin of phase contrast in the light of delay bandwidth product appearing from 

transient excursions to non-equilibrium states. We show that the losses off equilibrium get encoded 

in unique phase contrast distributions which characterize nanoscale heterogeneities. Apparently, 

fluctuations at the tip-surface junction capture more details of the dissipative pathways than 

conventional steady state dynamics by separating the timescale interactions. We have derived a 

generalized model to decouple the transients from the steady state losses. Our results and discussed 

method of exploiting fluctuations at an AFM-probe tip will encourage scientists and biologists 

across domains. Studying phase contrast distributions can shed new light on energy loss pathways 

via non-equilibrium routes at scales only limited by tip radius and can provide new impetus for 

widespread applications in all fields of engineering soft-mater, physical sciences, and experimental 

biophysics. 
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 Oscillations of charge carriers in plasmonic metal nanoparticles activated by resonant absorption 

of light are accompanied by local temperature increase due to nonradiative damping. The control of this 

photothermal effect is considered essential for many applications ranging from photochemistry or 

nanomedicine to chemical and physical sensing. Here, we present a study on the conversion of visible 

light into mechanical energy via photothermal plasmonic and nonplasmonic effects. Using atomic force 

microscopy, cantilevered sensors coated with various materials and excited in vacuum by a wavelength 

tunable laser show that light generates a resonant oscillation of the cantilever. The photoinduced 

oscillation amplitude depends on the wavelength of the incident light, allowing for an optimization of 

energy conversion based on absorption spectroscopy of the coating material. The effect of nonphotonic 

forces acting on the cantilever is probed in the context of photoinduced force microscopy by placing the 

cantilever in interaction with a substrate surface at various distances. The findings are relevant for any 

technique utilizing an optical actuation of a mechanical system, and for photoinduced force detection 

methods in particular. 
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Figure 1.  Spectral evolution of the amplitude of a cantilever coated with gold nanoparticles and excited 

at resonant frequency by a modulated laser.  
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The mechanical performance of polymer composites is controlled by the properties of the microstructure 

of the material. As confinement effects and interphase formation can alter properties of the microphases, 

only measurements performed directly on the composite can provide the needed local property 

distribution. Mechanical properties of polymers are generally time dependent, so a full understanding 

requires measurements over a range of frequencies and temperatures.  

 

With its proven ability to map mechanical properties at the nanometer level, AFM has the resolution and 

mechanical sensitivity needed to investigate these domains. Unfortunately, established AFM 

measurement modes do not yield results that are directly comparable to established rheological 

techniques like Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA). Contact resonance [1] provides mechanical 

property maps at known frequencies, but the cantilever resonances are many orders of magnitude higher 

than DMA, making comparisons indirect at best. Intermittent contact methods like TappingMode [2], 

force volume, and PeakForce Tapping [3] face challenges in calculating intrinsic mechanical properties 

like storage and loss modulus (or tan delta) at well-defined frequencies due to the non-linear process of 

making and breaking contact. 

 

This presentation will examine the capabilities of a new mode called AFM-nDMA that provides 

viscoelastic results which can be directly compared with bulk DMA. It provides spectra of storage and 

loss modulus across frequency and temperature allowing construction of master curves through Time 

Temperature Superposition. These measurements are localized by the probe-sample contact, allowing 

high resolution observations of the microscopic structures within heterogeneous samples.  

 

[1] U. Rabe, S. Amelio, E. Kester, V. Scherer, S. Hirsekorn, and W. Arnold, Ultrasonics, 2000, 38, 430.   

[2] O. Sahin, C. Quate, O. Solgaard, and A. Atalar, Phys. Rev. B, 2004, 69, 1.   

[3] B. Pittenger and D. G. Yablon, Bruker App. Note 149, 2017, doi: 10.13140/RG.2.2.15272.67844   

 

 
Figure 1. AFM-nDMA map of storage modulus at 100Hz and spectra at selected points. Sample is a 

polymer blend composed of COC, PP, LLDPE and an elastomer. 
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In the cell, DNA is arranged into highly-organised and topologically-constrained (supercoiled) structures. 
It remains unclear how this supercoiling affects the detailed double-helical structure of DNA, largely 
because of limitations in spatial resolution of the available biophysical tools. We overcome these 
limitations, by a combination of high-resolution atomic force microscopy (AFM) and atomistic molecular 
dynamics (MD) simulations, to resolve structures of negatively-supercoiled DNA minicircles to the base-
pair level (Figure 1)1. We observe that negative superhelical stress induces local variation in the canonical 
B-form DNA structure by introducing kinks and defects that affect global minicircle structure and 
flexibility2. We probe how these local and global conformational changes affect DNA interactions through 
the binding of triplex-forming oligonucleotides to DNA minicircles. Our results provide mechanistic 
insight into how DNA supercoiling can affect molecular recognition, that may have broader implications 
for DNA interactions with other molecular species. 
 

 
Figure 1.  Structural diversity in supercoiled DNA minicircles. Synergistic high-resolution AFM images 
(a-d) and MD snapshots (e) of natively supercoiled DNA minicircles show striking structural diversity in 
natively supercoiled DNA minicircles. Scale bars: 10 nm. Height scale (inset): 2.5 nm for all images 

References: 
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We have developed a methodology to quantify the dissipation and stiffness (viscoelasticity) of nano-scale 

interactions in liquid environment. We use small-amplitude and off-resonance amplitude-modulation 

Atomic Force Microscopy technique for measurements. Experiments were performed using two 

cantilever-deflection detection schemes, optical-beam-deflection commonly used in commercial AFMs 

and displacement-detection using a fibre interferometer-based home-built setup. Cantilever is excited 

using two different excitation mechanisms, excited from the base using dither piezo [2] and directly the 

tip using magnetic fields [3]. A single protein molecule (Titin-I27), tethered between cantilever-tip and 

substrate, is pulled with constant speed (~ 20 nm/s). Cantilever-tip is driven with very low frequency (~ 

100 Hz), amplitude (~ 1Å) while pulling the molecule, and phase and amplitude (or X & Y components 

of oscillation) are recorded. We analyzed the data using existing theoretical models [4] and also a model 

proposed by us. Pairing different excitation and detection schemes; and analyzing the data with different 

models, a robust study of mechanical properties of I27 molecule was made. Our observed results show 

inconsistencies with previous studies. We observed that the offset in the initial phase, which may appear 

from various sources and likely to be present in dynamic AFM experiments, introduces artefacts in the 

measurement. Apart from this, artefacts may appear due to inappropriate selection of experimental 

parameters and theoretical models. We propose the appropriate methods of performing measurements and 

suggest appropriate theoretical model for data analysis. We performed careful measurement and data 

analysis and found that the dissipation in the single unfolded protein molecule is immeasurably low and 

it is below the detection limit of AFM. The upper bound of dissipation in single unfolded molecule is 

5x10-7 kg/s. We believe it is due to the inappropriate selection of experimental parameters, initial 

conditions, and theoretical models which leads to many artefacts in the results [1].  We also discuss the 

validity of widely used point-mass model. Our proposed methodology is useful in quantifying the 

viscoelasticity (with better accuracy) of all the nano-scale systems which can be probed using dynamic 

AFM technique. 
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Abstract: 

The spatial organization of polycyclic aromatic molecules during adhesion on a solid/liquid interface is 
the key event of a plethora of natural and industrial processes. Herein, we report the supramolecular 
organization of violanthrone-79—a model of asphaltenes, an intractable mixture of polycyclic aromatics 
from crude oil—at the solid-liquid interface between highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) and a 
hydrophobic medium (1-phenyloctane). High-resolution scanning tunneling microscopy revealed that 
molecules of violanthrone-79 readily self-assemble on the surface in supramolecular “nanoring” 
structures. The lattice parameters of the 2D unit cell, observed with STM, are on the same order as those 
determined from a bulk single crystal X-ray diffraction. Transmission electron microscopy showed long-
range ordered patterns, and the spacing between the fringes is in agreement with the inter-planar distances 
between aromatic cores of molecules that are helically arranged around the [001] axis in the 3D crystal. 
STM data complemented with TEM and XRD analysis confirm that, upon adsorption on solid/liquid 
interfaces, polycyclic aromatic molecules such as violanthrone-79 form supramolecular assemblies by 
interaction with the substrate and self-association, and this process could be the initial step of deposition 
of asphaltenes on carbonaceous oil reservoir walls and production tubing. 

Figure 1: violanthrone-79 molecules assembled at HOPG/1-phenyloctane interface. 
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Several technological and natural processes are dominated by the mineral-water interactions,
for example biominerelisation, corrosion etc, and hence, characterization of such interfaces is
vital. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) has gained prominence in characterizing such surfaces.
However, the complex interplay of the tip with the hydration layers over the surface govern
the AFM tip’s interaction with the hydration layers, and impede high resolution requirements
needed for characterization. The theoretical molecular dynamics (MD) approaches have helped
with the surface characterization. Given a hydration layer image, the search space is wide and
the MD approach becomes prohibitively expensive. Here we introduce deep learning methods
to reliably predict the hydration layer over a given surface. These methods are tested on the
polymorphs of calcium carbonate.

Figure 1: Schematic of the prediction process of hydration layers over a calcite surface. The
three-channel density of the surface carbon, oxygen, and calcium atoms is the input of the U-
net based neural network. A single-channel density of water over the surface is predicted by
the network. The prediction matches the water density derived through the MD-simulations.
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High-Speed AFM has seen recent developments [1] and is a useful tool in life science [2]. However, the
effect that a high scanning speed has on the hydrodynamic forces acting on the microcantilever has not
been explored. In general, flow over an oscillating microcantilever and the effects on the added mass,
the forces in phase with the acceleration of the microcantilever, and viscous damping, forces in phase
with  the  velocity,  have  not  been  fully  investigated.  In  this  work,  2D  numerical  simulations  are
performed  to  investigate  the  effect  that  high-speed  flow  has  on  the  hydrodynamic  forces  of  a
microcantilever oscillating in water and far from any surface. The forces in the direction of oscillations
are extracted for cases with differing frequencies of oscillations (1000 kHz – 2MHz) and flow velocities
(0 m/s – 0.5 m/s) with a cantilever width of 30 μm and thickness of 2 μm.

The  hydrodynamic  function  is  used  to  model  the  steady-state  fluid  forces  experienced  by  the
microcantilever and is dependent on the frequency of oscillations in the case where the fluid is initially
quiescent.  The  numerical  simulation  results  for  the  hydrodynamic  function  are  validated  for  the
quiescent fluid case [3] and the introduction of flow in the direction of the width of the cantilever is
simulated and changes in the hydrodynamic function are observed. From the current results, a trend is
seen where the added mass decreases and viscous damping increases with increasing flow rates and the
degree that these are impacted is dependent on a non-dimensionalized velocity value that is the ratio of
the maximum velocity of the cross-section of the microcantilever to the flow velocity of the fluid.   

Figure 1. (a) Diagram of the simulated scenario of flow over an oscillating microcantilever; the displacement
shown is heavily exaggerated and meant to show the direction of oscillation.  (b) Values of the real part of
the hydrodynamic function taken from simulated force data; the black line represents the expected results of
the hydrodynamic function in an initially quiescent fluid [3].
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We introduce isomorphic contact resonance force microscopy (iso-CRFM), a new CR imaging technique 
that acquires data at constant frequency and contact stiffness throughout the scan area. Constant frequency 
is obtained by acquiring a force versus distance curve at each pixel, such that a preselected target frequency 
is reached somewhere in the force curve. As a consequence, the cantilever maintains an invariant 
vibrational shape and a constant environmental damping, thus simplifying interpretation of amplitude and 
quality factor image contrast. Advantages of iso-CR are demonstrated by presenting iso-CRFM 
(mechanically driven) and iso-CR piezoresponse force microscopy (iso-CR-PFM, electrically driven) 
images of a piezoelectric AlN thin film containing nanoscale Al-polar and N-polar domains. The domain 
structure is revealed by iso-CR-PFM phase imaging, which shows nearly 180° contrast between domains 
of opposite polarity. The PFM amplitude and Q-factor images also show domain contrast, which decreases 
with increasing CR frequency. Further, the difference between the iso-CR-PFM and iso-CRFM results 
decreases with increasing frequency. These frequency-dependent effects, summarized in Figure 1, are 
ascribed to frequency-dependent electrostatic artifacts in the measured PFM signals. Additional 
experiments were performed to examine the effect of varying the DC tip voltage (and thus varying the 
strength of the electrostatic force) on the iso-CR-PFM amplitude, Q factor, and other measurable 
parameters. We conclude that the iso-CR capability to control the CR frequency across multiple excitation 
schemes helps elucidate the origin of the amplitude and Q-factor image contrast. 

 

Figure 1.  (a) Dependence of median amplitude (Adrv) on CR frequency (f1
c) for electrical excitation in N-

polar domains (triangles), electrical excitation in Al-polar domains (inverted triangles), mechanical 
excitation in N-polar domains (squares), and mechanical excitation in Al-polar domains (circles) of an 
AlN thin film. (b) Dependence of median Q-factor (Q) on f1

c, with same labeling of data points as in (a). 
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The field of cavity optomechanics has recently demonstrated the detection of mechanical displacement at 
the standard quantum limit. A key feature is the use of a high-Q superconducting microwave resonator 
coupled to a mechanical mode of vibration. A measurement of the phase of the microwave resonance 
gives the mechanical deflection, with sensitivity limited by photon shot noise. If the width of the 
microwave resonance is smaller than the mechanical resonance frequency, so-called side-band cooling of 
the mechanical mode to its quantum ground state can be realized[1].  Using these ideas, we are developing 
a practical force sensor for scanning probe microscopy applications.  

 
Our design and fabrication combines concepts from MEMS and circuit QED. We use nanowire meanders 
of NbTiN to realize ‘super inductors’ or superconducting structures with very large kinetic inductance and 
relatively small capacitance. Thus, we form a very compact, high-Q microwave resonance in the range of  
500 MHz to 5 GHz. We investigate two separate designs to achieve coupling to the fundamental bending 
mode of a Si-N cantilever. The first design investigates a strain-induced change in the meander’s kinetic 
inductance, caused by flexure of the supporting cantilever, as shown in Figure 1. The second design aims 
to modulate the capacitance of the microwave resonator as an inner cantilever flexes in opposition to the 
bending of an outer supporting plate. This design employs a mechanical lever to enhance the change of 
capacitance for small motion of the tip, which is fixed to the supporting plate. 
 
[1] Teufel, J., Donner, T., Li, D. et al. Sideband cooling of micromechanical motion to the quantum 
ground state. Nature 475, 359–363 (2011). 

 

 
 
Figure 1.  Top view SEM image of a prototype AFM probe based on inductive modulation. The released 
triangular membrane of silicon nitride forms the cantilever. The inductor is defined by the meandering 
nanowire and placed on the point of maximum strain near the base of the cantilever. 
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Platinum  plays  a  central  role  in  a  wide  variety  of  electrochemical  devices.  Electrode  degradation, 
especially  under  oxidizing  conditions,  forms  an  important  barrier  for  the  widespread  of  applications. 
Although it is known that repeated oxidation and reduction of platinum electrodes results in irreversible 
surface structure changes, over thirty years of research did not yet yield to a conclusive description of this 
process on the atomic level; even not for well‐defined single crystal surfaces. 
Using a special EC‐STM [1, 2], which is capable of measuring the electrochemical signals simultaneously 
during  imaging  in  operando,  we  directly  correlate,  for  the  first  time,  the  evolution  of  the  hydrogen 
adsorption peaks on Pt(111) to the observed roughening of the surface [3‐5]. In the later stages, we find a 
strong  correlation between  the evolution of  the  roughness  and  the absorption peaks  clearly  indicating 
that each created  step contributes equally  strong to  the adsorption signal as well  as  to  the  roughness. 
However,  surprisingly,  in  the early  stage step edges are  created  that  seem to be  chemically  “inactive”. 
Analyzing  this  observation  further,  it  turns  out  that  vacancies  play  a  crucial  role:  the  well‐established 
homoepitaxial adatom‐growth modes are realized also in their counterpart as vacancy‐growth modes [6, 
7]. These results present not only an important step forward in understanding the atomic‐scale process of 
the  electrochemical  roughening  of  Pt(111),  but  also  provide  valuable  insight  in  the  degradation  of 
industrially relevant platinum nanoparticles and thus electrodes in fuel cells and electrolyzers, as a large 
part of their surface is naturally composed out of {111} planes. 
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In our quest towards quantum limited AFM, we propose a sensor concept based on parametric transduction 

via coupled oscillators. Parametric transduction is appealing since it is inherently noiseless, with 

fundamental limitations arising only from noise in the input field and quantum effects such as zero-point 

fluctuation of the mechanical motion, and back-action[1]. 

We integrate a superconductive lumped element resonator realized with a high kinetic inductance NbTiN 

meandering nanowire deposited on a Si3N4 membrane. With the relatively small capacitance of coplanar 

structures, we obtain high characteristic impedance and high Q factor microwave resonance, even when 

strongly over-coupled to the readout transmission line.  

Resonances are probed via microwave reflectometry using a cryogenic circulator and a low noise 

amplifier. Fig 1b) shows the non-linear bending of the resonance curve with increasing input amplitude 

due to current-dependent kinetic inductance. We investigate electro-mechanical coupling arising from 

strain induced modulation of the kinetic inductance. By inertial excitation of the mechanical modes under 

microwave resonant drive, we detect the instantaneous phase shift of the reflected field or, in the frequency 

domain, resolve the sidebands in the upconverted mechanical oscillation via multifrequency lock-in. 
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Figure 1. a) SEM image top view of a resonator-on-membrane AFM sensor prototype based on inductance 

modulation. The meandering nanowire sits on a triangular silicon nitride membrane. b) Measurement of 

the reflection coefficient of a series LC circuit near resonance. The plot highlights the effect of kinetic 

inductance non-linearity.   
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Understanding and controlling the dynamics of polymer-surface interactions are key to a functional design 

of nanoscale objects and to reveal mechanisms underlying biological processes. We study friction and 

adhesion of single polymers at the solid-liquid interface by means of atomic force microscopy (AFM) 

with focus on entanglement dynamics. As a model system, a single M13mp18 DNA-molecule with a 

length of 2.5 µm is attached to an AFM probe. Friction measurements are performed by moving the 

cantilever in parallel to the surface at a height of a few hundred nanometers. Deflection of the cantilever 

reveals adhesive interactions between the DNA polymer and the membrane. Entanglement of the DNA in 

the membrane pores is probed by adhesion measurements after varying waiting time at a constant height 

of few hundred nanometers above the surface.   
 

  

Figure 1.  (a) Sketch of AFM force-spectroscopy measurements between a single DNA molecule and a 

nanoporous membrane. (b) Typical force-distance curve between a single DNA and the porous membrane 

with a characteristic rupture event at 2 µm.  
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Thermal expansion is a fundamental property of solid systems that governs many of their mechanical 

applications. Due to various mechanisms involving intrinsic molecules flexibility, their propensity to 

conformational changes or their intermolecular interactions, molecular architecture allows large or 

negative expansion coefficients.  

 

Here, we investigate the thermal response of 2D supramolecular networks on metal surfaces via molecular 

scale scanning probe microscopy, at 5 and 300K, of molecules equipped peripheral alkyl side chains [1,2]. 

By comparing two hexabenzocoronene (HBC) derivates and a shape persistent polyphenylene spoked 

wheel (SW) molecule, we determine giant thermal expansion coefficients up to 980 ± 10-6 1/K, twice 

larger than other molecular systems hitherto reported in literature. By exchanging the core or the surface 

and modifying the side chains length, the expansion can be fine-tuned while maintaining its order of 

magnitude. 

 

Molecular dynamics simulations of the SW molecule assemblies support the giant expansion coefficient 

and reveal a mechanism of expansion based on large thermal fluctuations of the alkyl chains as a result of 

entropic effects and large anharmonic vibrations. This results in temperature-dependent intermolecular 

interactions that promote the giant expansion of the supramolecular network with temperature [1]. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 1.  Thermal expansion of molecular assemblies. 5 K STM and 300 K nc-AFM topographies (a) 

and SW networks (b) showing giant thermal expansion. Scales: a: 5nm b: 20 nm 
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High-speed atomic force microscopy (HS-AFM) is a powerful technique that provides dynamic movies 
of biomolecules at work. HS-AFM has the notable advantage that it permits to modulate the applied force 
during imaging, thus representing an excellent tool to study mechanosssensitive molecules. Piezo proteins 
are mechanosensitive ion channels that mediate force-detection in eukaryotic cells through translating a 
mechanical stimulus into an electrical signal. Recent cryo-EM studies have revealed the structure of most 
parts of the channel, and gating mechanisms have been suggested. However, it is intrinsically difficult to 
acquire a structural view of the channel exposed to force. Using HS-AFM imaging during force-sweep 
cycles, we show that Piezo1 undergoes significant conformational changes under force: the channel 
reversibly flattens into the membrane plane. In the framework of a model where channel flattening relates 
to in-plane area expansion, we also derive from the HS-AFM experiments the sensitivity of Piezo1 [1]. 
To break current temporal limitations to characterize molecular dynamics using HS-AFM, we developed 
HS-AFM height spectroscopy (HS-AFM-HS), a technique whereby we oscillate the HS-AFM tip at a 
fixed position and detect the motions of the molecules under the tip. This gives sub-nanometer spatial 
resolution combined with microseconds temporal resolution of molecular fluctuations. HS-AFM-HS can 
be used in conjunction with HS-AFM imaging modes, thus giving access to a wide dynamic range [2].  
To break current resolution limitations, we developed Localization AFM (LAFM). By applying 
localization image reconstruction algorithms to peak positions in high-speed AFM and conventional AFM 
data, we increase the resolution beyond the limits set by the tip radius and resolve single amino acid 
residues on soft protein surfaces in native and dynamic conditions. The LAFM method allows the 
calculation of high-resolution maps from either images of many molecules or many images of a single 
molecule acquired over time, opening new avenues for single molecule structural analysis [3]. 

[1] Lin et al. Nature, 2019, 573(7773):230–234, Force-induced conformational changes in Piezo1
[2] Heath et al. Nature Communications, 2018, 9(1):4983, High-Speed AFM Height Spectroscopy (HS-
AFM-HS): Microsecond dynamics of unlabeled biomolecules
[3] Heath et al. Nature, accepted, Localization Atomic Force Microscopy
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The recognition of antigens via T-cell receptors is not sufficient for an effective immune response. 

Additional coupling of T-cell surface receptors to certain ligands on the surface of antigen-presenting 

cells (APCs) is required, triggering costimulatory signals in both cells and stabilizing their connection. 

One of these ligands on APCs is the transmembrane protein CD40. It plays an important role in 

activation of APCs, such as dendritic cells and B-cells, and is often found on the surfaces of different 

types of cancer cells. In immunological pathways the stimulation of CD40 on APCs is triggered by 

helper T-cells via the CD40 ligand (CD154) [1].  

 

Cancer cells can block certain host immune mechanisms, leading to immune tolerance. By utilizing 

special therapeutic antibodies this immune tolerance can be disrupted either by blocking certain 

checkpoints or stimulating receptors by mimicking their ligands [1]. For this purpose, we investigated 

the binding behaviour of a set of human IgG monoclonal antibodies to CD40 using single molecule 

force spectroscopy (SMFS). IgG subtypes, such as IgG1, IgG4 and two isoforms of the human IgG2 

(IgG2A and IgG2B) differ in the disulphide-connectivity of their hinge region, which determines the 

antibody's flexibility. Studies showed that IgG2B is less flexible and has the most compact structure 

compared to the other IgG subtypes [2]. Furthermore, all antibody subtypes trigger B-cell activation 

when coupled to CD40, if stabilized additionally via the Fcγ receptor on the APC's surface. Here the 

exception is IgG2B, which does not need the extra support of the Fcγ receptor, most probably due to its 

rigid and compact form [2],[3]. 

 

With our SMFS experiments we were able to detect ruptures between single bonds of the IgG-CD40 and 

CD154-CD40 complexes. Interestingly, the bond lifetime differs for the IgG subtypes. The rigid hIgG2B 

shows a higher bond lifetime to CD40 than the more flexible hIgG1. This leads to the idea that the hinge 

region flexibility might influence the stability of the IgG-CD40 interaction. For further investigations, 

SMFS experiments with different surface interaction times will be performed to gain an insight of the 

antibodies' ability of forming double bonds with CD40 and to compare this behavior between the IgG 

subtypes. 

 

[1] Lee CS et al., British journal of clinical pharmacology vol. 76,2 (2013) 
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Several AFM contact imaging modes measure small surface displacements at specific excitation 
frequencies, such as scanning joule expansion microscopy, piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM), and 
electrochemical strain microscopy. Combining these methods with contact resonance (CR) spectroscopy, 
which utilizes the measurement of the natural frequencies of vibration of the permanently coupled, tip-
sample system to obtain quantitative information about the sample, has shown drastic measurement 
enhancement due to resonance amplification, for instance in PFM methods [1]. However, one primary 
issue with current CR methods is that the amplification bandwidth of the measurement is constrained to 
the bandwidth of the discrete in-contact natural frequencies of the system. That is, one can only measure 
frequency dependent phenomena, with resonance amplification, in very small frequency windows. 
Additionally, changes in sample topography and material properties can alter the locations of these natural 
frequencies. 
 
One way to achieve resonance amplification at arbitrary frequencies is to adjust the stiffness of the sensor 
in-situ.  We posit that a continuous plate geometry utilizing curvature-induced in-plane straining will allow 
in-situ static and dynamic stiffness adjustment across a wide range of frequencies while simultaneously 
offering increased sensor bandwidth [1]. In this work, we propose a method to arbitrarily tune the stiffness 
and natural frequencies of a microplate sensor for atomic force microscope applications, thereby allowing 
resonance amplification at a broad range of frequencies [2]. This method is predicated on the principle of 
curvature-based stiffening. A macroscale experiment is conducted to verify the feasibility of the method.  
Next, a microscale finite element analysis is conducted on a proof-of-concept device.  We show that both 
the stiffness and various natural frequencies of the device can be highly controlled through applied 
transverse curvature.  Dynamic phenomena encountered in the method, such as eigenvalue curve veering, 
are discussed and techniques are presented to accommodate these phenomena. We believe this work is a 
step towards facilitating significant advances in the field of nanometrology. 
 

 

Figure 1. (a) Proposed sensor in its unperturbed 
state. (b) The natural frequencies of the 
unperturbed device are shown on the amplitude 
vs. frequency plot.   (c) As transverse curvature 
is applied, the natural frequencies of the device 
increase.  The location of the natural frequencies 
of vibration of the sensor can be controlled 
through applied transverse curvature. 
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Spinal cord injury (SCI) often induces a permanent loss of motor and sensory function due to the 

formation of chronic scar at the injury lesion site. This scar tissue was long assumed to be mechanically 

stiffer than normal tissue, representing a physical barrier composed of a meshwork of reactive glia and 

crosslinked extracellular matrix that contributes to the failure of neuronal regeneration. However, 

Moeendarbary et al. reported that spinal cord crush injury on rats leads to tissue softening at early time 

points after SCI [1]. In the literature, there is little information regarding chronic SCI stiffening. This 

represents a critical gap in knowledge in a field which searches for potential targets and clinical 

interventions to restore function after SCI.  

 

In our study, we used atomic force microscopy microindentation to evaluate the micromechanical 

properties of murine spinal cord. We first analyzed important aspects of sample preparation (comparison 

between fresh and frozen sample), the force applied on sample to perform force curves, and the analysis 

of the data, yielding an enhanced understanding of the critical parameters for assessing spinal cord 

micromechanics.  

 

We then applied our approach to demonstrate that at 12 weeks post injury the chronically injured mouse 

spinal cord is significantly stiffer than healthy tissue (1217 Pa and 405 Pa respectively). Recently, Jeong 

et al. have reported that acute intravenous treatment after SCI with immune modifying nanoparticles 

(IMP) selectively reduces chronic fibrotic scarring and improves motor function in mice at 12 weeks 

post injury [2]. We determined that after treatment with these IMP the spinal cord stiffening (517 Pa) is 

significantly lower than for the injured tissue with no treatment, and also close to the elastic modulus 

results for uninjured tissue.  

 

Taken together, these results validate the important influence of spinal cord stiffening after injury on 

neuronal regeneration. 
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New multi dimensional AFM modalities, sub- resonance tapping, Ringing mode, FT-NanoDMA allow 

collecting multiple images of a sample surface simultaneously. These images represent different 

physical/chemical information on the sample surface. As a result, it becomes possible to combine these 

images to identify different materials by their surface features. For example, Ringing mode, in 

combination with PeakForce QNM sub-resonance tapping presently allows for simultaneous obtaining 14 

maps/images of different physical and chemical properties of the sample surface. FT-NanoDMA allows 

simultaneous recording of more than 20 dynamical mechanical parameters. This wealth of information 

requires special methods of data processing. Machine learning seems to be a natural method of 

classification of sets of complex images. “Classical” deep learning methods, however, are not directly 

applicable to AFM imaging because they require an unrealistically large number of images for training. 

This is technically impossible because AFM is a relatively slow technique to obtain the required number 

of images.  

In this talk, I will describe our solution to adapt AFM imaging for use together with machine learning. 

The key is in a substantial reduction of the dimension of the data space by using so-called surface 

parameters. An example of this approach will be described. The Ringing mode images of adhesion and 

height are used to detect the cells coming from urine of bladder cancer patients [1,2]. The reduction of the 

imaging data space to the space of the surface parameter will be demonstrated. The method of further 

decrease of the data space dimension by the appropriate choice of the relevant surface parameters will be 

described. The steps to produce sufficient statistics using bootstrap methods will be overviewed. An 

important problem of overtraining will be discussed. The described method can be applied to the 

classification of virtually any surface, not necessarily the medical one.  
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Scanning Probe Microscopies allow investigating surfaces at the nanoscale, in the real space and with 

unparalleled signal-to-noise ratio. However, these microscopies are not used as much as it would be 

expected considering their potential. The main limitations preventing a broader use are the need of 

experienced users, the difficulty in data analysis and the time-consuming nature of experiments that 

require continuous user supervision. In this contribution, we present a deep learning based strategy that 

addresses the latter. Specifically, we present an algorithm for controlling the operation of an Atomic 

Force Microscope (AFM) that, without the need of user intervention, allows acquiring multiple high-

resolution images of different molecules. We used DNA on mica as a model sample to test our control 

algorithm, which makes use of two state-of-the-art deep learning techniques. One is an object detector, 

YOLOv3, which provides the location of molecules in the captured images. The second is a Siamese 

network that can identify the same molecule in different images. This allows both performing a series 

of images on selected molecules while incrementing the resolution, as well as keeping track of molecules 

already imaged at high resolution, avoiding loops where the same molecule would be imaged an 

unlimited number of times. Overall, this work brings SPM a step closer to full autonomous operation.  

 

Figure 1. Consecutively acquired AFM images representative of the workflow of the autonomous 

imaging algorithm. The algorithm detects a suitable single DNA molecule (a), and performs successive 

zooms (b-c) on the selected molecule until a user-set threshold for enough resolution is achieved. Then, 

the algorithm zooms out, a different molecules is selected (e), continuously repeating a similar 

workflow. 
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In the last years new open-loop (OL) Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) modes [1] were introduced 
to facilitate a faster and more accurate surface potential characterization at the nanoscale. Based on high-
speed data capture, the OL KPFM modes observe the tip-sample electrostatic interaction in the time 
domain, which potentially can increase the temporal resolution by few orders of magnitude in comparison 
to common closed-loop (CL) KPFM implementations that rely on frequency domain detection [1, 2].   
In this work, the high-speed digitization for open-loop sideband frequency-modulation (FM) KPFM is 
presented in terms of amplitude and frequency responses of the cantilever. In both cases, the tip-sample 
contact potential difference (CPD) is extracted from the time series analysis of the signals. This 
interpretation is demonstrated to be superior to the more common used analysis of the parabolic bias 
dependence of the OL KPFM signals. The OL sideband FM-KPFM amplitude and frequency responses 
were compared side-by-side to their CL AM-KPFM and CL FM-KPFM counterparts on materials of 
different surface potentials and subjected to various bias voltages. Notably, the OL sideband FM-KPFM 
frequency retains the tip-confinement sensitivity that is characteristic to the FM-KPFM based modes while 
the OL sideband FM-KPFM amplitude suffers from cantilever stray capacitive couplings much in the 
same way as the common CL AM-KPFM mode.  

[1] L Collins, A Belianinov, S Somnath, N Balke, SV Kalinin and S Jesse, Sci. Reports 6 (2016) 30557.
[2] L Collins, M Ahmadi, T Wu, B Hu, SV Kalinin and S Jesse, ACS Nano 11 (2017) 8717.

Figure 1.  a) Topography of a 15.0 μm x 2.5 μm Al/Si/Au trench. b) KPFM deflection of the cantilever in 
OL sideband FM-KPFM showing the variability imposed by CPD over each region of the trench.  
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Strain gradients induced under an AFM tip in contact mode on a dielectric surface are huge 

enough to induce flexoelectricity, that is, the appearance of an effective electric field that has 

been observed to be high enough to switch the ferroelectric polarization in thin films. [1]  

The mechanical response of homogeneous materials does not change when they are turned upside 

down, even for piezoelectrics and ferroelectrics. This paradigm can be altered, however, in the 

presence of flexoelectricity. Strain gradients induced under an AFM tip in contact mode are huge 

enough to induce flexoelectricity. These flexoelectric fields, coupled to ferroelectric properties at 

the nanoscale, can promote changes in the mechanical properties of ferroelectric materials as a 

function of the direction of the ferroelectric polarization [2]. 

Here we will show the change of the mechanical stiffness between oppositely poled ferroelectric 

domains as measured under an AFM tip and the asymmetry on the effective Young’s modulus on 

different areas of BaTiO3 single crystals as a function of polarization domains and domain walls. 

We use both Piezoresponse Force Microscopy (PFM) and Contact Resonance AFM (CR-AFM) in 

Band Excitation mode to identify the different ferroelectric domains, and build up their mean 

electromechanical and mechanical response. We present a detailed quantification model 

correlating changes in resonance frequency, as obtained by AFM measurements, with difference 

in stiffness of the material [3]. 

Contrast of both sets of data (PFM and CR-AFM) allows us to decouple gradient based mechanical 

and electromechanical responses from classical electromechanical signals, paving the way towards 

true nanoscale quantification of piezoelectricity. 
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Protein channels in natural lipid membranes are capable of fulfilling a variety of functions in 
living cells from recognition of substrates to selective transport of ions or large biomolecules 
between cellular compartments. Several biological and synthetic nanopores can be built from 
different biological building blocks. Here, we examine transport under controlled nanoscale 
conditions using large DNA nanopores that offer defined dimensions. Amongst others, our 
DNA pores particularly allow for precise positioning of multiple recognition sites along the 
channel lumen. 

Our first model pore is composed of several interlinked DNA duplexes that enclose a 7.5 x 7.5 
nm2 central lumen. Such a wide lumen permits electrophoretic transport of folded proteins like 
trypsin across lipid membranes. The pore’s rational design, assembly, structural 
characterization and transport assays were published in Nature Communications1. This pore 
study is an important step but does not yet demonstrate facilitated transport via molecular 
recognition. 

To enable molecular recognition studies in this work, a pore variant of the aforementioned pore 
model was studied with AFM based single molecule force spectroscopy and simultaneous 
topography & recognition microscopy (TREC). This pore variant has a slightly modified design 
to facilitate binding onto a flat substrate (in this case, streptavidin) as opposed to lipid bilayer 
insertion. 

Generated pores were verified for successful nanopore assembly by agarose gel 
electrophoresis and structurally characterised by AFM in tapping mode to confirm the overall 
geometry and dimensions. DNA-functionalised cantilevers were used to probe the interaction 
between the cargo DNA and the receptors positioned in the lumen. In the microscopy mode, 
unbinding events (dark spots in recognition images) between cargo and receptors are mapped 
to the topography of the pore. In the force spectroscopy mode, unbinding events were seen as 
clear rupture signals in the force distance curves. These unbinding forces were determined to 
infer the kinetic rate constants and the energy landscape. 
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It is well-known that crystallization of liquids typically starts at the interface to a foreign solid surface. In 

general, interface-induced crystallization can take place either via heterogeneous nucleation or via 

prefreezing. The latter refers to the abrupt formation of a thermodynamically stable crystalline layer at the 

melt-solid interface above the melting temperature, and is an equilibrium phenomenon.1 The recently 

developed phenomenological theory2 of prefreezing predicts that the transition temperature Tmax depends 

primarily on the difference of the interfacial free energies ∆𝛾 = 𝛾𝑠𝑚 − (𝛾𝑠𝑐 + 𝛾𝑐𝑚), whereas the minimum 

thickness of the prefrozen layer lmin at Tmax is controlled by the ratio 
𝛾𝑠𝑐+𝛾𝑐𝑚

𝛾𝑠𝑚
. To test these predictions, we 

investigated prefreezing of various polymer-substrate systems by direct in situ AFM experiments 

performed in net-attractive regime3 of tapping mode. Because of the reduced tip-sample interactions in 

this special regime of AFM operation, scanning over the liquid material at elevated temperatures is 

possible without much contamination of the tip of the AFM cantilever. The results for polyethylene (PE) 

on a molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) substrate evidence a much higher Tmax than on graphite, caused by a 

larger value of ∆𝛾 of PE-MoS2. In case of poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL), where direct measurements of the 

prefrozen layer thickness are possible, Tmax of the prefrozen PCL on MoS2 remains nearly the same as on 

graphite, whereas lmin decreases to a smaller value. With these findings, we confirm that, firstly, ∆𝛾 plays 

a primary role in determining Tmax and, secondly, Tmax and lmin can vary independently. It is worthy to 

mention that our findings are not limited to polymer crystallization only but also valid for crystallization 

of other liquids on solid surfaces.   
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Figure 1.  In situ observation of prefreezing. Net-attractive AFM amplitude image of a 10 nm thin PCL 

film on MoS2 at 73 °C (well above Tm) shows the stable interfacial crystalline layer around the featureless 

molten droplet. 
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In the field of cell mechanics, hydrogels are popularly used as extracellular matrices (ECMs) due to 

their tuneable tissue-like properties, biodegradability, and biocompatibility in all different forms of 

biomaterials. Interestingly, physicochemical properties of the ECM can couple with numerous cell 

processes, such as differentiation [1], replication, migration [2],[3], and apoptosis [4]. In this work, 

Polyacrylamide hydrogels (PA) fabricated and commercial hydrogels (from Matrigen) with well-

defined stiffness are remarked to study the impact of hydrogel stiffness on the mechanical properties 

of cells. Firstly, the viscoelastic properties were estimated by nano Dynamic Mechanical Analysis, 

based on every single force curve while the probe is indenting the surface with nano-Newton forces in 

physiologic medium. According to the obtained results, a linear stiffness gradient is determined while 

bis-acrylamide/acrylamide ratio increases. In addition, the adhesion from PeakForce Quantitative 

NanoMechanics (PF QNM) is higher significantly than the value obtained in Force Volume (⁓0.2nN).  

A second step, we managed to quantitatively map the nanomechanical properties of human umbilical 

vein endothelial cells (HUVECs), the cellular response is investigated at 500 pN of force. We found 

that the moduli of cell body are in the range of 12-18 kPa higher slightly than cell edge (5-10 kPa), 

and Tan  is ⁓0.53 for cell body.  

 
 

Figure 1: Schematic for tip–cell surface interaction; AFM images (loss modulus and storage moduli, 

and Tan ) of live human umbilical vein endothelial cells in liquid. 
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Osteoarthritis is the leading cause of chronic pain and disability. Its underlying mechanisms remain 

elusive, and the available treatment is symptomatic. Spatially resolved monitoring of articular cartilage 

will enhance our ability to specifically detect the early stages of osteoarthritis for improving our 

understanding of the disease and fostering effective therapies1. Here we combine a highly stable AFM 

with fluorescence microscopy and precisely motorized movement to correlate micro- and nanoscopic 

properties of articular cartilage on a millimeter sized sample under native conditions2. This serves us to 

unravel the relationship between the spatial organization of chondrocytes, micrometer scale changes in 

articular cartilage properties and nanoscale organization of collagen fibers. We demonstrate that major 

loss of micro- and nanoscale articular surface stiffness is detectable in regions that display earliest 

identifiable osteoarthritis. We show that local changes of the chondrocyte organization typical for early 

osteoarthritis closely co-localize with a severe impairment of the collagen fiber organization. These 

findings suggest that articular surface degeneration across length scales occurs much earlier than 

anticipated and that changes in the spatial organization of chondrocytes might be a main cause for cartilage 

degeneration in early osteoarthritis. Finally, we will discuss how local frequency dependent elastic moduli 

from SPM experiments can further guide our understanding of hierarchical biomaterials like cartilage. 
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Figure. AFM image recorded under native conditions: Articular surface of a human femoral condyle2. 



Atomically resolved interfacial water structures on crystalline hydrophilic and 
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Hydration layers are formed on hydrophilic crystalline surfaces immersed in water [1]. Their existence 

has also been predicted for hydrophobic surfaces, yet the experimental evidence is controversial. Using 

3D-AFM imaging, we probed the interfacial water structure of hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces with 

atomic-scale resolution [2,3]. We demonstrate that the nanoscale structure of interfacial water on 

crystalline surfaces presents two antagonistic arrangements. On mica, a common hydrophilic crystalline 

surface, the interface is characterized by the formation of hydration layers separated by ≈0.3 nm. On a 

variety of hydrophobic surfaces such as graphite, h-BN and transition metal dichalcogenides, the interface 

is characterized by solvation layers separated by ≈0.5 nm. Studying the time-evolution of both solid-liquid 

interfaces indicated that airborne species are the constituents of the interfacial layers observed on 

hydrophobic surfaces [3]. By including them in molecular dynamics simulations we reproduced the 

experimental data and identified the involved species [3]. Experiments and simulations reveal that water 

molecules are expelled from the vicinity of the surface and replaced by airborne hydrocarbons. This 

creates a new 1.5–2 nm thick interface between the hydrophobic surface and the bulk water. Our results 

provide a comprehensive understanding of interfacial water on crystalline surfaces and have direct 

implications on the interfacial dielectrical properties of hydrophobic surfaces in water [4,5]. 
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Figure 1.  (a) 3D-AFM image of the graphite-water interface. (b) MD simulation snapshot of a tip-water-

graphite interface. (c) Comparison between force curves obtained by AFM and MD. Adapted from [3] 



Force spectroscopy demonstrates that Staphylococcus aureus vWF-binding protein 

triggers an ultra-strong interaction between the ClfA adhesin and host vWF 
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The Staphylococcus aureus cell surface adhesin ClfA binds to the very large blood circulating protein von 

Willebrand Factor (vWF) via vWF-binding protein (vWbp), a secreted protein that does not bind the cell 

wall covalently. We have performed AFM force spectroscopy studies on living bacteria to unravel the 

molecular mechanism of this interaction (Figure 1).[1] We discovered that the presence of all three binding 

partners leads to very high binding forces (2,000 pN), largely outperforming other known ternary 

complexes involving adhesins. Strikingly, our experiments indicated that a direct interaction involving 

features of the dock, lock and latch mechanism must occur between ClfA and vWF to sustain the extreme 

tensile strength of the ternary complex. Our results support a previously undescribed mechanism whereby 

vWbp activates a direct, ultra-strong interaction between ClfA and vWF. This intriguing interaction 

represents a potential target for therapeutic interventions, including synthetic peptides inhibiting the 

interactions between ClfA and its ligands. 
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Figure 1.  The secreted staphylococcal protein vWbp triggers an ultra-strong interaction between the cell 

surface adhesin ClfA and human blood circulating vWF. 
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Alternating current scanning probe microscopy (AC-SECM) has become an instrument of choice for 
characterizing electrochemical heterogeneities over biological surfaces1. This study translates the 
application of classic electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)2 for dielectric loss (tan 𝛿) 
measurement in the bulk of tissue into tan 𝛿 mapping with high spatial resolution.  Two dimensional (2D) 
tan 𝛿 mapping was performed over mice colon cross sections (CCS) at a frequency of 10 kHz (Figure 1). 
This dielectric loss map is an immediate measure of physiological conditions in a living system. At the 
right frequency, any minute change in protein or lipid chemistry can be measured as dielectric loss. This 
investigation gave a visual perspective into degree of dielectric loss over biological surfaces. And 
multifrequency 2D impedance maps give us an alternate route to select an optimal frequency for imaging 
in a cell culture media. These multifrequency scans were performed at 100 Hz, 10 kHz, 300 kHz, and 900 
kHz. Impedance histograms showed that the best contrast that can segregate electrochemical signature for 
DMEM media as an electrolyte was at 300 kHz. This experimental approach takes into account the 
complex nature of cell culture media as the electrolyte of AC-SECM imaging. One is able to observe 
distinct electrochemical signals within the tissue and surrounding glass (amorphous SiO2) surface. Further 
conversion of multifrequency scans into tan 𝛿 maps, one can observe minute changes in dielectric loss 
over tissue surface at different frequencies. Significant differences were observed at frequency of 10 kHz 
and 300 kHz. This approach can be used to measure changes in the lipid composition in disease like 
colorectal cancer3. Any alterations in the composition and distribution of the fatty acids can be used as a 
potential biomarker to study progression of cancer. With further investigations, one might be able to 
isolate dielectric signatures of various types fatty acids that are expressed in different pathological 
conditions. 
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Figure 1.  (a) AC-SECM Tan 𝜹 map of mice colon section. (b) Bright field image of the same colon 
section before deparaffinization and imaging. (c) H&E stained section derived from the same mice 
colon. 
 



Applying Atom-Defined Building Tools to Make Quantum Sensing Devices 
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After 3 decades of preparation, tools and procedures for reproducible fabrication of atom-perfect silicon 
structures have matured to a point where it has now become possible to build proto-devices while also 
planning viable atom-scale manufacturing. In the beginning, device complexity and production rates will 
be low while manufacturing costs are high, challenges that must be offset by the high value of select initial 
products. Inherent attributes including ultra-high speed, ultra-small size/weight/power, variance-free 
manufacture and routine access to some quantum effects are waiting to be harnessed. 

A glimpse of our current capabilities will be shown by examples including structures we can make, unique 
electronic properties of those, chemical and electromagnetic sensing capabilities and fabrication 
automation through machine learning. 

Near term device objectives such as a quantum metrological current standard, an unusually high 
temperature capable quantum metrology-based standard thermometer, and a uniquely portable, due to low 
power consumption, quantum random number generator will be mentioned.   

Collaborative work with Professor Konrad Walus, EE, UBC, that shows the unprecedented low power 
consumption of binary and analog atom-defined silicon circuitry will be briefly sketched. 
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Measurement of the contact potential difference (CPD) and work functions of materials is crucial in the 
development and study of electronically active materials and devices. Kelvin probe force microscopy 
(KPFM), an imaging technique based on atomic force microscopy, is a robust and popular tool for CPD 
and work function mapping at the nanoscale. However, the conventional KPFM variants are typically 
limited in their spatial resolution to 30 – 100 nm under ambient conditions. The continuingly decreasing 
size and increasing complexity of photoactive materials, semiconductor devices, and related materials 
present challenges in uncovering their important electrical properties through KPFM. In this talk, a new 
paradigm of contact potential measurement in KPFM is presented. The new imaging technique, pulsed 
force Kelvin probe force microscopy (PF-KPFM), is developed and can reliably obtain CPD and work 
function images with ~ 10 nm spatial resolution on a wide range of samples. 

The operating principle of PF-KPFM deviates from the fundamental paradigm of all current KPFM 
techniques, as there is no requirement of external oscillating voltage to produce the KPFM signal. As a 
result, PF-KPFM can avoid many of the intrinsic limitations associated with other KPFMs which limit 
their achievable spatial resolution, most notably the requirement for lift mode and the stray capacitance 
effect. Here, we explain the operating principle of PF-KPFM, how it compares to conventional frequency-
modulated KPFM (see Figure 1a-d), and present results on several materials to exemplify the robustness 
of our technique. In particular, we show that PF-KPFM is suitable for probing the interfaces between 
metals and semiconductors, for probing individual ferroelectric domains and boundaries on ferroelectric 
materials (see Figure 1e-f), and for imaging nanoscale perovskite domains. From these measurements, 
new insights into the nanoscale electrical properties are established. 

Figure 1.  Comparing the spatial resolution of FM-KPFM and PF-KPFM on a standard KPFM sample 
composed of silicon (on the left) and gold (on the right) (a) FM-KPFM on the sample. (b) PF-KPFM over 
the same area. (c) The spatial resolution for FM-KPFM is estimated at 39 nm, found from the signal cross-
section marked by the red line in (a). (d) The spatial resolution of PF-KPFM over the same area is 
estimated to be 10 nm. (e) The topography of a BaTiO3 ferroelectric sample. (f) PF-KPFM measurement 
on the region, showing the heterogeneity of the contact potential over nanoscale domains. 



Towards the atomic scale readout of single acceptor states in p-doped Si 
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Single acceptor dopants in Si along with dangling bonds are enabling technologies for atomic scale 

charge and spin-based devices.[1] Additionally, recent advances in hydrogen lithography have enabled 

the patterning of quantum dot based circuit elements with atomic precision.[2] We engineered a single 

acceptor coupled to a dangling bond wire on highly doped p-type H-Si(100) and characterized its 

electronic properties with scanning tunneling spectroscopy. The coupled entity has an electronic 

structure that behaves as a conductive wire from which the charge state of the dopant can be accessed 

and has a complex dependence on the dangling bond wire length. In addition, dI/dV mapping reveals 

features reminiscent of charging rings that are centered over the dopant and overlap with the wire.[3] 

This overlap varies with electric field and its tunability may augment the functionality of dangling bond 

based quantum devices. 
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Figure 1. a) (1.8 V 50 pA) STM image of a 7 dangling bond wire fabricated next to a subsurface Boron dopant on 
highly doped P type H-Si (100) with individual spectroscopy points denoted by arrows.  b) dI/dV spectroscopy 
taken over the dopant and wire shown in a), exhibiting previously unobserved peaks at -1.4 V and 0.9 V.  



MFM Study of Magnetic Skyrmions in NiMnIn and NiMnGa Alloys 
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Magnetic skyrmions with nanoscale topological spin textures have attracted much interest due to their 

potential applications in information technologies, such as spintronics and microwave oscillators [1, 2]. A 

nonequilibrium rapid-quenching method has been used to produce polycrystalline NiMnGa and NiMnIn 

samples.  Our recent researches [2,3] found that both alloys are chemically and morphologically similar but 

crystallographically and physically very different. NiMnGa crystallizes in a uniaxial Ni2In-type hexagonal 

structure, whereas NiMnIn can be interpreted as the composite patterns of the full-Heusler compound with 

intermetallic phases. The topological Hall effect is smaller in NiMnIn than in NiMnGa but occurs in much 

lower magnetic fields. In this work, the magnetic skyrmions in NiMnIn and NiMnGa alloys were imaged 

by Bruker Dimension Icon magnetic force microscopy (MFM) at room temperature (RT). All MFM 

images were acquired in LiftMode with a lift height of 20 nm under the external out-of-plane magnetic 

fields from 0 up to 2.2 kOe, respectively. The optimized high-spatial-resolution MFM tip with high 

coercivity and low magnetic moment was used for MFM imaging. The MFM images (Fig. 1) reveal the 

presence of bubble-type skyrmion spin structure changing with the increase of the external magnetic fields 

in both NiMnIn and NiMnGa alloys. Since NiMnIn needs smaller stabilization fields (0.02–0.5 kOe) at 

RT in comparison with NiMnGa, it may be of interest for spintronic applications. Topological Hall-effect 

contribution corresponding to skyrmion spin structures were observed in the grains of the major phase, 

which were supported by MFM studies. 

This work is supported by NSF-DMREF: SusChEM (Award Number: 1729288). The research was 

performed in the Nebraska Nanoscale Facility: National Nanotechnology Coordinated Infrastructure and 

the Nebraska Center for Materials and Nanoscience (and/or NERCF), which are supported by the National 

Science Foundation under Award ECCS: 2025298, and the Nebraska Research Initiative. 
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Figure 1.  MFM images measured at various fields for NiMnGa (a)–(c) and NiMnIn (d)–(f). 
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Real-space investigation of nanoscale ferroelectricity is of great importance for understanding the 

fundamental physics of ferroelectric phenomena. During the past decades, the nanoscale ferroelectric 

studies have been widely relied on an important scanning probe microscopy (SPM) technique invented in 

1992, i.e., the Piezoresponse Force Microscopy (PFM). However, the intensive study of the conventional 

PFM has revealed a growing number of concerns and limitations which are largely challenging its validity 

and application, and at the same time, making the further studies of ferroelectricity encounter significant 

bottlenecks. In our recent studies, two advanced multi-frequency SPM techniques have been introduced to 

significantly improve the nanoscale ferroelectric measurement,, i.e., the Heterodyne Megasonic 

Piezoresponse Force Microscopy (HM-PFM)[1, 2] and Non-Contact Heterodyne Electrostrain Force 

Microscopy (NC-HEsFM).[3] HM-PFM is based on the conventional instrument architecture of PFM, but 

uniquely uses 106 to 108 Hz high-frequency excitation and heterodyne method to measure the piezoelectric 

strain at nanoscale. It is found that HM-PFM can unambiguously provide standard ferroelectric domain and 

hysteresis loop measurements, and an effective domain characterization with excitation frequency up to 

~110 MHz has been demonstrated. Most importantly, owing to the high-frequency and heterodyne scheme, 

the contributions from both electrostatic force and electrochemical strain can be significantly minimized in 

the HM-PFM measurements. Furthermore, a special technique, named difference-frequency 

piezoresponse frequency spectrum (DFPFS) measurement, is developed on HM-PFM and a distinct 

DFPFS characteristic is observed on the materials with piezoelectricity. [1, 2] 
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In contrast to conventional PFM and HM-PFM, NC-HEsFM unprecedently utilizes a newly-designed 

force sensor and heterodyne detection scheme to measure the nanoscale piezoelectric strain, and for the first 

time, achieves the long-awaited goal of non-contact, electrostatic force minimized ferroelectric 

characterization. It has been unambiguously demonstrated that NC-HEsFM can perform ideal and high-

resolution ferroelectric domain mapping, standard ferroelectric hysteresis loop measurement and 

controllable domain manipulation, and at the same time, operate on multiple high eigenmodes. With using 

the newly-designed force sensor and heterodyne detection method, NC-HEsFM shows an unprecedented 

capability in achieving real non-contact yet non-destructive ferroelectric characterization with significantly 

minimized electrostatic force effect. Meanwhile, the application of the new force sensor makes NC-HEsFM 

highly compatible for high-vacuum and low-temperature environments, thus combining the advantages of 

non-contact operation and electrostatic force minimization, NC-HEsFM is expected to reach the ultimate 

goal of atomically resolved ferroelectric characterization.[3] In brief, we believed that both the newly-

developed HM-PFM and NC-HEsFM can be extensively used in a variety of future ferroelectric or 

piezoelectric studies, especially those research topics where using conventional PFM is highly controversial 

or challengeable. 
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Atomic force microscopy (AFM) has become a powerful tool that can provide nanoscale topography 
image and quantitatively measure biophysical properties of the cells in a native circumstance. In the work, 
we report our recent applications of AFM in monitoring the alternation of biophysical properties with 
drug-treated or toxic agent-treated cells and imaging the distribution of individual molecules on single 
cells. In situ, real time tracking of topography and nanomechanics of antimycobacterial drugs treated 
Mycobactetium JLS demonstrated that the progress of bacterial division was inhibited and the decreases 
of biomechanical properties including adhesion force, bacterial spring constant, and Young’s modulus, 
were closely related to cell shape shrinkage [1]. AFM was also applied to analyze the relationship between 
biophysical properties and functions of endothelial cells exposed to diesel exhaust particles (DEPs). Our 
AFM results revealed that DEPs could alter membrane nanostructures and cytoskeleton components in a 
dosage- and a time-dependent manner, suggesting that DEP exposure triggers important biochemical and 
biophysical changes that would negatively impact the pathological development of cardiovascular 
diseases [2]. In single molecule imaging technique, or called topography and recognition (TREC) imaging, 
was applied to simultaneously obtain highly sensitive and specific molecular recognition images and high-
resolution topographic images of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) on single breast cancer cells. 
This TREC imaging technique can be used as a highly sensitive imaging tool to study different cell surface 
receptors at molecular level in physiological and pathological studies [3]. In conclusion, the alternation of 
biophysical properties and dynamic distribution of single molecules revealed by AFM can provide a novel 
perspective to understand the cellular activities supplemented with other regular techniques.  
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X-ray structures of the serotonin transporter (SERT) revealed two ligand binding sites, whereas the crystal

structures of its close homologue, the dopamine transporter (DAT) showed only one. We designed force

sensors with various DAT ligands and measured their interaction forces with wild type and a series of

mutated DAT, from which two distinct populations of unbinding strengths and off-rates were detected.

The population of high-force was abolished by the mutation S422A, V152I, or by substitution of Na+ with

K+ or NMDG+. In contrast, mutation G386H, acetylation of lysine residues K92 and K384, or protonation

of the histidine residue H477 reduced the low-force population. Our results reveal the existence of a

second ligand binding site in DAT and provide information on its position and kinetics. The data of

quantitative force measurements explain why the second ligand binding site might escape detection in

crystals of DAT.
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Figure 1. Binding strength might determine whether a binding site can be revealed by the X-ray crystal 

structure. We speculate that threshold for binding strength has to be overcome, which is presumably 

between 10.1 and 13.4 pN at force loading rate of 50 pN/s, to allow for detection of an occupied binding 

site by X-ray crystallography. 
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In this work, we present an experimental validation of a new theoretical model [1] for Contact Resonance 
Atomic Force Microscopy (CR AFM) [2] which incorporates the dynamic effects of long, massive tips.  
Long, massive tips have been used in the so-called “trolling” mode [3] AFM to measure properties of 
polymers and living cells. The use of a long sensing tip assures the micro-cantilever beam body is out of 
the liquid, therefore reducing hydrodynamic forces on the sensor body which results in a high quality 
factor, and improves the measurements.    

To experimentally incorporate tip mass and rotational inertia, a glass bead is bonded to a conventional 
atomic force microscopy cantilever. The bead is bonded to the topside of the sensor cantilever, in order to 
maintain scanning capabilities and reduce adhesive forces. The freely vibrating flexural and torsional 
modes of the cantilever, along with the theoretical model in Ref. [1] are used to estimate the inertial 
properties of the massive tip. Using this information, sample elastic properties are then estimated from the 
in-contact resonance frequencies of the system for two different materials. The results are then compared 
with measurements performed using a similar cantilever on the same samples, without any cantilever 
modifications. We use several set-point force measurements, at different vibrational eigenmodes in order 
to optimize the experimental setup and use the most sensitive eigenmode for each material sample.  We 
show that the new theoretical model successfully captures the effects of the rotational inertia and mass of 
the tip.  

  (a) (b) 

Figure 1.  (a) Top view. (b) Side view. Glass bead bonded to cantilever beam. Pictures taken using a 
Keyence microscope, with bead initially glued to tip side 

[1] T. Jaquez-Moreno et al., Sensors 19.22 (2019): 4990.
[2] U. Rabe et al., Ultrasonics 38.1-8 (2000): 430-437.
[3] M. Minary-Jolandan et al. Nanotechnology 23.23 (2012): 235704.



Force Volume Data acquired by Tuning Fork AFM at Cryogenic Temperatures by 
using Intermodulation Products 
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In this work we present a new method of acquiring force volume data in a tuning fork based Atomic Force 
Microscope (AFM) using mixing products of different drive tones. The measurement of force volume data 
is generally very time demanding and can easily take more than 10h for a reasonable resolution [1]. We 
addressed this limitation by combining our low temperature (4.8 K) tuning fork AFM with two more 
advanced measurement methods [2,3]. 

This new method makes use of a Multifrequency Lock-In Amplifier (MLA, Intermodulation Products 
AB) detecting up to 32 intermodulation products which are generated due to a perturbation by a nonlinear 
tip-surface interaction. For the measurement the tuning fork is mechanically excited near resonance 
(fres=23.7 kHz) with an amplitude of Ares=100 pm while the tip-sample distance is modulated 
(Amod=500 pm) by a second drive applied to the dither-piezo at a low frequency (fmod=5 Hz). With these 
two drives the individual frequencies of the mixing products in the response signal are defined, allowing 
a lock-in measurement to acquire amplitude and phase of the mixing products around fres. To measure a 
full force volume data-set in a scan area of 3x3 nm2 (64x64pixel) the tip is kept at constant height close 
to the surface inside the non-linear force regime and the tip is positioned 200 ms on each pixel resulting 
in a total measurement time of 30 min. With the data acquired in this way both the conservative and 
dissipative force quadratures at every pixel of the scan have been reconstructed and compared to 
traditional z-spectroscopies analysed with the Sader-Jarvis method. 
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Figure 1.  a-d: Cuts through the three dimensional force volume data at different distances from the 
closest approach. e: Comparison of a z-spectroscopy force curve using the Sader-Jarvis reconstruction 
(blue) and a intermodulation products force curve (red) from the force volume data. 
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Protein adsorption on surfaces is used in biosensing tools as an immobilization mean to trap the analyte 

to be detected. However, adsorption can lead to conformational changes in the protein structure, resulting 

in a loss of bioactivity. Among surfaces, self-assembled monolayers of silane molecules are widely used 

to functionalize SiO2, as the surface charge and hydropathy can be tuned by using silane molecules with 

different the head-group charges and alkyl chain lengths. The objective of this study is to decipher the 

impact of streptavidin adsorption on silane monolayers on its further interactions with biotin.  

Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations are well-suited to investigate protein-surface interactions and 

adsorption-induced conformational changes at atomic scale. Furthermore, Steered Molecular Dynamics 

(SMD) simulations, that mimic Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) experiments, provide additional 

information regarding forces and dynamics of individual ligand-receptor interactions. 

Firstly, a MD simulation system (GROMACS – OPLS-AA) was developed and several silane monolayers 

were modeled. Their structural properties were qualitatively validated by FTIR and XPS experimental 

results. Then, streptavidin adsorption on silane monolayers and its subsequent interactions with biotin 

were investigated by coupling MD and SMD simulations. It was shown that adsorption-induced 

conformational changes in streptavidin, which depend on the type of silane molecules, induce a decrease 

of the streptavidin-biotin rupture force [1]. Individual streptavidin-biotin interactions were further 

investigated by SMD simulations at various pulling velocities, from 0.002×106 to 20×106 μm/s, to 

approach the pulling velocities obtained with AFM experiments. By comparison with previous 

experimental results and SMD rupture forces obtained without adsorption on silane monolayers [2], it was 

demonstrated that silane molecules with uncharged head-group and short alkyl chain allow streptavidin 

immobilization while keeping biotin interactions better than silane molecules with positively charged 

head-groups. Impact of the nature of silane molecules on the unbinding process and binding energy were 

also deciphered. 

The same methodology was applied to another complex, including the cell receptor ACE2 and the 

receptor-binding domain (RBD) of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein. Contrary to the streptavidin-biotin 

complex, it was demonstrated that ACE2 adsorption on mixed silane monolayers induces an increase in 

the rupture force of spike protein RBD, indicating a reinforcement of protein-protein interactions.  
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In the last few decades, inspired by nature, various approaches have been developed for building novel 

supramolecular nanomaterials. However, progress in designing bio-hybrid materials on inorganic surfaces 

in a pre-designed manner lags behind the achievements of protein engineering and self-assembly in bulk 

solution. Additionally, it remains unclear how chemical/sequence information and intermolecular 

interactions, including electrostatic interactions, dipole-dipole interactions, and desolvation effects, define 

the energy landscapes across which hierarchy develops.  

Recently, we programmed de novo protein interfaces matching to the (001) face of muscovite mica. Our 

results show that the protein nanorods formed 2D anisotropic liquid crystal (LC) phases with different 

concentrations of electrolyte.1 We then used high-speed AFM (~1 frame/s) to record the evolution of the 

protein 2D periodic architectures in-situ from isolated monomers to the anisotropic 2D LC with smectic 

order. The analysis showed that protein mobility increases dramatically with KCl concentration, and there 

is a thermodynamically dominant orientation. Besides, at 10 mM KCl, the rotational dynamics of the 

proteins between directions at local energy minima have two distinct mechanisms. Transitions between 

adjacent orientational states appear to follow in-plane Brownian motion, biased by the angle-dependent 

energy landscape, to produce rates that are exponential in the energy-barriers between states. In contrast, 

transitions between more distant angular states occur by high-energy Levy-flight transitions, with rates 

that are decoupled from energy-barrier heights.  

Moreover, at high KCl concentrations, order develops from an initial 2D liquid phase through the 

formation of fluctuating clusters whose average size increases exponentially with time. The increased 

mobility promotes the formation of the ordered LC phases. The known effects of high salt concentration, 

both screening the charges of proteins and structuring the interfacial hydration layers, likely play decisive 

roles in achieving order. Numerous evidences imply that entropic interactions drive the assembly process. 

However, designed interactions introduce enthalpic terms that modify the phase diagram. The findings 

provide insight into the remarkable diversity of self-assembled architectures adopted by these protein 

nanorods that extend well beyond what was expected from the initial design. 

[1] Pyles, H., Zhang, S., De Yoreo, J. J. & Baker, D. Nature 571 (2019), 251-256.
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We introduce isomorphic contact resonance force microscopy (iso-CRFM), a new CR imaging technique 

that acquires data at constant frequency and contact stiffness throughout the scan area. Constant frequency 

is obtained by acquiring a force versus distance curve at each pixel, such that a preselected target frequency 

is reached somewhere in the force curve. As a consequence, the cantilever maintains an invariant 

vibrational shape and a constant environmental damping, thus simplifying interpretation of amplitude and 

quality factor image contrast. Advantages of iso-CR are demonstrated by presenting iso-CRFM 

(mechanically driven) and iso-CR piezoresponse force microscopy (iso-CR-PFM, electrically driven) 

images of a piezoelectric AlN thin film containing nanoscale Al-polar and N-polar domains. The domain 

structure is revealed by iso-CR-PFM phase imaging, which shows nearly 180° contrast between domains 

of opposite polarity. The PFM amplitude and Q-factor images also show domain contrast, which decreases 

with increasing CR frequency. Further, the difference between the iso-CR-PFM and iso-CRFM results 

decreases with increasing frequency. These frequency-dependent effects, summarized in Figure 1, are 

ascribed to frequency-dependent electrostatic artifacts in the measured PFM signals. Additional 

experiments were performed to examine the effect of varying the DC tip voltage (and thus varying the 

strength of the electrostatic force) on the iso-CR-PFM amplitude, Q factor, and other measurable 

parameters. We conclude that the iso-CR capability to control the CR frequency across multiple excitation 

schemes helps elucidate the origin of the amplitude and Q-factor image contrast. 

Figure 1.  (a) Dependence of median amplitude (Adrv) on CR frequency (f1
c) for electrical excitation in N-

polar domains (triangles), electrical excitation in Al-polar domains (inverted triangles), mechanical 

excitation in N-polar domains (squares), and mechanical excitation in Al-polar domains (circles) of an 

AlN thin film. (b) Dependence of median Q-factor (Q) on f1
c, with same labeling of data points as in (a). 
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Atomic force microscopy (AFM) with molecule-functionalized tips has emerged as the primary
experimental technique for probing the atomic structure of organic molecules on surfaces [1]. Most 
experiments have been limited to nearly planar aromatic molecules, due to difficulties with interpretation 
of highly distorted AFM images originating from non-planar molecules [2]. Here we develop a deep 
learning infrastructure that matches a set of AFM images with a unique descriptor characterizing the 
molecular configuration, allowing us to predict the molecular structure directly in a few seconds on a 
laptop [3]. We apply this methodology to resolve several distinct adsorption configurations and 
conformations of molecules based on low-temperature AFM measurements. In general, we find high 
success rates in predicting the atomic and chemical structure of molecules. This approach opens the door 
to apply high-resolution AFM to a large variety of systems for which routine atomic and chemical 
structural resolution on the level of individual objects/molecules would be a major breakthrough. We also 
look at applications of similar approaches to the imaging of biomaterials and AFM imaging in liquids. 

[1] N. Pavliček and L. Gross, Nat. Rev. Chem. 1, 0005 (2017).
[2] P. Jelinek, J. Phys.:Condens. Mat. 29, 343002 (2017).
[3] B. Alldritt, P. Hapala, N. Oinonena, F. Urtev, O. Krejci, F. F. Canova, J. Kannala, F. Schulz, P. 

Liljeroth, and A. S. Foster, Sci. Adv. 6 (2020) 

Figure 1.  Schematic showing the conversion of AFM images via a convolutional neural network into 
descriptors used to identify molecular structure.  
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Traditionally, dynamic atomic force microscopy (AFM) techniques are based on the analysis of the quasi-

steady state response of the cantilever deflection in terms of Fourier analysis. Here we describe 

a technique that instead exploits the often disregarded transient response of the cantilever through a 

relatively modern mathematical tool, which has caused important developments in several scientific fields 

but that is still quite unknown in the AFM context: the wavelet analysis [1]. 

Wavelet analysis allows us to localize the time-varying spectral composition of the initial oscillations of 

the cantilever deflection when an impulsive excitation is given (as in the band excitation method), a mode 

that we call the few- cycle regime. We show that this regime encodes very meaningful information about 

the tip-sample interaction in a unique and extremely sensitive manner. 

We exploit this high sensitivity to gain detailed insight into multiple physical parameters that perturb the 

dynamics of the AFM probe, such as the tip radius, Hamaker constant, sample’s elastic modulus and 

height of an adsorbed water layer. We validate these findings with experimental evidence and 

computational simulations and show a feasible path towards the simultaneous retrieval of multiple 

physical parameters.  These techniques applies also to samples that demand imaging in liquid native 

environments and also to highly vulnerable samples whose compositional mapping cannot be obtained 

through standard tapping imaging techniques [2]. 

[1] López-Guerra, E. A., Somnath, S., Solares, S. D., Jesse, S., & Ferrini, G. (2019). Few-cycle Regime

Atomic force Microscopy. Scientific reports, 9(1), 1-10.
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Force Spectroscopy in liquids with material contrast. Scientific reports, 8(1), 1-16.
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The molecular coating of nanoparticles is important for particle functionalization. Direct imaging of the 

molecular coating on the nanoparticle’s surface with a sufficiently high lateral resolution is challenging. 

Recently introduced Ringing mode of AFM allows for simultaneous imaging of several maps of physical 

properties of a sample surface [1, 2], including imaging the height of the molecular coat. To the best of 

our knowledge, there is no other technique capable of measuring the presence of a thin layer of organic 

molecules on organic nanoparticles with a high-resolution. Here we demonstrate that Ringing mode allows 

imaging of PEG on mesoporous silica with the lateral resolution down to ~1 nm. Furthermore, PEG 

coating on cellulose acetate particles can also be imaged in Ringing mode (though it is hard to estimate 

the resolution because of a rather smooth coating of cellulose acetate particles). 

    It is interesting to note that there is no one-to-one correspondence between the adhesion and the size of 

the molecular coating on the particle surface [3]. Figure 1 shows an example of simultaneous imaging of 

adhesion, neck height, and the size of the molecular coat (disconnection distance). While some correlation 

between the adhesion and neck height can be seen, heterogeneity of distribution of the neck height is much 

richer than the adhesion map. The distribution of the height of the molecular coat is substantially different 

from the neck height. These images indicate a high complexity of the formation of the molecular coat on 

nanoparticles. The mechanism of formation of the coating layer is not well understood. Therefore, Ringing 

mode may be instrumental in the understanding of the formation of such a layer. 
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Figure 1.  a) Schematics of the motion of the AFM probe during the imaging; the probe oscillates in a 

sub-resonance mode. (b) graphical definition of the meaning of two channels imaged in Ringing mode: 

the pull-off neck height and disconnection distance (height of the molecular coat). 70x70 nm2 area of a 

cellulose acetate nanoparticle imaged in Ringing mode. Three channels recorded simultaneously are 

shown: (c) adhesion force, (d) neck height, (e) disconnection distance.  
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It is well known that strong attractive interactions between water molecules and hydrophilic surfaces give 

rise to hydration layers. In a similar way, nonpolar liquids such as hydrocarbons readily form solvation 

layers at graphitic and other organic surfaces. Solid-liquid interfaces (SLIs) formed by liquids and solids 

with weak interactions between each other are sensitive to trace amounts of solutes and changes in the 

environmental conditions [1,2]. This is relevant in the context of organic liquids in contact with 

hydrophilic materials; at their surface, trace amounts of water can diffuse and condensate, leading to the 

formation of a nanometer-thick film [3]. Up to now, we lack a nanoscale understanding of this film.  

3D-AFM is a novel advanced AFM technique which allows the visualization of SLIs with sub-nm 

resolution [4-5]. We performed 3D-AFM experiments to map the SLI of nonpolar organic media (n-

alkanes) with hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces. We show how the presence of trace amounts of water 

dominates the interface with hydrophilic materials and forms up to three individual hydration layers. 

Through direct visualization of the wetting film, we reveal up to three individual hydration layers. Upon 

molecular sieving the majority of water is removed, and the solvent molecules can flatly adsorb on the 

mica surface, forming solvation layers. In contrast to that, hydrophobic surfaces and hydrocarbons are 

characterized by a high affinity which makes their SLI insensitive to trace amount of solutes despite their 

presence in the bulk liquid. This allows the organization of solvent molecules through solvation layers. 

The described mechanism provides a better understanding of the SLI at hydrophilic and hydrophobic 

materials and, in particular, how liquids organize at their surfaces. 

Figure 1.  Solid-liquid interface of n-alkanes with a hydrophilic surface. (a) 3D-AFM panel and scheme 

of an organic solvent in equilibrium with the water environment and mica. The interface shows hydration 

layers. (b) 3D-AFM panel and scheme of a molecularly-sieved organic solvent and mica. The interface 

shows solvation layers of the organic liquid. 
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During the last decades, a plurality of atomic force microscopy methods (AFM) have been developed 

which strive for increasing the sensitivity of AFM measurements. However, the thermal noise 

background has always been considered as a fundamental sensitivity limit. Recently, in field of 

nanomechanics novel multifrequency methods have been investigated to reduce the thermal noise in 

micromechanical resonators. In this talk, we investigate the potential use of these techniques in AFM 

measurements.  

The mechanism of noise reduction depends solely on intermodal coupling which is enabled by the choice 

of excitation frequencies. By exciting a commercial AFM cantilever in vacuum at a frequency equal to 

the difference between the first two flexural eigenfrequencies, the first mode can be effectively cooled, 

corresponding to a reduction of the thermal noise temperature [1]. We reduced the effective temperature 

of the first flexural mode from room temperature down to 99.6 K (Fig. 1 a, b). 

For an excitation frequency equal to the sum of the two eigenfrequencies, a squeezed state between the 

quadratures of the two modes is created [2], i.e. in phase space the noise ball is elongated (Fig 1c). By 

performing a measurement in rotated quadratures Xc and Yc the thermal noise in the Xc quadrature is 

reduced by 49%.  

Our measurements demonstrate that both cooling and squeezing are potential routes towards noise-reduced 

measurements with standard AFM equipment. 
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Figure 1.  a) Measurement of frequency response of the first flexural mode with excitation strengths. b) 

The effective temperature of first mode and coupling rate w.r.t. the amplitude at the excitation frequency. 

c) Phase space distribution of 1st and 2nd mode quadratures in absence of an excitation (blue) and with an

excitation tone at the sum frequency (red)
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Biological organisms are covered with a cuticle as outermost extracellular material and interface 

between organs and the environment. A precise understanding of the structure-function relation of these 

interfaces is still an open issue. In particular for the case of wetting, it is far from clear how nanoscale 

chemistry and structure determine macroscopic wetting. The rose petal combines antagonistic wetting 

properties: high water contact angles and high drop adhesion.  

We use Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) to simultaneously measure nanoscale topography and 

chemistry of (natural!) Rose Petals. We found two extraordinary features linked to their peculiar wetting 

properties, namely: (i) surface roughness is concentrated on the nanoscale and fractal-like, and (ii) the 

surface has an extreme nanoscale chemical variability, which critically defines wetting properties. While 

high roughness is generally accepted to be the origin of peculiar wetting (super-hydrophobicity) the role 

of nanoscale chemical variability is usually not really a topic of discussion; most probably because -up 

to now- it could not be “seen”.  

The combination of topographic and chemical variability is modelled with a single nanoscale wetting 

parameter that naturally explains the Rose Petal Effect, which has been an unsolved puzzle. The 

fundamental mechanism inducing the Rose Petal Effect should be universal; this work will thus trigger 

new research on wetting and bio-inspired functional surfaces. 

Figure 1.  Left: Rose Petal with small drops having high contact angle but nevertheless adhering to the 

petal surface. Middle: AFM images showing topography (vertical scale) and wetting properties (color of 

surface. blue: hydrophilic, red: hydrophobic). Image scales correspond to top image (12.5µm)2 and 4 µm 

height, bottom image (2.5µm)2 and 2µm height. Right: Wetting parameter calculated from topography 

and local chemistry data. 
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Efforts to reliably measure AFM lateral forces have been impeded by the difficulties in obtaining 
appropriate calibration standards, applying those force standards to the apex of the tip, and 
quantifying calibration uncertainty. Here we propose a new method, Traceable Lateral Force 
Calibration (TLFC), which combines the reliability of direct methods with the convenience of 
indirect/semi-direct methods. Like other direct methods, ours comprise three essential steps: (1) 
fabrication of a spring (the Traceable Reference Lever or TRL); (2) calibration of the TRL spring 
constant; (3) conversion of measurable TRL deflections into absolute lateral force measurements 
based on its pre-calibrated spring constant (TLFC method). The TRL device, a simple two-axis 
cantilever, is easy to design, fabricate, and directly pre-calibrate with a standard laboratory 
microbalance. Following pre-calibration, the TRL device becomes a convenient absolute standard 
for AFM lateral force measurements. This paper describes the complete method and 
demonstrates its primary merits, which include (1) traceability to measurement standards; (2) 
ease of use by outside user groups; (3) absolute measurement errors  10% for moderately stiff 
cantilevers ( 1 N/m normal stiffness); (4) robustness over a wide range of common loads, 
instruments, probes, and environments. While the method and proof-of-concept devices 
described in this paper were designed primarily for moderate to high load cantilevers ( 1 N/m), we 
discuss how a next generation of compliant TRL devices can be used with the TLFC method to 
reliably calibrate arbitrary AFM cantilevers (  1 N/m) and forces.   
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Nanopipettes have been used in different applications with integration into Scanning Ion 
Conductance Microscopy (SICM): high resolution topographical imaging of living cells, 
quantitative delivery of molecules to the surface of living cells. Recently, we reported on the 
development of a label-free pH-sensitive nanoprobe consisting of a self-assembled zwitterion-like 
nanomembrane at the tip of a nanopipette [1]. This platform allows for SICM feedback-controlled 
precise positioning of the nanoprobe to the cell surface to monitor the local pHe with high 
spatiotemporal resolution and high sensitivity. The probe was developed by cross-linking glucose 
oxidase and poly-l-lysine at the tip of a glass nanopipette, resulting in drying-mediated self-
assembly of a pH-selective nanomembrane with a sensitivity higher than 0.01 units, capable of 
fast response times (down to ~2 ms), and a high spatial resolution (~50 nm). Additionally, 
nanopipette probes still hold great promises as intracellular biosensors. Here we describe the 
fabrication, characterization, and tailoring of carbon nanoelectrodes based on nanopipette for 
intracellular electrochemical recordings. We demonstrate the fabrication of disk-shaped 
nanoelectrodes whose radius can be precisely tuned within the range 5-200 nm. The 
functionalization of the nanoelectrode with platinum allowed the monitoring of oxygen 
consumption outside and inside of melanoma cell. These novel platinum nanoelectrodes are 
useful for understanding cell oxygen metabolism and can be employed to study the redox 
biochemistry and biology of cells, tissues and organisms. We showed that microinjury of Chara 
corallina internodal cells with the tip of a glass micropipette is associated with a drastic decrease 
in oxygen concentration at the vicinity of the stimulation site [2]. We applied the nanoelectrode to 
perform intracellular reactive oxygen species (ROS) measurement in cultured melanoma cells, 
HEK293 and LNCap cancer cell. [3-5]. A cell can withstand multiple penetrations and we 
measured a substantial difference between the electrochemical signal measured inside and 
outside the cell. We believe these results show the potential of functional nanoelectrode to probe 
endogenous species into cells and with further improvements they may allow the study of 
oxidative stress under influence of different drugs and nanoparticles [3]. The efficiency of ROS 
generation under flavin mononucleotide blue light irradiation was measured in single melanoma 
cells by a label-free technique using an electrochemical nanoprobe in a real-time control manner 
[4].We have shown that our new method can measure the ROS response to chemotherapy in 
tumor-bearing mice in real-time. ROS levels were measured in vivo inside the tumor at different 
depths in response to doxorubicin [5].  

References: [1] Y. Zhang et al., Nat. Commun 10 (2019) p. 1–9. [2] A. Alova et al., J. Exp. Bot. 
(2019) p. 1–13. [3] A. Erofeev et al., Sci. Rep. 8 (2018) p. 1–11. [4] R. A. Akasov et al, Sci. Rep. 
9 (2019) p. 1–11. [5] A. Vanev et al., Anal. Chem. 92 (2020), 92, p. 8010–8014.   
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Mapping mechanical properties of living cells at nanoscale using intrinsic nanopipette–
sample force interactions 

Petr Gorelkin 

NUST MISiS  

Mechanical properties of living cells determined by cytoskeletal elements play a crucial role in a 
wide range of biological functions. However, low-stress mapping of mechanical properties with 
nanoscale resolution but with a minimal effect on the fragile structure of cells remains difficult. 
Scanning Ion-Conductance Microscopy (SICM) for quantitative nanomechanical mapping (QNM) 
is based on intrinsic force interactions between nanopipettes and samples and has been 
previously suggested as a promising alternative to conventional techniques. In this work, we have 
provided an alternative estimation of intrinsic force and stress and demonstrated the possibility to 
perform qualitative and quantitative analysis of cell nanomechanical properties of a variety of 
living cells. Force estimation on decane droplets with well-known elastic properties, similar to 
living cells, revealed that the forces applied using a nanopipette are much smaller than in the case 
using atomic force microscopy. We have shown that we can perform nanoscale topography and 
QNM using a scanning procedure with no detectable effect on live cells, allowing long-term QNM 
as well as detection of nanomechanical properties under drug-induced alterations of actin 
filaments and microtubulin. We compared QNM data obtained with low-stress SICM and peak-
force AFM. Low-stress SICM gave more reproducible data for the surface layer mechanical 
properties of living cells. However, AFM has the advantage that it can determine the physical 
properties of the inner structures of the living cell such as the cell nucleus or nucleoli. We have 
demonstrated that our technique can be applied to QNM using the intrinsic force of sharp 
nanopipettes for high-resolution imaging of the mechanical properties of living cells. Comparative 
studies of AFM and SICM for nanomechanical characterisation of living cells were performed on 
PC3 cells. We observed how the mechanical properties of single cells changed in the presence 
of drugs acting on various parts of the cytoskeleton. Using the destabilisation of microtubules 
produced by MMAE, we observed a decrease in Young's modulus of the living PC3 cells. The 
effect of inhibition of actin polymerisation on the mechanical properties of the living PC3 cells was 
mainly located in the periphery. We have also shown the possibility of applying low-stress SICM 
for long-term nanomechanical mapping in real-time and the visualisation of the dynamic process 
related to the changes in the mechanical properties of the living cells. This technology is fast 
enough to observe relatively rapid biological events. We have also shown that it is possible to 
perform highly localized QNM measurements on living cell surfaces.   



Attoampere Nanoelectrochemistry 

Georg Gramse 

Johannes Kepler University 

Electrochemical microscopy techniques have extended our understanding of surface chemistry 
to the micrometer and even sub-micrometer level. However, fundamental questions related to 
charge transport at the solid-electrolyte interface, such as catalytic reactions or operation of 
individual ion channels, require improved spatial resolutions down to the nanoscale. A 
prerequisite for single-molecule electrochemical sensitivity is the reliable detection of a few 
electrons per second – i.e., currents in the atto-Ampere (10-18 A) range, 1000 times below today’s 
electrochemical microscopes. Here we will report on local nano cyclic voltammetry (CV) 
measurements of ferrocene self-assembled monolayer (SAM) with sub atto-Ampere sensitivity 
and simultaneous spatial resolution 80 nm. Such sensitivity is obtained through measurements of 
the charging of the local faradaic interface capacitance at GHz frequencies. Nanometer-scale 
details of different molecular organization with a 19% packing density difference are resolved, 
with an extremely small dispersion of the molecular electrical properties. This was previously 
predicted based on weak electrostatic interactions between neighboring redox molecules in a 
SAM configuration. These results open new perspectives for nanoelectrochemistry like the study 
of quantum mechanical resonance in complex molecules and a wide range of applications from 
electrochemical catalysis to biophysics.  

S Grall, I Alić, E Pavoni, T Fujii, S Müllegger, M Farina, N Clément and Gramse G* 2021 
Attoampere Nanoelectrochemistry, Small (in review), arXiv:2011.10405   



Quantitative Corrections to Voxel-scale Heterogeneity via In situ Grayscale Vat 
Photopolymerization in an Atomic Force Microscope 

Callie Higgins 

National Institute of Standards and Technology 

Vat photopolymerization is a powerful additive manufacturing technique that address many 
applications ranging from personalized medicine to large-scale manufacturing. Unfortunately, 
these printing processes introduce micrometer-scale anisotropic inhomogeneities due to the resin 
absorptivity, diffusivity, reaction kinetics, and swelling during the requisite photoexposure. 
Previously, it has not been possible to characterize high-resolution mechanical heterogeneity as 
it develops during the printing process. By combining vat photopolymerization additive 
manufacturing with atomic force microscopy (AFM) in a hybrid instrument, heterogeneity of a 
single, in situ printed voxel is not only characterized and quantified for the first time, but also an 
as-printed modulus-informed corrective algorithm is applied to fabricate homogeneous voxels. 
Our results demonstrate the complex properties of printed voxels at all relevant stages of the 
printing process including in resin and after post-processing (both after rinse and after secondary 
cure) using a state-of-the-art fully-calibrated cantilever ensuring the most quantitative 
measurement of vat photopolymerized single-voxel mechanical properties to date. Notedly, 
though we measured substantial creep behavior in the as-printed, in situ voxels, this behavior 
was drastically reduced after the samples were removed from the resin and washed, which could 
adversely affect the final part fidelity in a layer-by-layer printing process. By combining AFM with 
vat photopolymerization, this instrument equips researchers with a tool to develop rich insight into 
resin development, process optimization, and fundamental printing limits.   



Automated and Autonomous Experiment in Scanning Probe Microscopy: If, Why, 
When, and How 

Sergei Kalinin 

ORNL  

Machine learning and artificial intelligence (ML/AI) are rapidly becoming an indispensable part of 
physics research, with domain applications ranging from theory and materials prediction to high-
throughput data analysis. In parallel, the recent successes in applying ML/AI methods for 
autonomous systems from robotics through self-driving cars to organic and inorganic synthesis 
are generating enthusiasm for the potential of these techniques to enable automated and 
autonomous experiment (AE) in imaging. In this presentation, I will discuss challenges and 
opportunities of AE in Scanning Probe Microscopy, ranging from feature discovery to controlled 
intervention and physics discovery. Using Piezoresponse Force Microscopy as an example, I will 
illustrate the deep learning workflows for the semantic segmentation of the data, including 
automated discovery of the ferroelectric and ferroelastic domain walls. I will further discuss the 
unsupervised and physics-based learning from the data. The special emphasis is made on the 
rotationally invariant variational autoencoders that allow to disentangle rotational degrees of 
freedom from other latent variables in imaging and spectral data. The analysis of the latent space 
of autoencoders further allows establishing physically relevant transformation mechanisms in 
complex domain structures. Extension of encoder approach towards establishing structure-
property relationships in ferroelectrics will be illustrated. I further discuss the strategies based on 
Gaussian Processes for automated experiment, and demonstrate some initial results for AE in 
PFM including FerroBOT and image-based exploration of complex domain structures.   



On the Comparison of Dynamic AFM Modes to Quantitatively Map the Mechanical 
Properties of Polymeric Materials 

Phillipe Leclère 

University of Mons (UMONS), Laboratory for Chemistry of Novel Materials, B 7000 
Mons, Belgium 

Over the past few decades (nano)composites and functional polymer blends have replaced 
metals in many applications from aerospace to sports gear, from automobiles to wind turbines, 
and from circuit boards to civil structures such as bridges and buildings. With these novel 
materials impacting every part of our lives, they have become ubiquitous. Mechanical property 
mapping can provide critical insights into the fundamental processes at the local scale that lead 
to deformation phenomena in these materials. The relatively recent development of dynamic 
mechanical scanning probe microscopies allows measuring mechanical properties of materials, 
providing well-adapted, fast, and versatile methods for mapping these properties. However, there 
is a lack of quantitative measurements, such as the elastic modulus or the viscoelastic properties 
(storage and loss modulus, loss tangent). In this work, we systematically compare the 
performances of the most promising (recent) methodologies based on multifrequency SPM 
(namely HarmoniX, Bimodal AFM, Contact Resonance AFM, Intermodulation AFM, and nano 
Dynamic Mechanical Analysis AFM) to more classical approaches. For instance, by considering 
as model systems, poly(styrene) - poly(ε- caprolactone) polymer blends, we propose adapted 
protocols for the data analysis, expecting to help the scientific community to better understand 
the key parameters in the optimization of the behavior of materials not only for fundamental 
aspects but also for industrial applications. In this context, Machine Learning (ML) has been 
perceived as a promising tool for the design and discovery of novel materials for a broad range 
of applications. In this talk, we will discuss computational methods and ML algorithms dealing with 
data clustering (such as K-Means or Automatic Gaussian Mixture Model) that can be used to 
detect the different domains and (inter)phases in materials (by partitioning the recorded data (i.e. 
the observables) into clusters according to their similarities. Additionally, based on the Tabor 
coefficient calculation, we will also propose some protocols that can be easily implemented to 
rapidly determine which mechanical model(s) can be applied to obtain the quantitative mapping 
of the mechanical properties for each local domain or phase. This algorithmically driven approach 
will enable analyze materials with more complex architectures and/or other properties (such as 
electrical ones), opening new avenues of research on advanced materials with specific functions 
and desired properties leading to the creation of functional and more reliable structural materials. 
In a step forward, we analyzed in-depth the nanomechanical properties of other polymer-based 
materials (such as industrial polymer blends, block copolymers, multifunctional nanocomposites, 
polymer-plasma thin films, hydrogels for cell culture, and bio glue coatings (obtained from 
recombinant adhesive proteins of sea stars), for which conventional analysis are not “technically” 
feasible. 



A novel method of measurement of tracer diffusion in nanoconfined liquids 

Shivprasad Patil 

Indian Institute of Science Education and Research, Pune  

The flow of water confined to nanometer-sized pores is central to a wide range of subjects from 
biology to nanofluidic devices. Despite its importance, a clear picture about nanoscale fluid 
dynamics is yet to emerge. Water permeation through hydrophobic channels, such as nanotubes, 
is five orders larger than expected from conventional fluid theory[1]. On the other hand, the 
measured viscosity through hydrophilic nanochannels is 30 percent larger than bulk water[2]. The 
viscosity measurement of nanoconfined water by independent means, such as Atomic force 
Microscopy (AFM) and Surface Force apparatus (SFA) have resulted in contradictory findings. In 
recent years we have observed that water under confinement exhibits nonlinear rheological 
response such as viscoelasticity and shear thinning [3-6]. In micro-rheology, it is also possible to 
determine the parameters governing viscoelasticity of the medium by measuring diffusion of tracer 
dye molecules through it. FCS is one of the methods to measure diffusion and can be used to 
measure viscoelastic response. There are many technical challenges in performing FCS 
measurements on nanoconfined liquids. In this talk, I will present a new instrument developed in 
our lab to measure diffusion in nanoconfined liquids[7]. It is a combination of Fluorescence 
correlation spectroscopy and Atomic Force Mivroscopy. In this instrument we have optical access 
to the confined region to measure diffusion in water under confinement. I will present development 
of the instrument, its capability and measurement of diffusion of a standard dye in nanoconfined 
water [7]. A careful analysis of the data will further allow development of microrheology-like tool 
to measure non-Newtonian response which is complementary to the standard rheology previously 
developed in our lab [4-6]. 
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Scanning Kelvin Probe Microscopy Reveals That Ion Motion Varies with Dimensionality 
in 2D Halide Perovskites 

Justin Pothoof 

University of Washington 

We study ion migration in 2D lead halide perovskites of varying dimensionality using scanning 
Kelvin probe microscopy (SKPM). We perform potentiometry on micrometer-scale lateral 
junctions in the absence of injected charge, and we compare how ion motion varies between 
prototypical two-dimensional n-butylammonium lead iodide perovskites (BA2PbI4, n = 1), and 
methylammonium-incorporated quasi-2D perovskites (BA2MA3Pb4I13, ∼⟨n⟩ = 4) under the 
effects of illumination and temperature. We attribute the observed slow dynamics to relaxation of 
the bias-induced ionic charge distributions at different temperatures, and we extract the activation 
energies associated with the ionic motion in each case. Finally, we propose an explanation for 
these phenomena by hypothesizing that ion motion in purely-2D BA2PbI4 perovskite films is 
dominated by paired halide and halide vacancy, whereas for quasi-2D BA2MA3Pb4I13 
perovskites, the ion motion is a combination of both halide and methylammonium (vacancy) 
migration. These data show that dimensionality in these systems plays a critical role in ion 
dynamics.   



Getting to Zero - Quantitative Electromechanical Atomic Force Microscopy 

Roger Proksch 

Asylum Research 

Since the very early days of atomic force microscopy (AFM), voltage modulation (VM) of AFM has 
been used to try to quantify a host of electronic, electrochemical and electromechanical 
functionalities across nanometer length scales. The critical importance of such information has 
resulted in the development of a plethora of VM-AFM techniques for exploration of either long or 
short-range forces. Of relevance for ferroelectrics, piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) 
imaging and associated spectroscopies have effectively opened the door to the exploration of 
nanoscale ferroelectric properties. The rise of PFM, however, has also brought about claims of 
ferroelectricity in materials which were subsequently thought to be not ferroelectric,[1] even 
unlikely materials such as soda-lime glass. Explanations for the origins of these unexpected 
nanoscale phenomena have not been in short supply, including new material properties, surface-
mediated polarization changes and/or spatially resolved behavior that is not present in bulk 
measurements. At the same time, it is well known that VM-AFM measurements are susceptible 
to numerous forms of crosstalk and despite efforts within the AFM community, a global approach 
for quantitative, crosstalk-free techniques remains elusive. In an effort to understand the true 
origins of the measured VM-AFM signals we demonstrate the presence of hysteretic (“false 
ferroelectric”) long-range interactions between the sample and cantilever body and show that 
these are intrinsic to traditional VM-AFM detection methods. However, we show that with 
interferometric displacement sensor (IDS) [2] it is possible to separate the true tip motion from the 
cantilever dynamics. Using the IDS we have established a rapid and simple flagging routine of 
false piezo and ferroelectric responses and are able to demonstrate fully quantitative and 
repeatable nanoelectromechanical characterization. We attribute a lot of the observed 
unexpected hysteretic behavior to surface water, since it is ubiquitous in ambient conditions for 
even mildly hydrophilic surfaces and may explain the plethora of behaviors discussed above. 
Finally, we demonstrate that through using the interferometric approach allows for putting of 
quantitative limits on the electromechanical sensitivity. For example, we were able to define a 
d_eff≤40fm/Volt for soda-lime glass [3] using interferometry that is much smaller (albeit still not 
zero) than other VM-AFM measurements. These quantitative measurements are critical for a wide 
range of new devices ranging from mems actuators, memristor devices, energy storage and 
dynamic computer memory.  
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AI in SPM: Recent progress, challenges and the coming wave of automation 

Rama Vasudevan 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory 

The use of Artificial intelligence (AI) methods in scanning probe microscopy is steadily increasing, 
facilitating everything from improved signal resolution [1] to model fitting [2] to image 
segmentation and adaptive sampling [3]. With the employment of these methods, large 
opportunities and pressing challenges remain as the path towards increasing automation 
becomes clearer. In this talk, I will discuss our recent work of applying AI and other statistical 
algorithms to improve SPM methods. I will briefly showcase our work on improving signal 
acquisition and inference, via Bayesian methods, as well as the use of deep neural networks and 
statistical methods to improve spectral fitting. I will then discuss the use of more advanced active 
learning and Bayesian optimization algorithms to facilitate automated experiments, enabling more 
data to be efficiently captured, reducing time and potentially expanding the suite of materials for 
which longer spectroscopies become viable. Finally, I will discuss how we can expand beyond 
simple efficiency gains to true scientific discovery, via use of advanced AI methods based on 
reinforcement learning and curiosity-based rewards. Challenges to implement these methods 
include the need for ‘simulation gyms’, compute power both at the edge and offline, and 
appropriate hardware and software links. This work was conducted at the Center for Nanophase 
Materials Sciences, a US DOE Office of Science User Facility. 
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Nonlinear detachment dynamics in contact resonance atomic force microscopy 

Ryan Wagner 

Purdue 

Dynamic AFM techniques in which deflection feedback is used to maintain a constant average 
force between the AFM tip and sample can measure viscoelastic, piezoelectric, and 
electrochemical properties. In particular, piezoresponse force microscopy’s ability to characterize 
ferroelectric materials is becoming increasingly important as a tool for new material discovery and 
quality control due to interest in integrating ferroelectric materials into next generation computing 
platforms. In all these AFM techniques increasing the amplitude of the driving signal is desirable 
because it improves measurement signal to noise. It is known that there are limits to this amplitude 
increase as nonlinearity begins to affect the results at extreme amplitudes; however, the precise 
mechanics of this phenomenon remain poorly explored. In this work, we model the nonlinear 
dynamic process of increasing drive amplitude to the point where the AFM tip loses contact with 
the sample. We then capture both the nonlinear softening process and reduction in maximum first 
harmonic photodiode signal after loss of permanent contact with the sample. The model is 
validated with a comparison to contact resonance AFM measurements. Ultimately, our exploration 
of the developed model provides great insight into the upper limits of drive amplitude in dynamic 
permanent contact AFM and reveals signatures in experiments warning that this limit is 
exceeded.      



Machine Learning to Classify and Correlate AFM Phase Images of polymers 

Dalia Yablon 

SurfaceChar 

Machine learning has been applied to classify and correlate AFM phase images of impact 
copolymer materials (ICP). A series of 6 ICP materials were synthesized, where each ICP 
comprises of a polypropylene matrix, ethylene propylene rubber (EPR), and ethylene inclusions 
within the rubbers. The various ICPs differ in their bulk mechanical properties and their 
microstructure, namely, the morphology, size, and density of the EPR and its inclusions. Machine 
learning models were built around 10um x 10um AFM phase images of each of these ICP 
materials. Our models successfully classified binary and ternary combinations of some ICP’s, but 
not others. This points to real and meaningful differences in the microstructure of some of the ICP 
materials. At the same time, these results indicate that other ICP’s are indistinguishable in their 
microstructure, despite some their bulk mechanical properties being significantly different. The 
ICP phase images were also correlated with bulk mechanical properties. The correlation of the 
microstructure in the AFM image was strongest with the plastic properties of yield strength and 
ultimate elongation percentage. The AFM images showed poor correlation with elastic properties 
such as flexural modulus as well as the Notched Izod RT test.   



Designed Interfaces Between Proteins and Inorganic Crystals for Templated Assembly 
and Co-Assembly 

Sakshi Yadav 

Pacific Northwestern National Laboratory 

Previously (1Pyles, H., Zhang, S., De Yoreo, J.J., Baker, D.; Nature 2019) we have shown we 
could use Rosetta to design proteins that exhibited a lattice match to mineral surfaces1. We 
discovered that we could exploit those interactions to generate a variety of ordered 2D phases 
(micrometer-long wires and extensive honeycomb arrays) that were strongly dependent on 
electrolyte type and concentration and several other factors. Comparison to Monte Carlo 
simulations of non-interacting colloidal rods demonstrates that these phases are not predicted 
and thus must result from the competition between the designed interfaces (protein-protein and 
protein-substrate) and the colloidal forces, while machine learning analysis shows that the 
orientation dependent energy landscape is both complex and also dependent on electrolyte type 
and concentration. Moving beyond a system of homogeneous protein building blocks, we are now 
using the power of co-assembly to both investigate the role of complementarity and frustration in 
defining order and to generate higher-order assemblies. 
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